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PREFACE 
The political history of Modem Afghanistan and particulprly 
of the first half of the 19th century has been often treated in 
modem works. British writers in particular \-fere greatly interes-
ted in political affairs of Afghanistan in the first half of the 
19th century. 
The economic history of Modem Afghanistan is, however, 
yet to be properly studied. Of this, the beginnings lie in the 
earlier part of the 19th century, a period when, though still In 
the pre-modem epoch, Afghanistan first began to feel modem 
influences, through the agency of European commodities and commerce. 
In this dissertation an attempt has been made to gather together 
information on the economy of Afghanistan in the first half of the 
19th century as gleaned basically from European sources of the 
period. 
It is a great pleasure to express my deep gratitude to my 
supervisor. Prof. Irfan Habib, Head of the Department for his 
guidance and help in pre paring"'this dissertation, 
I am also thankful to my teacher. Prof. Mir Husain Shah, 
Dean of the Faculty of Letters and Humanities of the Kabul 
University for granting me leave to undertake studies in India, 
. I also wish to express my thanks to the staff of the 
Research Library, Centre of Advanced Study, Department of 
History, A. M. U., and of the National Archives of India, for 
giving me facilities to work and consult books. 
Lastly, I am thankful to the Indian Council of Historical 
Research for granting me a fellov;ship wh: ch enabled me to complete 
this dissertation. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The study of the economic history of Afghanistan is not 
much developed in Afghanistan. I have not been able to come 
across any work which deals with my siibject in English, Pashtu 
or Persian, 
European travellers and scholars have contributed much to 
the modern history of Afghanistan. But their chief interest has 
lain in geography and political history* Afghan historians have 
also been interested, mainly in politcal history, especially in 
the wars of resistance against British aggression, ^t happens, 
hov/ever, that much information for the economic historian of 
early 19th century Afghanistan was collected by European trave-
llers, and is to be found scattered in their diaries and rerorts. 
One can, therefore, say that we can establish with some definite-
ness the chief features of the economy of Afghanistan at that time. 
The travellers who visited Afghanistan mainly in the first 
half of the 19th century recorded the political, social and 
economic condition of the people in various parts of the country. 
The travellers describe^the administrative system of the country. 
They were also greatly interested in military force of Afghanistan 
and wherever they went, they informed themselves about the number 
of soldiers, artillery and strength of the forts. 
Elphinstone, who was on a political mission to the court 
of Kaioul, visited the Afghan King Shah Shuja in 1809 in Peshawer, 
The main aim of Elphinstone mission to the Afghan Government was 
to persuade the Afghan Government not to permit Napolean Bonaparte 
of France to invade India via Afghanistan^ and also to encourage 
him to promote commerce between East India Company and Afghanistan. 
Slphinstone'a account of the 'Kingdom of Gaubul' is a 
classic description cff Afghanistan at that time. The work contains 
a full acount of the geography, the trioes, their culture, trade 
and husbandary, administration and history. 
The author and other members of the mission divided the 
task of collecting information among themselves. The compilation 
of geographical information was allotted to Lieutenant Macartney 
who was assisted by Captain Raper. The investigation into the 
climate, soil, produce, and husbandary were undertaken by Lieutenant 
IrUine, and trade and revenue by Richard Strachey, The historical 
account of the kingdom was worked by Robert Alexander. The 
government and the manners of the people were written by Elphins-
tone himself. The Afghans and Indians who were in their service 
and the Afghans who were the residents of India supplied them 
v/ith considerable information. 
In 1810 the mission reported its information to the East 
India Company. 
Elphinstone who was the leader of mission continued his 
investigation. He went to many Afghans in Bombay and Poona. The 
other member of the mission also put their information at his 
disposal. In 1815 he published his work under the title of 'An 
account of the kingdom of Caubul'. 
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The Persian manuscript account of Fazil Khan, Safamama 
William Moorcraft is of great importance. His account is a work 
of geography. He has given the distances isetween the places that 
he visited. He also gives information about production, prices 
and cattle and also about political matters. He visited northern 
Afghanistan, Kabul, Jelalabad and Peshawer on his way to India. 
He went to Bukhara via Kashmir and Tibet. He started his journey 
in 1813 from India. It seems that Fazil started his journey to 
collect information about the routes for the benefit of the 
British Government. 
Other important visitor to Afghanistan was Moorcre^ ft who was 
a native of Lancashire and v/as educated for the profession of a 
surgeon. His atter.tion v/as diverted to a'different persuit, and 
finally settled in London as a practiser of Veterinary Surgery. 
later on he was appointed to look after the East India Company 
cavalary's horses. In 1819 he plarmed to oo to Bukhara and pur-
chase horses. The East Jndia Company did not recognise him in any 
diplomatic capacity and even a letter of recommendation was refused 
r 
by tae Governor General, He tooi: mechandise from Calcutta and 
sold it for Shawl in Kashmir. Me also purchased pearls. 
At the end of 1019 he started his journey accompanied by 
George Trebeck. 
Moorcraft travelled to Himalian provinces of India, Kashmir 
Ladakh and Punjab. He visited the court of Ranjit Singh in Punjab. 
He then ••.-ant to Peshawer. He also visited the hilly area of 
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::huttock on his way to Peshawer. Prom Peshawer via Jelalabad 
he reached Kabul. The political di stxirbances in Kabul and riva-
lary between Amir Dost Mohammad I2ian and his nephew Ilabibullah 
did not permit him to stay on in Ka^ Hil for a long period. He 
continued his journey t'lroujh Hajigak pass to E^ anian. He was deta-
ined at the court of i'iurad Beg for a short period. He crossed 
the Oxus in Bulkh and reached Bukhara. He purchased horses in 
Eu'diara and returned to Eulkh after a few months. In Balkh, 
Moorcreift suffered from faver and died on 27fn Auoust, 1825, 
After a fsv/ days his friedw George Trebeck affected by the same 
disease died in hazar Sharif. His property and papers -rere reco-
vered by the native of that region. 
In 1836, Alexander Burnes vrant on mission to Kabul. Murad 
Beg, the chief of Qunduz requested him to send a doctor to cure 
his brother's eyes, Alexander Burnes sent Dr. Lord and Lieu-
tenant Wood to tlie service of Murad Beg and requested him to send 
him. Moorcroft's papers and book. Trie papers xvere found in Mazar 
Sharif and restored to Lieutenant 'Wood and Dr. Lord. They were 
then published. 
Moorcre±t's travels contains detailed information about 
Afghanistan, He has described political events in Afghanistan, 
when struggle for the throne of KajDul was going on between the 
sons of Payanda Klian and his grandson Habibullah Klian. Moorcraft 
has also given a long li>t of the revenue of the districts of 
Jelalabad province, "-^e describes the economic and social condi-
tion of northern Afghanistan and Kabul. 
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The third traveller, Arthur Conolly, started his journey 
in 1830 from St, Petusburg (nov; Leningrad) and reached Herat 
through Iran, "'a v/as at Herat vmen Kararan was the ruler of 
that province. He visited Qandahar under the rule or Qandahari 
Sirdars. Prom Qandahar he travelled to Quotta and Baluchistan 
and entered India. 
Conolly's account has valuable information regarding the 
agrarian conditions in the province of Herat. He has also given 
a long description of the political corjditions of the province 
of Herat ^nd Qandahar. 
Then we come to one of the most celebrated political agents 
of the time. Alexander Burnes's travels from 1831 to 1833 have 
been published in three volumes. These contain detailed infora-
ation about Afghanistan. Bxirnes visited Punjab and Sind, He 
came to Kabul via Peshawer and Jelalabad. He was received at 
Peshawer by the nominal ruler of Peshawer, Sultan Mohammad Khan, 
The later recormiended him to his brothers in Kabul, In Kabul, 
Nawab Abdul Jabar Khan v/as his host. He also visited Amir Dost 
Mohammad I'Oi an. From Kabul he went to B ami an and from-there to 
Bukhara and Meshed, 
Bumes gives detailed information i)out the social and 
political condition of the country. He has particularly focussed 
on commerce of Kabul. 
In 1836 Alexander Bumes again v/ent to Kabul on an official 
mission of the British Government, He nov; stayed at Kabul for 
about two years and visited Kohistan to the north of Kabul. In 
his accoiant of this mission he has described the agrarian condi-
tions of that district. He also sheds much light on the political, 
social and economic condition in this book. 
The narrative of Charles Hasson's various journeys in 
Baluchistan and Afghanistan has been published in three volumes. 
In the autumn of 1826, Masson entered Bhawalpur in Sind from the 
neighbouring Rajput States, He visited the three Deras, Tak and 
other district of north west frontier provinces and Peshav^er. 
V^en he came to Peshawer, the Peshaweri Sirdars v;ere under suzer-
ainty of Ranjit Singh, From Peshawer he vent to Kabul via Jelal-
abad. Ho also visited Banian v;hen Haji Khan Kakar v/as the governor 
of that province. He visited the court of the Qandahari Sirdars 
and from there he went to Punjab via Baluchistan, Masson, thus 
travelled for about thirteen years from 1826 to 1838 in various 
parts of Afghanistan, Baluchistan and Punjab. 
His work is particularly important for political develop-
ments v/hich took place in that period. Ha has discussed the Anglo-
Afghan diplomatic relations in detail. He also describe the anti-
quities and ancient coins. His inform;-)tion regarding the economy 
is, hov;ever, rather, limtad, 
G, T« Vigne's travels to Afghanistan contains remarkably 
good information about Afghanistan, Vigne started his journey in 
March 1836 from Multan. Heaccompanied a Lohani Caravan upto the 
vicinity of Ghazni, From Ghazni he was taken by Nawab Abdul Jabar 
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i<han's son to whom he v;as recomneded by his other son Abdul Ghias 
Khan then at Ludhiana. The later was studying at Ludhiana in 
Captain Wade's School. Vigne was Mawab Abdul Jabar Khan's guest 
in Kauul. Under the Nawab's protection he succeeded in collecting 
information and visited various places in Kabul and its vicinity. 
He also visited Amir Dost Mohammad tGian and other nobles of the cort, 
The travels of Vigne contains much miscellaneous information 
about the economic condition of the country, especially with refe-
rence to the products of the country. 
u. J. VJood accompanied Alexander Bumes in 1836 to Kabul. 
He was sent by Alexander Bumes alongwith Dr. Lord to Qunduz to 
cure Murad Beg's brother's eyes. He travelled to Hazar Sharif, 
Badakhshan and the sources of the Oxus river. 
C. J, Wood's journey to the source of the river Oxus con-
tains information regarding social and political condition of 
northern Afghanistan. His description of mines and the mode of 
extraction of rubies is very interesting and valuable. 
Mohan Lai Kashmiri accompanied Alexander Bumes in his 
travels to Afghanistan and Central Asia from 1831 to 1833. In 
1836 when Bumes came to Kabul on a political mission from the 
British Government/ he also brought Mohan Lai v/ith him, 
Mohan Lai wrote,life of Amir Dost Mohammad Khan. The 
detailed information of political events of the second quarter of 
the 19th century that it furnished is of much value, Mohan Lai 
gives us authentic information about the revenues and custom-
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duties of the Kabul government. He collected his information 
from the high officers of Amir Dost Moharmad Khan. His booK was 
published in two volumes from London in 1848. 
I have also consulted manuscript files in Foreign 
Political Department of Indian National Archives. They contain 
reports on the rates of exchange at Kabul. The main interest of 
the agents who reported to the British Government was in the 
political sphere. The economic information they supplied to 
Calcutta is, therefore, limited in scope. 
Major H. B, Lumsden visited Candahar in the mid 19th 
century, when the province had been annexed by Amir Dost Mohammad 
Khan. H£$ was official mission of the British Government. He 
has given long lists of exports and imports of Afghanistan along-
with their prices. His information regarding agrarian relation, 
taxation and custom duties is very detailed. The description of 
administration and the cruelty of Sirdar Ghulam Haider Khan, the 
governor of Qandahar has been given in a dramatic way. He also 
gives much information about the routes of Afghanistan. 
My present dissertation is based principally upon the 
above sources. Its aim is to bring together the information widely 
scattered in these sources, and arrange it in a logical order with 
a view to presenting a connected account of the economic conditions 
of Afghanistan during the first half of the 19th century. It is 
of course, true that some of the informtion may be biased and some 
inaccurate; the conditions in which it was originally collected. 
b 
and the prejudices of those who collected it must be constantly 
borne in mind* But even so, by comparison and collation/ the 
truth can be sifted« 
It is hoped that the compilation of the economic infor-
mation on the lines I have attempted will go a little way in 
clarifying the main features of the economy of Afghanistan in 
the period of the transition that lay between the decay of the 
Durani Empire and the first war of Resistance against Britain. 
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I-GEOGRAPHY 
Modern Afghanistan is a land locked country surrounded by 
the Soviet Union in. the north, Iran in v;est, Pakistan in the east 
and south. It has a short border with China, beyond the district 
of VJakhan. 
The coiintry lies betvzeen 29 and 38 degrees north latitude 
and between 61 and 72 degrees east longitude. The extreme breadth 
of the country from north east to south v/est is about 700 miles, 
its length from west to east at the Khyber pass is approximately 
600 miles. The area of the country is estimated at about 250,775 
square miles (1) . 
In 1974 the population of Afghanistan was estimated at 
18,7 millions out of which 3.1 millions were pastorals. The 
settled population of the country v;as 15.6 millions, out of which 
the rural portion comprised of 13.2 millions and the urban 
2.4 millions. 
Between 1973 and 1974 the rural population has increased 
by 4.3% and the urban 6.2% (2) . 
Afghanistan as a whole is an agricultural country and 
about 75% of the population depend upon the land for their living. 
About 70% of. the irrigated land and the bulk of the irrigation 
facilities belong to the land ov/ners. 30% of the peasants had no 
(1) Prof. Ghulam Umar Saleh, The Afghanistan Kalani, pp. 305-310, 
Kabul, 1342 (1963). 
(2) Malumat Ahsayawi Afghanistan (1972-1974), p-1, Kabul, 1975. 
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land at all, and others have merely strips that are not enough 
to provide a livelihood (1). 
In 1969 the area under cultivation was less than 32,000 
square miles: This amounted to only 13% of the whole area of the 
country (2). Rather more than half of this acreage is irrigated 
from rivers. 10% is supplied from springs, 13% from under ground 
channels (Kariz) and the 27% depend upon seasonal rains. About 
8 million acres of land are under pasture which support sheep, 
goats and cattle (3) . 
In south western Afghanistan there is a wide plain with 
150,00 square miles and is divided by the Helraand river into two 
parts; on western side of the river is the Margo desert and the 
Seistan plain and on the eastern side in south of Qandahar, a 
sandy desert which called Registan (4). 
The most fertile plains are in northern Afghanistan which 
are watered by the tributaries of the Oxus river. 
As a whole Afghanistan has a continental climate with 
wide differences in summer and winter temperatures, Seistan in 
summer has 46° centigrade and Salang has -25° centigrade in 
winter. Qandahar with 3,500 feet height and Jelalabad with 2,000 
(1) R. T. Akhramovich, outline history of Afghanistan after the 
second world war, pp. 8-9, Moscow, 1966. 
(2) Encyclopedia Britanica, pp. 242-245, London, 1969. 
(3) Prof. Mohammad Ali, history of Afghanistan in the Mohammed 
Zai period, p-186, Kabul, 1959. 
(4) Prof. Ghulam Umar Saleh, The Afghanistan Kalani, pp. 305-318. 
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feet have subtropical climate, the minimum temperature in Kabul 
is -lO C and in Ghazni is about -15 C (1), 
The country is divided into northern and southern parts 
by the ranges of mountains which start from the north east and 
reach to the south west. These consisted of the Hindu Kush, 
Kohi baba and Ferozkoh ranges. The Hindu Kush is divided into 
eastern and western sections which are separated from each 
other by the Khawak pass. The Hindu Kush starts from Pamir 
plateau and ends at Bamian. Its length is akiout 600kilometers 
and its width is about 300 kilometers. The v/idth of the ranges 
is smaller in west at Bamian which is 25 kilometer. Trajmir is 
the highest peak of Hindu Kush (7750 meter above sea level). The 
passes of Hindu Kush include Nukzan (50 50 meters), Kachni (6900 
meters) Ser Eshtragar (5750 meters) VJairan (4600 meters) and 
Salang (4790 meters) (2) . 
Kohibaba starts from western Hindu Kush and reaches 
Ferozkoh, Hindu Kush and Kohibaba are separated by Hajigak 
valley at Bamian. Kohibaba is about 200 kilometers long. Shah 
Fuladi rises to 5140 meters above the sea level, is the highest 
peak of Kohibaba. The range is pierced by the Huni and Hajigak 
passes. These are 3300 meters and 3700 meters above the sea 
level (3) . 
(1) Encyclopedia Britanica, pp. 242-215. 
(2) Mohammad Ali, a cultural history of Afghanistan, p-7, 
Kabul, 1965. 
(3) Prof, Ghulam Umar Saleh, The Afghanistan Kalani, pp. 305-318. 
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Ferozkoh extends to the west and starts from Kohibaba in 
the east. This range is about 500 kilometers long. Zarmast -pass 
connects Hirat with Maimana. 
Spinghar lies in the south of Kabul which starts from Logar 
and reaches near the Khyber pass. Its highest peak (4760 meters) 
is known Sikaram. The Piwar pass connects Parachinar with Jaji 
(a district of Paktiya) . 
The sulaiman ranges run to the south of Spinghar and extend 
from north to south. The Baluchistan ranges emanate from these 
movmtains. These mountains rise to 2460 meters above the sea 
level. 
The passes of Kohibaba and Hindu Kush are only passable 
from June to October (1). The Hindu Kush and Kohibaba are covered 
with snow for ten months of the year. The rivers of Afghanistan 
are fed by its melting snow. Afghanistan may be safely called 
the gift of the Hindu Kush (2). 
The rivers of Afghanistan may be divided into four groups: 
(I) The basin of the Kabul river and its tributaries is 52000 
square kilometers. The Kabul river rises from Huni pass of 
Kohibaba and, receives Lugar, Ghurband, Punjshir, Alishang, Alingar 
and Kunar. It flows into the Indus river near Attock Fort. 
(II) The Amu or Oxus rises in the Pamirs and flows into the Aral 
sea in the Soviet Union. Its total length in Afghanistan and 
(1) Prof. Ghulam IJmar Saleh, The Afghanistan Kalani, pp. 314-318, 
(2) Prof. Mohammad Ali, acultural history of Afghanistan, p-7. 
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Soviet Union is about 2500 kilometers. For about 1200 kilometers 
it forms a natural boundary between Afghanistan and Soviet Union. 
The Wakhan, Kukcha and Kunduz are its tributaries in Afghanistan. 
The basin of Amu river in Afghanistan is 90/000 square kilometers. 
(III) The Heri Rud and Murghab rivers run from east to west in, 
Afghanistan, leaving the country they take northern direction. 
The Heri Rud is 12 30 kilometers long and rises in the Kohibaba. 
Its basin is about 39300 square kilometers. The Murghab river is 
800 kilometers long. For 450 kilometers it flov/s within Afghanistan, 
It originates in the Ferozkoh and disappears in the Soviet Union's 
deserts. 
(IV) The basin of the Helmand river is the biggest in Afghanistan/ 
being 151300 square kilometers. The whole river along with its 
tributaries flows within Afghanistan. It rises near Huni pass in' 
the Kohibaba range and is 1400 kilometers long. It flows into the 
Hamun-i-Helmand. Its major tributaries are the Arghandab, Tumak 
and Arghistan. Separately Helmand's basin is about 76000 square 
kilometers and Arghandab, Tumak and Arghistan together have basins 
that contain 75300 square kilometers (1). 
« 
There are a few r ive rs which flow into the Hamun-i-Helmand, 
v i z . the Fara Rud with a basin of 30,800 square kilometers and the 
Khash Rud with a basin of 2300 square k i lometers . These r ive rs 
contain water in spring and very r a r e l y in the f i r s t months of 
summer. 
(1) Prof. Ghulam Umar Saleh, The Afghanistan Kalani, pp. 314-318, 
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II-HISTORICAL BACK GROUND 
In 1747 Ahmad Shah Durani founded the Modern Kingdom (now 
republic) of Afghanistan. After the death of Kadir Shah Afshar 
in 1747, he occupied Qandahar and Kab,ul. By 1750 Ahmad Shah 
Durani assumed the direct control of all the countries lying 
between Indus and Oxus rivers.(1). In the north and west the 
boundaries of Afghanistan approximately were the same as today. 
In the south and east the boundaries were extended beyond the 
Indus. The Punjab and Kashmir were annexed, and Afghan's suzer-
ainity ivas imposed over Baluchistan and Sind. In the west, 
Khurasan was conquered and handed over to Nadir Shah's descendants 
with a nominal tribute. 
Ahmad Shah Durani v/as succeeded by his son Timur Shah in 
1773. In Qandahar a strong Abdali clique v/as formed against the 
Shah, He, therefore, transferred his capital to Kabul. Timur Shah 
was able to keep his father's empire, inspite of revolts in Sind, 
Balkh and Khurasan. He died in 1793 in Kabul (2). 
Timur Shah left 36 children of v;hom 2 3 were sons. On his 
death, his fifth son Shah Zaman v/ith the backing of Payanda Khan 
(chief of the Barakzai clan) came to power in Kabul, Shah Zaman's 
two brothers ?Iumayun at Qandahar and Mahmud in Herat challanged 
his claims, but he was able to overpower them. The Shah now wanted 
to revive his grand father's empire and his main aim was to re-
occupy northern India once. The Qajar family in Iran and British 
A 
(1) Fraser Tytler, Afghanistan a study of political development in 
Central and Southern Asia, Geoffer Cumberlege, Oxford University 
Press, London, 1953. 
(2) Mountstuort Elphinstone, An account of the Kingdom of Caubul, 
II, p. 307, Oxford University Press, 1972. 
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Government in India were afraid of his power, therefore, Fateh Ali 
Shah Qajar, the iniler of Iran helped Mahraud to challenge Shah Zaman-
Mahmud with Persian help entered Seistan and occupied Qandahar. He 
defeated Shah Zaman at Tazi near Qilat in 1800 (1). 
Shah Mahmud's only opponent was Shuja-ul-Mulk, Shah Zaman's 
brother and governor of Peshawer. On 10th September 180l Shuja 
marched from Peshav;er to face Shah Mahmud's power. He was defeated 
by Fateh Khan, Shah Mahmud's minister at Ashpan near Jalalabad (2) . 
Shah Mahmud was, however, an incapable man; after his succession 
the tribes of the Ghilzais and Uzbeks revolted against him. The 
Persians in Shah Mahmud's service (the Qizilbash) were attacked by 
the Afghans. Shah Mahmud and his VJazir Fateh Khan declared them-
selves the supporters of the Qizilbash, and this aroused hostility 
among the Afghans, and among the mullas in particular. 
By 1803, when the hostility of the Qizilbash was at its 
height, Shuja re-entered the country. Shah Mahmud had already been 
imprisoned in Bala Hisar by the provoked mob. Shuja easily occu-
pied the throne. He now appointed his nepheiv Qaisar Mirza, Shah 
Zaman's son, the governor of Qandahar and Firuz-ud-din, his brother, 
was not disturbed and remained the governor of Herat. Ranjit Singh 
who had been appointed by Shah Zaman as the governor of Lahore in 
1799 began to enlarge his power. 
By 1809 M. Elphinstone, the British envoy, came to Peshawer 
and a treaty was signed according to which Afghanistan was not to 
(1) Sayed Qasim Rushtiya, Afghanistan Der Qame Nuzde, pp. 8 9 
Anjuman-i-Tarikh-i-Afghanistan, Kabul 1336 (1957). 
(2) M. Elphinstone, Kingdom of Caubul, II, p-380. 
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allow the French and Russians to attack India via Afghanistan. 
When the mission was still at Peshawer the nev/s reached Shah 
Shuja's court that Qandahar had been captured by Mahmud and the 
army which was sent to Kashmir had also been destroyed. Shah 
Mahmud and Fateh Khan occupied Kabul and defeated Shah Shuja with 
his tribal army at Gandumak (1). Shah Mahmud left the administra-
tion to his wazir Fateh Khan. The later re-established law and 
order, the Amirs of Sind and Baluchistan were subdued and he also 
recovered Kashmir in 1813, appointing his brother Mohammad Azim 
Khan governor of that valley (2). 
VThen the Persian army advanced tov/ards Herat in 1816 
Firuz-uddin the governor of Herat sought Shah Mahmud's assistance 
against the Persians. Fateh Khan with his brother Dost Mohammad 
Khan rushed to Herat, Peruz-uddin was sent to Kabul under escort. 
Dost Mohammad Khan took the wealth of Feruz-uddin and even the 
jewellery of the harem ladies was seized. This misbehaviour of 
Dost Mohammad Khan brought about the disintegration of Ahmad Shah 
Durani's empire, and the down fall of Sadozai dynasty. 
Fateh Khan occupied Herat and defeated the Persian army at 
Kafir Qala on the Persian frontier. 
Feruz-uddin complained to his brother in Kabul about the 
violation in his harem by Dost Mohammad Khan. Shah Mahmud was 
excited and ordered ^ Kamran to blind Fateh Khan, his most active 
wazir by whose labour he had recovered his throne of Kabul. . Fateh 
(1) Sykes Percy, a history of Afghanistan, I, p-388, London 
Macmillan & Co. Ltd., 1940. 
(2) G. P. Tate, the kingdom of Afghanistan, p-125, D. K. Publishing 
House, Hew Delhi, 1973. 
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Khan's brothers revolted against Shah Mahmud and the later was 
defeated near Kabul in 1818 and retired alongwith his son, Kamran 
to Herat. With the defeat of Shah Mahmud the Sadozai dynasty 
which vfas founded by Ahmad Shah Durani practically came to an 
end (1) . 
Very soon after the fall of the Sadozai dynasty Balkh was 
captured by the ruler of Bukhara, and Baluchistan and Sind in the 
south became independent. Ranjit Singh took possession of the 
Punjab and Kashmir and extended his control to Peshawer. The 
earlier ruler of Peshawer Sultan Mohammad Khan one of the Peshaweri 
Sirdars paid tribute to the Sikhs. In 1823 Peshawer was annexed 
by Ranjit Singh (2) , 
Mohammad Azim Khan, the eldest of the Barakzai brothers 
rushed from Kashmir to Kabul on his elder brother's death. In 
1819 Azim I'Chan placed prince Ayub, Timur Shah's son, on the throne 
of Kabul as a puppet and he himself became his wazir. Azim Khan 
was defeated by the Sikhs in 182 3 near Peshav/er ana the city v/as 
lost to the Sikh ruler. Very soon Aaim Khan after his defeat at 
Peshawer, died in Kabul. After his death Dost Mohammad Khan 
became the most powerful of the Barakzai brothers. Dost Mohammad 
Khan was supported by his Qizilbash maternal uncles. His power 
extended to Jelalabad and Ghazni (3). The area under his posse-
ssion did not, however, exceed 100 miles beyond Kabul on any 
(1) Sykes Percy, a history of Afghanistan, I, pp-» 390-91. 
(2) Ibid, 391. 
(3) George Macmunn, Afghanistan from Darius to Amanullah, p-9 5, 
London, G. Bell & Sons Ltd., 1929. 
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side (1) . 
Sultan Mohammad Khan not only accepted the suzerainity of 
Ranjit Singh, but he also attached Dost Moharamad Khan. He was, 
however, defeated. By 1826 Dost Mohammad Khan became the acknow-
ledged ruler of Kabul, Ghazni and Jelalabad. By this time the 
country was divided into many principalities. In northern 
Afghanistan Murad Beg reigned as an independent ruler. In Herat, 
Kamran was the ruler of that province. In Qandahar, the Qandahari 
Sirdars were independent. Peshawer including Multan, Derajat and 
some portion of Sind had been already occupied by Ranjit Singh. 
In 1834 Shah Shuja besieged Qandahar, Kohndil Khan, its 
ruler, had already requested Dost Mohammad Khan to help him against 
Shah Shuja. The Barakzai brothers defeated Shah Shuja and the 
later retired (2) . 
Dost Mohammad Khan now declared himself Amir-ul-Muminin, to 
get support of the people and to give legal position to his action 
of Jehad against the Sikhs. In 1837 Mohammad Akbar Khan, the Amir's 
son defeated the Sikhs at Jamrud near Peshav/er and their leader 
Heri Singh was killed (3) . 
In 1838 a treaty was signed between the British, Ranjit 
Singh and Shah Shuja, with the object of placing Shuja on the 
(1) Alexander Humes, mission to Kabul (1836-38), p-370, London, 
John Murray, Albemarla Street, 1842. 
(2) Sykes Percy, a history of Afghanistan, I, p-396. 
(3) Fraser Tytler, a study of political developments in central 
and southern Asia .... p-74. 
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Afghan throne (1). On 3rd May, 1839 Shah Shuja occupied Qandahar 
with the aid of British troops. In July 1839 Ghazni fell into 
his hands. VJhen the British forces advanced on K-abul, Amir Dost 
Mohammad Khan fled to Balkh (2). 
A bitter feeling v/as roused against British. It was not 
possible for a small city of Kabul to accommodate and feed 15000-
20000 British soldiers. The Ghilzais who occupied the country 
between Kabul and Jelalabad, revolted against British. The 
Kohistanis were also aroused and they entered Kabul on 1st November 
1841. On the 2nd November, the storm burst and Burnes was killed 
and the treasury which contained £ 170/000 was plundered. On the 
2 3rd Deceniber, 1841 British envoy Macnaghten was killed in an 
interview by Mohammad Akbar Klian. The British vacated Kabul on 
6th January 1842 and all the troops on the way to Jelalabad were 
destroyed. Out of 15000-20000 soldiers only Dr. Broyden reached 
Jelalabad alive and conveyed the news of disaster (3) . Shah Shuja 
was also killed in April of the same year. The British v/ith fresh 
forces again invaded Kabul and after re-occupying the city they 
burnt the bazaar and shops of Kabvil and the beautiful village of 
Istalif was also destroyed. 
In November 1842 the British decided to leave Afghanistan 
and placed Dost Mohammad Khan on the throne of Kabul. Dost Mohammad 
Khan strengthened his position in Kabul and tried to recover other 
(1) Waqiat Shah Shuja, Shah Shuja, pp. 105-108, Anjuraan-i-Tarikh-i-
Afghanistan, Kabul, 19 55. 
(2) Edward Ulaisis, Uruj-i-Barakzai, pp. 170-171, Anjuman-i-Tarikh-
Afghanistan, Kabul, 1955. 
(3) G. P. Tate, the kingdom of Afghanistan, p-145. 
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provinces which were under the provincial chiefs. By 1848 he 
occupied Balkh and some parts of northe^ rn Afghanistan, In 1855 
he took possession of Qandahar, and by 1859 the Amir brought 
under his sv/ay the territory of Murad Beg of Qunduz. And lastly 
the Amir besieged Herat. By 1863 after 10 months besiege he 
conquered it. By the conquest of Herat the consolidation of 
Modem Afghanistan under the Amir v/as completed. He died at 
Herat in the same year (1) . 
(1) G. P. Tate, the kingdom of Afghanistan, pp. 158-161. 
Ill-AGRICULTURE 
1. Crops: 
Afghanistan raises crops of subtropical and cold climate. 
Central Afghanistan including Kabul and Ghazni produces crops of 
cold climate. The northern plains, between the Oxus river and the 
Hindu Kush, south-western Afghanistan comprising Herat and Qahdahar 
and the eastern parts of the country irrigated by the Kabul river 
produce subtropical crops. 
The main crops of Kabul consisted of different kinds of 
grains and fruits. VJheat and barley were cultivated in the province 
of Kabul including Ghazni and Kohistan, Indian corn was cultivated 
in the districts of Maidan and Paghman, a few miles away to the 
west of Kabul. It seldom exceeded three feet in height and yielded 
a return of forty to sixty for one (1). The cultivation of rice 
and other pulses v;as undertaken in the district but the yield was 
very low. Wheat and barley were produced in large quantities and 
their yield was higher than of other grains (2). 
In the valley of Kabul, wheat, barley and rice were cultiv-
ated. They had a specy of wheat called from its shape dundan-i-
shutur, or camel's tooth. This grain was twice the size of ordi-
nary grain and its yield too was much higher (3). 
The fruits of the province of Kabul were famous. The 
northern part of the province consisting of the valleys of Kohistan 
(1) William Moorcraft and George Trebeck, travels in the Himalayan 
Provinces of Hindustan and the Punjab; in Ladakh and Kashmir, in 
Peshawer, Kabul, Qunduz and Bokhara (1819-1825), Sagar Publi-
cation, New Delhi, 1971. 
.(2) Ibid, p-381. 
(3) G. T. Vigne, a personal narrative of a visit to Ghazni, Kabul anc 
Afghanistan, p-17o, LondontWhittaker & Co. Ave Maria Lane, 1840. 
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had many varieties of fruits. Peaches, plums, apricots, pears, 
apples, quinces, cherries, walnuts, mulberries, pomegranates and 
vince were grown in large quantities in the valleys of Kohistan (1). 
The grapes of Kabul were considered inferior to the grapes 
of Qandahar, but they were produced in large quantities, and were 
of various kinds. In the district of Kohistan only Istalif was 
reckoned to have six thousand orchards. The mulberry trees were 
planted in the valleys of Kohistan, and great number of people 
derived their sustenance from this fruit. It was dried in the sun 
and then ground into flour, of which bread was made known as Tal-
khan, the bread was the major article diet of the larger population 
of the valleys (2). In Kabul a large quantity of fine apples was 
produced which was much better than that of Qandahar, The Gilas 
and Alubalu of Kabul were of good quality. It was thought that 
Alubalu had come from Kashmir during Babur's time (3). Pomegranate 
were planted in the valleys of Tagaw and Sarubi, a few miles to 
the east of Kabul. The fruits could not grow so well as those 
of Qandahar. 
The weather of Kabul was not suitable to the cultivation of 
cotton and tobacco, but they were grown in small quantities. 
Carrots, turnips, beet root, lettice onions, cucumbers, beans, peas, 
cauliflowers, egg plant, spinach and greens of all kind were culti-
vated in Kabul. The rawash grev/ under the snowy hills of Paghman, 
(1) Alexander Burnes, travels into Kabul, Bokhara and Persia 
(1831-1833), II, p-130, London: John Murray, Albemarle 
Street, 1835. • 
(2) G. T. Vigne, personal visit to Kabul, Ghazni and Afghanistan, 
p-409. 
(3) Ibid, p-200. 
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Kabul and other movmtains of the province. It was eaten cooked 
as well as fresh (1). 
By the fourth decade of the first half of the 19th century 
the cultivation of potatoes had been introduced. Captain Wade 
sent potatoes from Ludhiana to Nawab Abdul Jabar Khan. The Nawab 
planted them and encouraged their cultivation in the district of 
Chardeh (2) . 
Melon and water melon were very common in the province of 
Kabul. The melonf of Kabul was inferior to that of the northern 
Afghanistan. 
Kabul v;as largely self-sufficient as far as agricultural 
produce was concerned. Indeed the grapes of Kabul exported to 
India used to be packed in cotton in wooden boxes (3). 
The ranges of the Hindu Kush were covered with perpetual 
snow, but their valleys were inhabited and cultivated. The sides 
of the valleys produced wheat and barley which depended entirely 
on the rain but the bottoms were irrigated from, the streams and 
produced the crops of the plains (4) . These v/ere wheat, rice, 
Indian com, barley, pulses, sugarcane, tobacco and cotton. But 
these were by no means grovyn everywhere in egual quantities. 
Sugarcane, tobacco and cotton were produced in the lower valleys 
(1) Alexander Burnes, travels, II, 132. 
(2) G. T. Vigne, visit to Ghazni, Kabul and Afghanistan, p-173. 
(3) Ibid, p-174. 
(4) M. Elphinstone, kingdom of Caubul, II, p-5. 
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of the Hindu Kush. 
In the upper parts of the valleys and sides of the mountains 
fruits trees grew wild. Walnuts, almonds and pistaccio grew in the 
Hindu Kush ranges. The chief article of commerce of Bamian in the 
Hindu Kush ranges was assafoetida, of which about two hundred 
maunds were gathered annually from plants that grow wild in the 
mountains. In the spring the earth was partly removed from root, 
and the stem and leaves cut off to the ground, a juice exuded 
from the surface, which v/hen dried was scooped off. A slice was 
then cut from the root, and the juice exuded again from the fresh 
surface. This was repeated a third and fourth time. A root of 
good size yielded about half a pound of the dried juice (1) . It 
was spoilt by exposure to the sun. The Afghans accordingly take 
care to shelter it, by placing two flat stones over it, in such a 
manner that they support each other. Vast quantities of this 
drug were exported to India (2). 
The hills beneath had bare summits, but their sides were 
clothed with the woods of fires, oaks, wild olives and many other 
trees, and still lower, it has been observed that all the frxiits 
and flov;ers of Europe grew wild (3) . 
, In northern Afghanistan Khulm was the most fertile district 
and had good irrigation facilities. Wheat, barley, rice and corn 
were the main product of the district. Khulm produced large 
(1) W. Moorcraft and G. Trebeck, travels, II, p-395. 
(2) M, Elphinstone, kingdom of Caubul, I, p-395. 
(3) Ibid, II, p-5. 
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quantities of melon, though it was thought inferior to that of 
Qunduz. There was a great market entirely for melons of the 
district (1). The other fruits grown at Khulra were pomegranates, 
apricots/ peaches, apples and all sorts of grapes etc. Pistaccio 
trees were grown etc. Pistaccio trees grew wild over the hills 
and the yield was very great (2). 
VJheat, barley, rice and corn v;ere cultivated all over the 
northern rart of Afghanistan, The district of Qunduz produced a 
large quantity of rice. Melon was cultivated in the districts of 
Mazar Sharif, Balkh, Qunduz, Khulm, Maimana and Taliqan. The 
melon of Asqalan v;as the sweetest and the best among the other 
districts. Wheat stalks grew as high as in England. 
The valley of Heri Rud which had good irrigation facilities 
produced a large quantity of grain. The soil of the whole province 
of Herat was fertile and cultivationvas successfully carried on. 
Wheat cultivation in the plain of Herat was widespread and the 
poor inhabitants were able to eat wheat bread. The production of 
com and rice was less than wheat (3) . 
In the immediate vicinity of Herat were numerous large and 
beautiful gardens. There were only thirty two kinds of grapes of 
which were the Kaye-Goramun and the Rasil baba. The fruits of 
Herat were generally such as were found in Kabul. Perhaps the 
(1) Moorcraft and G, Trebeck, travels, II, p-451. 
(2) Alexander Burnes, travels, II, p-199, 
(3) George W. Forrest, Selection from the travels and Journals 
preserved in the Bombay Secretariat, p-124, Bombay Government 
Central Press, 1906, 
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apples and peas were finer. They had also almonds/ peaches, 
apricots, cherries, quinces and various kinds of melons (1). 
The mountains which extended to the north were said to be 
wooded and among many kinds of trees was to be found the pistaccio 
and other fruits trees in a wild state. The druggists also 
gathered many herbs from these hills, and the dyers also found 
seeds and roots which they used v.dth advantage in dyeing t'leir 
clothes. 
The province of Herat had many kinds of vegetables which 
were more numerous than the vegetables of Kabul. Among their 
numerous vegetables they had many kinds in Europe, such as cabbage, 
spinach, lettuce, carrots, turnip, radishes and onions (2). 
The varieties of fruits grown in the valley of Herat and 
vere sold cheaper than that of Meshad. Due to the high yield of 
the province all the necessities of life were cheaper than in the 
neighbouring country of Persia (3) . 
The province of Qandahar which was irrigated by the main 
rivers of the country as Helmand, Arghandab and Turnek produced 
large quantity of grains. VTheat was cultivated in the valley's, 
Karizi (irrigated) lands and the Lalmi (rain-fed) lands. Rice 
was grown on the upper valley of Helmand river in the district of 
Dehrawat. In the valley of Arghandab the best quality of rice 
(1) G. VJ. Forrest, Selection from travels and journals, p-12 3. 
(2) Ibid, p-123. 
(3) Arthur Conolly, journey to the north of India, through Russia, 
Persia and Afghanistan, London: Richard Bentley, New Burlington 
Street, 1838. 
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was cultivated. 
Corn was produced in a large quantity in the valleys of 
Arghandab and Helmand rivers. It was eaten besides wheat 
bread (1) . 
The soil of Qandahar was very rich and v/ell adopted for 
vine-cultivation. The banks of the Arghandab river were studded 
with orchards which produced a great quantity of firuits. The 
pomegranates of Qandahar v/ere produced in the valley of Arghandab 
and the pomegranate produced there was reputedly the best all 
over the v/orld (2) , The apples, mulberries, plums, apricots, 
peaches, almond and walnuts were also produced in abundance in 
the district of Arghandab (3) . 
The water melon and melon were cultivated in a very large 
quantity. The v/ater melon which was produced on the banks of 
Helmand river near Girishk was big in size and sweet. The average 
weight of water melon in the valley of Helmand river was about 
twenty or twenty five kilograms. 
The coiantry around Qandahar was level and fertile, and 
much of it was irrigated. They cultivated all sorts of vegetables 
which were more numerous than in Kabul and Herat. Besides, melon 
and water melon, cucumber, egg plant, onion, carrots, turnip, beans 
and other green vegetables were abundent. Madder, assofoetida. 
(1) M. Elphinstone, kingdom of Caubul, II, p-l08. 
(2) G. T. Vigne, visit to Ghazni, Kabul and Afghanistan, p-173. 
(3) G. W. Forrest, Selection from travels and journal of Bombay 
Secretariat, p-13. 
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lucerne and shuftal were also produced. The tobacco of Qandahar 
had a great reputation. It was produced in the suburb of the 
city and in the valley of the Turnek river (1) . 
The valley of Farahrud and Khashrud produced wheat and 
barley. Farah had a few karizes and with irrigation therefrom 
grapes \-7ere cultivated. In both the valleys fruits were scarce 
owing to the scarcity of water.in the summer season. 
To the northv/ard of Qandahar was a hilly region. The hills 
were covered v/ith woods of Shnee trees, wild almond, v/ild fig, 
wild pom.egranate and walnut trees (2) . 
The eastern and southern provinces of Afghanistan consisting 
of Jelalabad, Peshawer and the districts of Gardez and Katavraz, 
produced a large quantity of grain and fruits. The valley of 
Jelalabad v;as extremely fertile, produced abundant crops of rice 
and sugarcane of great sweetness. VJheat and Indian corn were 
also cultivated in the valley of Jelalabad, The fruits of Jelalabad 
consisted of grapes, oranges, figs, plums and pomegranates. The 
pomegranates of Jelalabad was known Bedana (without seeds).It 
was exported to India (3) . The date trees grew in the valley of 
Jelalabad, though the fruit was not very good (4) . 
Vegetables of all kinds were grov/n in Jelalabad and in the 
winter season when there v;as shortage of vegetables in Kabul, 
(1) M. Elphinstone, kingdom of Caubul, II, p-93. 
(2) Ibid, pp. 90-92. 
(3) A. Burnes , t r a v e l s , I I , p - l o 6 . 
(4) G. W. F o r r e s t , S e l e c t i o n s from t r a v e l s and j o u r n a l , p-.159. 
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vegetables were imported from Jelalabad. Jelalabad was famous 
for its sugarcane of which a great quantity was grown there (1) . 
The valley of Peshawer v/hich had good soil and irrigation 
facilities, yielded three crops yearly. It produced wheat, 
barley, Indian corn, bajra and rice. The most remarkable crop of 
the plain of Peshav/er v/as a kind of rice called Bara. The grains 
of this rice were so long, that fourteen of them were said to make 
a span. This rice v/as of a very high quality which was attributed 
to the excellence of the water. The bara rice sold at a high 
price, 8 lbs. for a rupee and was exported to Persia, Central 
Asia and neighbouring countries (2) . 
The cultivation of wheat, maize and rice v;ere nearly equal 
in Peshawer, v;hile wheat v/as produced in larger cguantity in Bajour 
and rice in Sv/at. The district of Bannu owing to its irrigation 
facilities and rich soil produced all kinds of grains. Its main 
crops were wheat, rice, sugarcane and melon. In the north of the 
district date was also grov/n (3) . 
The country of Murawat produced only v/heat. The principal 
source of income of the people was the stocks of their sheep, 
goats and cows (4) , 
The southern province of Afghanistan consisting of small 
valleys prodviced grain and wild fruits in mountains. V'Hieat and 
(1) G. T. Vigne, visit to Ghazni, Kabul and Afghanistan, p-231. 
(2) A. Burnes, travels. III, p-257. 
(3) G. W. Forrest, selections from travels and journal, p-158. 
(4) Ibid. 
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barley were produced. But the wealth of the region lay mainly 
in the thick forests which covered the mountains. The wild 
olives, the pomegranate, the seeds of the jelghoza and several 
sorts of berries grew in the mountains. The region provided 
wood for fuel and planks for building to the whole country (1) . 
2. Methods of Cultivation; 
The land was generally irrigated by canals which were dug 
from the rivers. Karizes (channels) and springs watered a large 
area in va rious parts of the country. The wheat and barley were 
cultivated in many parts of the country without irrigation. This 
sort of cultivationvas known as Lalmi, depending on seasonal rain-
fall and snov7. The Lalmi wheat and barley could not grow all over 
the country. It grew in those areas of the countiry v/hich had 
enough snow or rain-fall in the beginning of spring and a good 
soil. The Lalmi wheat was produced in central and northern Afgha-
nistan in large quanitity. The Lalmi land was also known as 
Khushkaba (v/ithout water) land (2) . 
The lands which were irrigated by canals, Karizes and springs 
yielded two harvests of grains (wheat and corn) per year in the 
provinces of Qandahar, Herat, Peshawer and Jalalabad. The central 
and northern provinces of the country which had cold climate yielded 
only one harvest. 
In different areas of the country the land remained fallow 
and v/as cultivated after two or three years. It depended upon water. 
(1) M, Elphinstone, kingdom of Caubul, II, p-75. 
(2) Ibid, I, p-399. 
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If the owner of the land had no access to water, he cultivated 
only one third or half of his land. 
The lands which were poor and could not produce good yield 
also remained fallow for one year (1). The lands also remained 
fallow in the plains in which large strips of cultivated land 
existed. In central Afghanistan and in other mountainous regions 
v;here cultivated land was scarce, it waS cultivated every year. 
The use of manure was not new to the cultivators in 
Afghanistan. They used cowdung and other animal dung mixed with 
ashes, the mud of old walls and various other substances. The 
dung of camels were carefully avoided, from a notion that it 
impregnate* the land with salt petre ,(2) . 
There were two harvests in the year in most parts of 
Afghanistan. One of these was so^ m^ in the end of autumn, and 
reaped in summer. It consisted of wheat, barley, addus (enanlens) , 
and gram with some peas and beans. The other was sown (Kharif) 
at the end of spring, and reaped in autumn. It consisted of rice, 
Arzun (Millet), j awari (Holcus sorghun) , bajra, Indian corn and 
m<ng# (3) . 
The Rabi harvest v/hich was called Behari or spring harvest 
was the most important in western Afghanistan, In the east of the 
country the other harvest which was called Tirmaye (Kharif) had 
great importance in some districts. In Bajour, Punjkora, the 
country of the upper Momunds, Uttam Khail Chuch and Lya the most 
(1) M. Elphinstone, kingdom of Caubul, I, p-402. 
(2) Ibid. 
(3) Ibid, I, p-392; 
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important harvest was that which was reaped in suinrner, and in all 
those districts wheat v;as the main crop sown. In Peshawer, the 
Eungush and Jaujee countries and Daman, both the harvests were 
of equal value. 
In the rest of the eastern districts that which was reaped 
in autumn was the most important. In the area of the Kharutis 
there was only one harvest, which was sown in the end of one 
autumn and reaped in the beginning of another. Katawaz and some 
other high land of the country had one harvest which was sown and 
reaped in autumn. The coldest parts consisted of the Hazara country 
It had one harvest which was so\'m in the spring and reaped by the 
end of autumn (1) . 
In the province of Qandahar the cultivators sowed wheat, 
barley and some other crops in November and reaped them early in 
June, The second harvest v/as sown by the end of June and reaped 
in October. The Tirmayi or second harvest consisted of corns, 
mongs and other vegetables. The carrot was sown in June and 
remained in the land till January. The wheat and carrots were 
not sown together in the same field. The v/heat sown in autumn was 
ripened by loth of June. The wheat ripened fifty days earlier in 
Peshawer than in Balkh (2) . 
* 
The barley which was of Behari harvest ripened in shorter 
period than the wheat. The barley v/as usually sown in that land, 
which was late for sowing wheat. In the country of Hazaras, the 
(1) M. Elphinstone, kingdom of Caubul, I, p-393. 
(2) A, Burnes, travels, II, pp. 206-207, 
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inhabitants of the place sowed barley in June, and reaped it in 
September (1) . 
The method of grain cultivation particularly of wheat was 
very simple. The land v/as always watered before it v;as ploughed. 
It was ploughed deeper than in India, with a heavy plough. The 
drill plough which v/as used in India was not known to the Afghans. 
All the sowing was broadcast. The place of harrow v/as supplied by 
a plank, v/hich was dragged over the field and a man stood on to 
guide the cattle and inceeased the effect of harrow by his weight. 
After sowing the wheat some farmers have another water, but most 
of them left it till the grain has risen to a considerable height. 
They have water before v/inter and once in winter. But in most 
parts of the country it was either covered by the snow throughout 
the winter season, or sufficiently moistened by the winter rain. 
The rains in spring were useful to the wheat, but did not supersed 
the necessity of irrigation, and one water at least had to be 
given in the course of the season. Some farmers v/atered three 
times a month till the grain was ripe. 
The crops were reaped with sickle which was the only imple-
ment for cutting down grass and all kinds of grain. The grain was 
separated from the straw by a very primitive method. It was 
either trodden out by oxen, or forced out by a frame of wood 
filled with branches, on which a man sat, and was dragged over the 
straw by cattle. It was winnowed by being thrown up to the wind 
(1) A. Bumes, travels, II, p-152. 
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with a large wooden fork (1) . 
The produce of the province of Herat v;as calculated from 
the number of ploughs that v/ere rated against the villages of each 
district, for every plough was supposed to turn up land for three 
Khurwars of seed. The soil of Herat returned, at a medium calcu-
lation, tenrofld, and at this rate the seed \-ras estimated at three 
ass-load (Khan-zar) and the gross produce ten time that. The total 
produce of wheat and barley in the district v/as about 98,000 
Khurv/ars (2) . 
In Kabul the ratio of output and seed to be sown varied 
with the nature of the grain and the quality of'the soil. Wheat 
yielded from ten to sixteen fold but seldom more than fifteen. 
Jawari returned fifty fold. The best soil in the district of Kabul 
v/as at Deh Afghanan, a village in the suburb, where a jarib (equal 
to an English acre) of land produced a rent of ten tomanns or 
200 rupees, and yielded in addition much profit to the pro-
prietor (3) , 
In the districts of Maidan and Paghman, Indian corn was 
cultivated. It seldom exceeded three feet in height and yielded 
a return of forty tcy sixty for one seed grain sov/n (4) . 
The fruits of the country were of numerous varieties grown 
all over the country. Pomegranates, grapl^es and apricotes yield 
fruits after six years. The production of these plants or trees 
(1) M. Elphinstone, kingdom of Caubul, I, p-400. 
(2) Arthur Conolly, travels, II, pp. 7-8. 
(3) Alexunder Burnes, mission to Kabul, p-
(4) W. Moorcraft and G. Trebeck, travels, II, p-379. 
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increased after ten years. The peaches and apples produced fruits 
earlier than pomegranates and grapes. The branches of the vine v/ere 
cut by the beginning of spring and only about six inches of the 
branch v/as left over the tree and the grapes of which v/ere produced 
were of good quality. The vines of Jelalebad were not cut and were 
allov/ed to ascent the highest on other trees. Sometimes one vine 
spread over many trees and its length was ajDout 80 feet. The 
grapes so produced v/ere much inferior to those reared on the 
frames (1). 
The gardens were usually surrounded by m.ud vjalls. The 
fruits were generally planted without order, so that the garden 
had the appearance of an orchard (2). 
The fruit trees were usually watered after fifteen days in 
sumip.er season. Therefore in those regions where permanent irri-
gation facilities existed, fruits Grew very well. In some parts 
of the country* the water after being conducted was made free 
property. In other parts of the country it was carefully distri-
buted and sold. The division of water produced many problems. 
The ov/ners of the lands at the lower extremity of a canal were often 
obliged to watch over the proceedings of those who lived higher up^ 
to 
and even bribed them not damage their fields by stopping the 
supply. Battles were sometimes fought for water. For supply of 
water for a night to a crop of twenty Khurvars, from fifty to one 
hundred rupees were sometimes given (3). 
(1) Alexander Burnes/ travels, II, p-l06. 
(2) G. T. Vigne, visit to Ghazni, Kabul and Afghanistan, p-174. 
(3) Alexander Burnes, Mission to Kabul, p-155. 
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3. Means of Cultivation and Irrigation: 
In the first half of the 19th century plough was the major 
tool of the agriculturist. It was made of wood v;ith a small piece 
of iron for its tooth. The ploughs were o^ two kinds/ heavy and 
light. The heavy plough was dragged by bullocks and was usually 
used on the bank of rivers and those lands in which rice and 
Indian com were cultivated. The light plough v/hich was called 
Separ, used in Lalmi (dependent on rainfall) and Karizi lands. 
The Separ had permanent iron tooth which was not remove&>le. 
Approximately two lines of the big plough were equal to three 
lines of a Separ. The Separ was dragged by asses, horse and 
weaker bullocks (1). 
The kafirs used a three fronged wooden fork instead of a 
plough. A rope was fastened to the fork just above the prongs 
and a woman pushed the fork into the ground as far as she could, 
which a second one turned the soil by pulling the rope forward (2) . 
The wheat were threshed by a heavy stick which was simply 
beaten by a man. The catties v/ere also collectively employed 
and wheat was threshed under their feet. Large quantities of 
wheat were threshed by a pair of bullocks, dragging after them a 
heart shaped frame of willov; branches stuffed with straw. Wheat 
was separated from the chaff by throwing it up with a wooden fork. 
The wheat was separated from the chaffs by the wind, but some grain 
remained mixed with chaff (3) . 
(1) M. Elphinstone, kingdom of Caubul, I, p-402. 
(2) Maj, H. B. Lumsden, mission to Qandahar, Calcutta: Baptist 
Mission Press, 1860. 
(3) W. Moorcraft and G. Trebeck, travels, II, p-375. 
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Oxen were employed to draw the ploughs all over the country. 
In the province of Herat in the 4th decade of the 19th century 
12000 pairs of bullocks were employed in agriculture (1). 
The horses drew the plough in Turkistan and in the Eima<^ 
country. In the district of Shurbak near about sixty miles from 
Qandahar and Seistan camels drew the plough. The asses drew light 
plough in the district of Daman in Qandahar and other places of 
the country. Manure was carried to the field over the tack of 
asses/ horses and bullocks (2) , 
The rivers and streams of the country were the main means 
of irrigation. The water of the streams was sometimes meeely 
turned upon the fields, but oftner was carried to them by little 
canals. It was diverted into the canals by small dams across the 
bed of the rivers and streams. These were swept away when the 
water rose. In larger rivers a partial embankment was made on one 
side which extended for a certain distance into the rivers. It 
did not interrupt the stream entirely but forced apart of it into 
the canal. From the canal smaller water courses were drawn off 
v/ater into the fields, v/hich were bounded by little banks raised 
to retain water (3). 
There were about eighteen canals (Hazda Eahr) around the 
city of Balkh. These canals irrigated three hundred and sixty 
villages. The Hazda Nahr were drawn from the celebrated resejrvoir 
(1) G. 14. Forrest, selections from the travels and journal, p-9. 
(2) M. Slphinstone, kingdom of Caubul, I, p-402. 
(3) Ibid, I, p-397. 
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called the Baxidi Amir in the Para Pamisan mountains (1) . The river 
of Qunduz irrigated the rertile soil of Qunduz, extending thirty 
miles to east and v/est (2) . 
All the rivers of the countr^^ v/ere drawn from the Par©-
Pamisan mountains irrigated the plains of the country. There were 
a few dams constructed in the past V7;-iich still existed by the first 
half of the 19th century. 
The Sirdaba was large reservoir, supplied by rain water and 
snow. It had been constructed by Abdullah Khan Uzbek (15th Century) 
in the centre of natural basin, formed by the slope of the ground 
about it (3) . 
In the province of Herat a dam was throv/n across the Huri 
Rud and its v/ater being tn»ned to mahy canals, conducted over to 
the valley of Herat (4) . 
The Bundi Sultan (King's dam) over the river of Ghazni was 
reputedly constructed by emperor Mahmud. The dam v-jas constructed 
of stones, two hundred yards in length and tv/enty five feet high. 
Tv70 flood gates were at the top of the dam and the other at the foot, 
regulated the flow of the stream. The entire land of the valley to 
the west ward of Ghaznj. v;as irrigated by the Ghazni river (5) . 
(1) (i) M. Elphinstone, kingdom of CauJoul, I, p-183. 
(ii) W. Moorcraft and G. Trebeck, travels, 11/ p-492. 
(2) Alexander Burnes, travels. III, p-175. 
(3) W. Moorcraft and G. T. Trebeck, travels, II, p-49 6. 
(4) Arthur Conolly, travels, II, p-3. 
(5) (i) G. T. Vigne, visit to Ghazni, Kabul and Afghanistan, p-138. 
(ii) M. Elphinstone, kingdom of Caubul, II, p-142. 
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The Persian v/heel v/as used around Peshawer. It raised 
v/ater frora river to the surface and v/as erected on the banks 
of the river (1) . 
The springs existed in the mountainous regions and other 
parts of the country. A large portion of the lar.d was irrigated 
by springs. 
After the river the Kariz was the main source of irrigation. 
This system united several wells and conducted their water in one 
stream to the surface of the earth at a lower level. They were 
very common in the southern and western Afghanistan. In making 
Kariz a shaft of five or six feet in depth was sunk at the spot 
where the stream was to issue on surface, and at regular intervals 
of from 20 to 50 or more paces in the direction of the hill/ whence 
it had been previously ascertained that a supply of v/ater covild 
be obtained. Other shafts v;ere sunk and the bottoms of all 
connected by a sloping tunnel. The depth of the v/ells increased 
from the original one according to the slope of the ground. The 
number of wells and length of the Kariz depended on the supply of 
water; if enough v/ater v/as obtained, it was not necessary to dig 
many v/ells (2) . Usually the length of Karizes were from tv/o to 
thirty six miles. The distance between two v/ells varied from 
ten yards to one hundred yards, it was usually fifty yards. The 
dimensions of the tunnel were as larae to allov/ the workman to 
(1) M. Elphinstone, kingdom of Caubul, I, p-399. 
(2) Maj. F. J. N. Mochenzai, routes in Asia, p-39, Calcutta, 1879. 
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work and walk freely but some were much larger. In the tunnel of 
a Kariz near Subzwar a horseman could ride with his lance over his 
shoulder (1) . Once a year the canal and the v;ells of the Kariz 
were cleaned. Kuch experience was required to dig a Kariz where 
much v/ater was available. Some Karizes supplied v;ater for ages 
while the others were exhausted soon. The most ancient Kariz 
in Afghanistan was at Ghazni, which was dug by Sultan Mahmud of 
Ghazni and irrigated the garden of his torrib (2) . 
The Karizes were dug v/ith great'difficulty and required 
much labour. They v;ere mostly dug collectively by the people, 
and the waste land cultivated by that vjas shared among them. Rich 
persons were fofnd investing their money on this means of bringing 
waste land into cviltivation. The government did not share the 
labour and expenses of digging a Kariz (3) . 
(1) M. Elphinstone, kingdom of Caubul, I, p-398. 
(2) Maj. F. J. N. Mochenzai, routes in Asia, p-39. 
(3) M. Elphinstone, kingdom of Caubul, I, p-.398. 
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IV-PASTORAL ECONOMY 
1. Pastoral tribes: 
In the firs-t half o£ the 19th century pastoral economy 
existed side by side v/ith agriculture in most parts of Afghanistan. 
Pastoral people depended on their sheep and cattle and moved their 
encampments in s-oring and autumn. Some communities practised both 
agriculture and pastorali&m but such people were not many. Such 
people left their lands with bazgars (cultivators) , v/hen they were 
not present on their land. The pastoral families lived in black 
tents which were made of goat's hair. In Zamindawer on the western 
side of the Helmand river, the agriculturists also lived in black 
tents (1) . 
The western Afghans combined agric\;lture with pastoralism, 
and moved with seasons. The summer station v/as called ilaq 
Ceilauk' in Elphinstone) and the winter station kishlaq ('kishlauk' 
words which both the Afghan and Persians had borrowed from the 
mongols (2). 
The number of the pastoral communities v/ere less than those 
who were employed in agriculture, but pasturages were much more 
extensive than agricultural land (3). The pastoral part of the 
Durani population chiefly inhabited the hilly tract between Herat 
and Seistan/ and in the level wastes of the south. The people to 
the south east of Qandahar were also much employed in pastoralism. 
(1) M. Elphinstone, kingdom of Caubul, II, p-92. 
(2) Ibid, p-88. 
(3) Ibid, p-88. 
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The tribes north of Qandahar remained in the plains in winter, and 
retired to the hills in summer. Those south of Qandhar moved in 
summer to the hills of Toba, but the greatest emigrants were the 
tribes beyond the Helmand, who almost universaly retired to Siah-
band and Badghis (or Baighaz) , before the middle of spring (1) . 
The black tents in which the pastoral people lived, called, 
ghizdi (Pushtu: kizdi), commonly twenty five feet long, ten or 
twelve feet broad, and eight or nine feet high. They were suppor-
ted by a row of poles, generally three in number, and were pitched 
like common tents, in such a manner that the lov;est part of the 
cloth which formed the roof is four or five feet from the ground. 
The Kizdi of Khan (chief) was naturally superior to that of the 
ordinary tribesmen. The Khan's tent was large and higher. The 
floor of the tent v;as covered with felts and rugs which gave much 
comfort in winter. The tents of the common people were divided 
into two parts, one portion for men and the other one for women. 
Even the poorest Durani had a tent for his sheep. The price of a 
common Kizdi in 1809 was about two tomans (£ 4 sterling) at that 
time. The tents of those who moved little were better than those 
who migrated far and wide. 
The pastoral tribes lived in camps, which consisted of 
from ten to fifty tents. One hundred Kizdis formed a large camp. 
The Kizdis were pitched in rows according to numbers. The chief 
or Malik's tent was in the middle of the line. To the west of 
every camp was a space marked out with stones, which served for a 
(1) M. Elphinstone, kingdom of Caubul, II, p-113. 
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mosque, and at some distance there was a tent for guests. A 
larqe camp was called Khai1 and a small one Khaili (1), 
Each camp of Durani consisted of their own people, but 
some time there were a few Hamsayas, 'outsiders'. The Humsayas 
were usually smiths, carpenters and bazgars (cultivators). All 
Duranis who were pastoral folk, cultivated a little ground, and 
they left the charges to their bazgars, v/hen they were absent 
from their place. They gave a share of lambs to those on whose 
land they were encamped (2) . 
Besides the pastoral Duranis there was another pastoral 
people called Pavandas. They were pastoral and migratory in their 
mode of life; during the autumn months, they proceeded down to the 
Zadi passes; and left their families to graze the spare cattle 
in Derajat (west of Indus), a portion of the tribe proceeded with 
their goods to Delhi etc., and came back in March, took their 
families along with those goods that they purchased in Hindustan, 
They moved up the passes to the districts of Gha^ni and Kilat 
Ghilzai, sending their caravans to Kaloul, Bukhara, Candahar and 
Herat. After selling their goods they returned in autumn and 
again took their families v/ith them to Daman (3) . 
The Pavindas were, divided into four clans; Lohani, Masir, 
Kiazis and ICharotis. The Lohanis v;ere again divided into three 
branches; Daulatkhail, Panni and Hyankhail; but the two first in 
(1) M. Elphinstone, kingdom of Caubul, II, p-113. 
(2) Ibid, p-117. 
(3) Major H. B . Lumsden, m i s s i o n t o Qandahar , p - 9 1 . 
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the fifth decade of the 19th century did not carry their ances-
toral pursuits. By the middle of the 19th century they had settled 
as agriculturist in Derajat and Thai. The Myankhail which were 
the third division of Lohani clan, generally lived in camps and 
had been wealthy traders. The Lohanis were further divided into 
12 Khails or encampments and consisted of lOlO families<1) : 
S . N o . Mame F a m i l i e s 
1 . VJara K i l l a 100 
2 . U m a r z a i 70 
3 . U m a r s a i 80 
4 . P a n i 80 
5 . P a s i n i 90 
6 . E e l o c h K h a i l 100 
7 . B e l o c h K h a i l 80 
8 . B a k h t i y a r 90 
9 . B a l c h t i y a r 100 
1 0 . L u n i 50 
1 1 . L u n i 80 
1 2 . Myani 90 
The Masirs were the strongest division of the Pavandas. By 
the middle of the 19th century, Masir's chief was Shahzada Khan. 
He had been acknowledged by the v;hole clan. The Nasirs altogether 
comprised 1850 families divided into sixteen division or encamp-
ments : 
(1) Major H. B. Lumsden, mission to Qandahar, p-92. 
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S.Ko. JChails Tents 
200 
S .No. 
9. 
Khails 
Kamal Khail 
Tents 
1. Jelal Khail 50 
2. Bar Khail 100 10. Ush l<hail 200 
3. Alembeg Khail 70 11. Daud Khail 2 50 
4. Chalak Khail 80 12. Musi Zai 100 
5. Bunnu Khail 100 13. Musi Zai 60 
6. Yahya Khail 80 14. Saro Khelli 60 
7. Zangi Khail 150 15. Kyamat IChail 70 
8. Kamal Khail 200 16. Nvamat Kliail 80 
The Kasirs paid 3000 mpees to Miralam Khan (at the middle 
of the 19th century) , head of the Ghilzai tribe, at Hurgha, for 
the right of pasturage. They divided this sum into encampments 
according to the number of their camels, cattle and sheep (1). 
The poorer Nasirs v/ho had a limited number of camels, 
carried on a trade in salt, which they brought from Bhadur Khail 
mines to Ghazni and Kilat Ghilzai. They bartered the salt v?ith 
grain in the ratio of 1 to 3 by weight. Some of the Bukhara trade 
was also in the hands of the Luhanis, but they preferred that of 
Hindustan which was profitable and safer (2) . 
The Masirs in summer season usually scattered in parties 
of four five tents in Tu]:his and Hotakis (clans of Ghilzai tribe) 
countries. Later in the year they assembled in camps, numbering 
to hundred and fifty camps. By autumn they started their migration 
(1) Major H. B. Lumsden, mission to Qandahar, p-93. 
(2) Ibid, p-93. 
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for Daman. When they crossed Waziri country they often had to 
fight and encountered difficulties. This division of the Pavandas 
were mainly depended upon their floclcs. Many articles of their 
daily requirements were obtained from their sheep. Their food, 
houses and clothes were all supplied from their herds (1). 
The third division of the eastern'Pavandas were Miaziz. 
They were about 6oO families and divided into four Khails: 
S. No. Khails Tents S,.Np. Khails Tents 
1. Manrez FChail 150 3. Musand Kliail 160 
2. Murkhan Khail 200 4. Ali Khail 80 
Some portions of the Niazis were agriculturist and lived on the 
bank of Indus (2) . 
The Kharotees were the fourth division of the eastern 
Povandas. They comprised of seven Khails as follov;s: 
S. No. Khails Tents 
300 
S.Ko. 
5. 
Khails Tents 
1. Ahmad Khail Pasani 2 50 
2. Ditto 200 6. Hadya Khail 300 
3. Ditto 200 7. Narzik 50 
4. Yah Khail 200 
Tv70 division of the Kharot£s were shepherd and they had 500 
families. The Marak Zai, were about 100 tents and Kokal Zais 
were about 400 tents, they bordered on the Jedran countiiy^. The 
(1) M. Elphinstone, kingdom of Caubul, II, pp. 174-177. 
(2) Major H. B. Lumsden, mission to Qandahar, p-93. 
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Sulaimanzai Povandas were all Fakirs (beggars) v/andering from 
their encampments to villages, and living on the industry of their 
neighbours. They were about 500 souls (1) . 
Wandering tribes in the province of Balkh were breeding 
sheep, camels and horses: Horses were so numerous that even a 
Fakir had a horse to travel on horse back. 
In the first q\iarter of the 19th century, the Kalandar Khail 
of Kotawaz in the neighbouring region of Ghazni used to pitch their 
tents around their forts and followed a pastoral life. Besides, 
the shpherds who moved to the Gomal, there were others who went 
to Daman (2). 
The Durani and other eastern Povandas paid a lump sum to 
the state or to the Khan for grazing their sheep and other cattle 
on the pastures. The Durani who moved to Siahband gave a share 
of the increase in their flocks to the person on whose land they 
encamped (3). The Nasirs in Ghilzai country paid an amount of 
3000' rupees to the Khan of the region for pasturage. They divide 
the amount on each tent. The Lohanis paid an amount of 600 
rupees to the Amir for grazing their flock in the province of 
Ghazni (4) . 
The pastoral tribes usually reared sheep, goats and camels, 
they also kept donkeys to carry their light luggage. But the 
(1) Major H. B. Lumsden, mission to Qandahar, p-95, 
(2) M. Elphinstone, kingdom of Caubul, II, p-156. 
(3) Ibid. II, p-117. 
(4) Major H. B. Lumsden, miss ion t o Qandahar, pp . 92-93 , 
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donkey were very limited in number. They had a good number of 
camels which were employed in carrying thie baggage at the time 
of travelling from one place to an other. The Lohanis, Nasirs 
and other eastern pastorals undertooJ^ - trade on their camels 
between India and Afghanistan. The poorer pastoral people who 
were not able to carry trade of their ov/n, took other's goods on 
retail price or hired their camels (1). 
The whole indoor waste including weaving rugs and camlet 
for their tents and making felts was carried on by women (2). 
A shepherd got one fortieth of the increasing number of the flock 
v/hich he looked after. The shepherd ordinarily contracted for 
three years and he had to give the charge of the same number which 
he had taken three years earlier. 
The pastoral people v;ere, generally poorer than those who 
v/ere settled down as agriculturists. It had been generally 
accepted that when a man quitted his pastoral life, he never 
returned to his earlier vocation (3) . 
2. Sheep: 
There were large herds of sheep and goats. But the meat 
and hair of goats were inferior to the meat and wool of the sheep, 
and the pastoral tribes took less interest in keeping herds of 
(1) Major H. B. Lumsden, mission to Qandahar, p-92. 
(2) M. Elphinstone, kingdom of Caubul, II, p-156. 
(3) Ibid, p-156. 
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goats. In the Ghilzai country between Kabul and Jelalabad, one 
third of the flocks consisted of goats. They \-jere "kept just to 
lead the sheep for grazing and even the flocks of young larribs 
were also accompanied by goats (1). The great portion of the 
pastoral herds v/ere consisted of large tail sheep (Durriba) . This 
sort of sheep had soft wool and gave good meat; they were very 
beautiful resembling the English sheep, and far better than 
Indian sheep (2) , The sheep of the district of Katawaz v/ere also 
large tailed v/ith long ears. It x^jas a very good lokking animal 
of a dark redish brown colour (3). The sheep which were bred in 
Qandahar were generally large tailed sheep. In the northern parts 
of Qandahar the best quality of sheep were available and they were 
kno^ -m as Siahbandi which were the best large tail sheep all over 
the country. The sheep of Seistan and south west of Qandahar were 
inferior; they had smaller tails, but were of a batter quality 
than Indian sheep. A very large number of the sheep grazed over 
the vraste lands of Bakwa and Farah. The pastoral people of those 
regions migrated to Siahband in the middle of spring season and 
returning back in autumn. The sheep of the above mentioned regions 
were of middle quality - not very large tailed; and they were 
known Bakwai and Farahi sheep. The Balochi sheep which reared in 
the southern regions of Qandahai^ and Seistan were inferior to 
Siahbandi and Farahi sheep. They had a small tail and were not 
very good looking. 
(1) Alexander Burnes, mission to Kabul, p-l09. 
(2) M. Elphinstone, kingdom of Caubul, II, pp. 193-194. 
(3) G. T. Vigne, visit to Ghazni and Kabul, p-109. 
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The northern part of Afghanistan was famous for its flocks 
of sheep. The Uzbeks, Tajiks and other northern tribes kept a 
great nuniber of sheep. The cruality of northern sheep was not so 
fine as those which were known as Siahhandi. Northern sheep were 
black and their wool could not compete with the white wool of 
southern and western Afghanistan, and the yarn from which was 
long and thin. The northern sheep were physically strong and 
heavier than the southern v/hite sheep. In Central Afghanistan, 
particularly in Ghazni, Hazaras and in the Aimaq country a very 
great number of sheep were bred; in northern Afghanistan the chief 
of Qunduz who ruled over that portion of the country in 1824 v/as 
said to receive annually 35,000 sheep from the Talikan district 
at the rate of 1% of the total herd (1). The district, thus, must 
have had 3500000 sheep which v/ere known to the government exclu-
ding those v/hich were concealed from the state. Talikan was a 
district in the eastern part of northern Afghanistan and is poorer 
in pastures than the western portion of that region. The popula-
tion of sheep in northern Afghanistan including Badghis and Ghur 
could be estimated more than 6 fold, about {6 x 350,000=21,000,000) 
tv/enty one million sheep and of the vmole country 30,000,000. In 
1959, the sheep population of the v/hole country v/as estimated 
25 million (2) . 
In the spring the pastoral population v/ere getting milk 
from their female sheep. Karoot, ghee and wool vvere the main 
(1) Moorcraft, travels to Punjab, Kabul, Kunduz, II, p-483. 
(2) Prof. Mohammad Ali, Afghanistan in the Mohammad Zai 
period, p-158. 
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production of their flocks. They sheered their sheep twice a 
year: spring and summer (1). 
The man sheep ratio v/as very lov/ among the pastoral 
tribes. Two or three persons v/ere able to look after whole 
flocks of the Khail. 
3. Korse breeding: 
During the first half of the 19th century horse provided 
the main means of transport in Afghanistan. VJith two fifths of 
its area which v/as mountains, only horse could be used for carry-
ing burdens and in military operation. Cavalry was the main arm 
of the Afghan army in that period. Carts and other vehicles were 
uncommon even in the plains. 
There were two kinds of horses; one used in transport, 
being known as Yabu (2) and the other a fine and fast horse 
usually used for riding. Aureat number of these horses were kept 
in the army. The cavalry horses v;ere much expensive than Yabus. 
Hules were also used for carrying loads. They v/ere generally much 
hardier than the Yabu (3) . 
Northern Afghanistan v/as very famous for the horses bred 
there. The horse of that region was very fine and fast and avai-
lable at a very lovv' price. In the present province of Samangan 
• every village had large droves of a broad mares: they vrere more 
(1) M. Elphinstone, kingdom of Caubul, II, pp. 117-118. 
(2) Ibid, I, p-189. 
(3) Ibid, I, p-189. 
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mimerous than cov/s. They conla be bought at from twenty to thirty 
rucees each. Their price in India, hov;ever, v/as from 250 to 300 
rupees (1). The province of Balkh was famous for a strong and 
active breed, v;hich were exported in a considerable numbers (2) . 
A considerable number of horses v/ere bred in the district of Khulm 
or Tashkurghan. The price of a mare v;as not more than 50 rupees 
and a horse fetched about hundred rupees. In 1813, a horse pur-
chased for 50 iruipees at Tashkurghan would have been sold in India 
at rupees 400 (3) . Large numl^ers of horses were to be found in 
the surrounding villaoes of the town. Maimana was reputed to 
breed best horses of Asia (4) . 
The wandering tribes of the province bred horses beside 
sheep and cattle. The horses were so numerous that even a beggar 
could afford to keep a horse and travel on horse back (5). The 
Ishaqzais in the province of Qandahar bred mares, Herat had fine 
horses, Bamian and Daman also bore a reputation of horse breeding, 
Qila Nau and Ferozkoh in the province of Herat bred a considerable 
number of horses. The colt was allov/ed to run behind the mare, 
on the grazing ground of those districts until it was one year old, 
As soon as it was weaned, it was sold to the Hindus who kept it 
for a short time, whereafter it was bartered then against indigo, 
chints which were brought by the regular horse dealer (6) . 
(1) W, Moorcraft, travels, II, p-411, 
(2) M. Elphinstone, kingdom of Caubul, II, p-182. 
(3) Fazil Khan, Safarnama Moorcraft, MS A.H.U., Aligarh, p-136. 
(4) VJ. Moorcraft, travels, I, P.X/VII (Preface) . 
(5) M. Elphinstone, kingdom of Caubul, II, p-193. 
(6) Major H. B. Lumsden, mission to Qandahar, p-l08. 
5^ 
Horses could not live in Seistan. In 1838 there were not 
more than lOO horses in the whole region. Kamran, the ruler of 
Herat lost his cavalry in Seistan in the second quarter of the 
19th century, owing to disease (1). 
Mules bred to the v/est of Indus were reputed to be much 
better than east of the Indus river. They were used in carrying 
army baggage. The Afridies around the Khyber pass also bred a 
vast quantity of mules and were engaged in carrying trade in 
them. 
4. Cattle: 
The subtropical regions of the country had good pastures 
and grass to feed cows and oxen. The cows were used for their 
milk and the ox for plough and bearing burdens. 
The cows of Qandahar and Seistan were in general ijeed, and 
were said to give 20 seers of milk each per day, being milked 
three times in twenty four hours. Their price was about forty 
rupees each. Goudam was the best cov; and fetched not less than 
fifty rupees (2) , 
In Qandahar around 1809 A.D. bullocks were extensively 
employed in agriculture. Each family had three or four pairs of 
oxen for use in the fields and two to three cows for obtaining 
milk. Asses, horses and camels v/ere also used for carrying 
burden (3) . 
(1) G. W. Forrest, selections from travels and journal, p-164. 
(2) Major H. B. Lumsden, mission to Qandahar, p-lo9. 
(3) M. Elphinstone, kingdom of Caubul, II, p-lOB. 
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In Daman the bullocks were very small, black and without 
humps (1). 
Among the Burduranis, the commonest animals were oxen, 
which were everywhere used for tillage, and in most parts were 
used in transport as well (2). 
The oxen were generally used all over the country to pull 
the plough. Only in Balkh horses were commonly employed for the 
purpose, and in the southern part of Qandahar camels were so used. 
Herds of oxen v/ere kept around the Hamun-i-Helmand (3) . 
The oxen of Afghanistan were inferior to those which were 
imported from Rajputana. 
Buffaloes v/hich required hot and moist climate were natu-
rally dear, but in some parts of the country they i.'ere available (4) 
In the lower hills of Hindu Kush, the Hindus kept large herds of 
buffaloes (5). Most of the Fakirs were working in husbandary and 
possessed herds of buffaloes (6) . 
Camels were generally employed for carriage. The dromedary 
fovmded all over the dry portions of the country. In the sandy 
and deserted parts of the country camels were in great need. 
They were the only animals v/nich could walk in sand. Seistan and 
(1) M. Slphinstone, kingdom of Caiobul, II, p-76 
(2) Ibid, pp. 5-6. 
(3) Ibid, I, p-190. 
(4) Ibid, p-190. 
(5) Ibid, p-5. 
(6) Ibid, p-27. 
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Shurabak in southern Qandahar had a very large mAmioer of camels. 
Qandahar itself had a large number of camels. As the tov/n was a 
trade centre they were not sufficient to carrv goods to different 
places. Camels v/ere imported from Baluchistan. One-camel cost 
from twenty to hundred irupees (1) . In Shura}.-)ak, camels v/ere used 
to draw the plough. The Barichs of that region drank camel's 
milk. 
In Daman many dromedaries v;ere bred. They v;ere darker 
than comm.on camels and had shorter and stronger limbs. 
(1) M. Elphinstone, kingdom of Caubul, I, pp. 189-190. 
(ii) Major li. B. Lumsden, mission to Qandahar, p-l09. 
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V-THE TRIBAL SYSTEM 
1 , The K a f i r s : 
The Kafir's country was bounded by Badakhshan in the narth, 
the Lutkho valley of Chitral on the north east; the Kunar valley 
on the south east/ the Nijrow and Panjshir valleys on the west 
and Laghman on its south. The area inhabited by the Kafirs was 
estimated at about 5000 square miles (1) . The country v/as moun-
tainous and consisted of an irregular series of valleys. Snow 
covered the country till the middle of March; and during the 
v/inter Kafiristan was converted into a nurrilD 3r of isolated communi-
ties without communication with each other. 
The country was, however, hot during suraiaer. It had rain-
fall in the spring but this was not sufficient for the crops (2) . 
The Kafirs claimed that they had been the descendents of 
Alexander's soldiers who settled in this part of Afghanistan (3). 
European visitors saw certain common points in them with Europeans, 
They were celeberated for their beauty and European complexion (4) . 
The Kafirs had no general name for their nation. Each 
tribe had its peculiear name, for they are all divided into tribes, 
not according to genealogy, but to geographical position. Each 
valley was held by a separate tribe. The Muslims called all of 
(1) George Scott Robertson, the Kafirs of Hindu Kush, p-63, 
London, Lawrence and Bullen Ltd., 1900. 
(2) Ibid, p-66. 
(3) George Forrest, selection from travels and journals, p-160. 
(4) M. Slphinstone, kingdom of Caubul, II, p-37 3. 
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them Kafirs and t h e i r c^untr^' ' ' a f i r i s t a n . They a lso cal led one 
d iv is ion Siahposh Kafi rs (black vested) and the othnr Safedposh 
Kafirs (white vested inf ide ls ) (1 ) . The Kafirs were a lso divided 
in to subclans which feaided among themselves. They vrere often at 
war with t h e i r muslira neigh; ours . They k i l l e d people in Lughman 
every year. Such was t h e i r h o s t i l i t y toxiTcirds muslims tha t v.'hen 
an expedition was expected to re turn , the Kafir g i r l s put walnuts 
and dr ied f r u i t s in to t h e i r bosom, 'and advanced to raeet the men 
re turning, and flourishinv' t h e i r long knives, v;ith the heeds of 
t h e i r victims upon the po in t s . Those who had k i l l e d a muslim had 
the rif^ht to snatch the walnuts and dried frvtits from tlie g i r l ' s 
bosom. Those Kafirs who had not k i l l e d any muslimv;ere considered 
in fe r io r to those who had k i l l e d rnusljras (2) , 
All tiie outdoor worr v;as done by women. Even cu l t iva t ion 
ircl\.*ding ploughing and reaping was the duty of the womenfolk 
vnio t i l l e d , sowed and reaped, Thev had no ploughs, but t h e i r 
chief implements of husb^ndary v;ere a pointed s t i c k of hard v/ood, 
a three pronged wooden fork, and a reaping hook. A rope was fas -
tened to the fork j u s t above the prongs, and while one v;oman pushed 
the fork in to the ground as for as she could, a second one turned 
the s o i l by pul l ing the rope forward (3) . I t i s even said tliat 
the Kafirs \-Jomen \;ere sometimes yoked along V7ith an ox (4) . The 
(1) H. aiphinstone/ kingdora of Gaubul, I I , p-375. 
(2) Vigne, journey to Ghazni and Kabul, p-2 36. 
(3) Major H. B. Lumsden, mission to Qandah^^r/ p-114. 
(4) iue>:ander Rurnes, a na r ra t ive of a journey to Kabul. 
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do) Bulktiares (Ghazni) 2 500 families 
(11) Janhuri 9000 families 
(12) Maiistan 2 500 families 
X13) Haj iris tan 2500 families 
(14) Zaulee 1000 families 
(15) Chakmak of 
(North of 
Qandahar) 
Gizou 1200 fami lies 
(16) Paruka 1200 families 
(17) Behsud (South 
of Bamian) 
11500 families 
Total 66900 families) (1) . 
Each of the tribes of Hazaras had its ovm Sultan, whose 
pov;er v/as absolute in his tribe. He administered justice, 
imposed fines, imprisoned and even put them to death. Some of 
these Sultans had good castles and many servants. There was 
scarcely a Hazara tribe which was not at war with its neighbours. 
They had also foreign v/ars and sometimes two or three Sultans 
united to rebel against the King, but they had no any firm 
confederacy (2) . 
In general, the Hazaras had been divided between the 
government of Ghorat and Bamian, but by 1809 they were not under 
the control of any government. They had v/ar with the Aimaqs and 
Klich Ali Khan Uzbek (3) . 
The dwelling of the ^azaras were with a few exceptions 
very mean and scarcely sufficient for the barest shelter. Often 
(1) Alexander Bumes, a personal narrative of a joiamey to 
Kabul, pp. 228-229. 
(2) H. Elphinstone, kingdom of Caubul, II, p-211. 
(3) Ibid, p-213. 
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they vjere in nnere holes dug into side of a hill which consisted 
of a single room with one door. They generally lived in villages 
of twenty to two hundred houses. Some of them lived in Tartar 
tents like the Airaaqs. Each village had a high tower with a 
dettle drum in each. The tower was watched by a single man in the 
time of peace and if thare was any danger the drum was beaten and 
repeated from hill to hill. The Hazaras gathered once immediately 
V7hen they heard drxim. The gathering was estimated at about 3000 
men. The village had a chief called Huki, and one or two elders 
called by the Turkish word Auksukaul which means white beard. 
But all were subject to the Sultan (1). 
By 1309 there were many Hazaras in Kahiul. Five hundred of 
them were in the King's guard; the rest gained their bread by 
their labour. Many of them were maleteers (2) . The Hazaras v/ere 
oppressed by the neighbouring tribes, whom they served as hewers 
of wood and drawers of v/ater. Many of them v!ere sold into slavery; 
and there was little doubt that they bartered their children for 
cloth and necessaries to the Uzbeks. All the drudgery in Kabul 
was done by the Hazaras, some of them being slaves and some free. 
In 1838 in winter there were not less than ten thousand who resided 
in the city and gained livelihood clearing the roofs of snow and 
acting as porters (3). Many thousands of them went to Punjab in 
every cold season in search of work either on the roads or well 
builders (4) . 
(1) M. Elphinstone, kingdom of Caubul, II, p-211. 
(2) Ibid, p-213. 
(3) Alexander Humes , a pe r sona l n a r r a t i v e of a jou rney t o Kabul, 
p - 2 3 1 . 
(4) H. W. Belew, r ace s of Afghanis tan , p -116 . 
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The property of the Hazaras consisted of sheep; and they 
manufactured from their v/ool good carpet and also the fabrics 
called burrak. Rugs* blankets, stocking and leather boats were 
also manufactured at Hazara country. They exported woollen arti-
cles/ ghee, cattled and slaves to other countries (1). They had 
a few gardens (2). Their country was mountanous throughout, and 
their soil was poor. But it contained many fertile and populous 
valleys. The sources of several important rivers like Arghandab, 
Helmand, Huri Rud and Murghab lay within the Hazara country. 
The people had no money, and were almost ignorant of its 
value. They had little trade; and that too v/as carried on barter 
system. Sugar and salt v/ere the foreign comr,iodities to be bar-
tered. Coarse cloth, tobacco and pepper v.'ere also appreciated 
by these people (3) , 
The Hazaras paid their tribute not in money but in kind 
consisting of sheep, pieces of cloth, wool, cappet, leather boats, 
ghee, cattle and slaves (4), 
The Hazaras food v/as mutton and beef, both fresh and 
preserved, but their chief staples were dried curds (karut), a 
kind of cheese, curds, timgha and other preparation of milk. In 
times of scarcity they mixed flour with an equal quantity of 
(1) Mohammad Hyat lOian, Afghanistan, p-308. 
(2) Alexander Buimes, a personal narrative of a journey to Kabul, 
p-2 32. 
(3) M, Elphinstone, kingdom of Caubul, II, p-213. 
(4) Mohammad Hyat Khan Afghanistan and its inhabitants, p-307, 
Lahore, 1874. 
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berries found in the mountains and plains. The berries were dried 
and grounded for that purpose. This mixture was called badrawak (1) 
The Hazaras women had great liberty and the husband left 
them the control of the houses. The husband usually consulted 
their v/ives. The indoor work of the house v^ as done by women, 
Many articles like barak, carpets, blankets, socks and felts, 
were produced by v;omen (2) . 
3. Other tribes of Afghanistan: 
By the beginning of the 19th century the Durani and Ghilzai 
tribes were the most powerful tribes in Afghanistan, The Durani 
tribe was the ruling tribe of Afghanistan since 1747, when Ahmed 
Shah Durani ascended the throne of the country. Before the acce-
ssion of Ahmed Shah Durani the tribe was known as Abdali, Ahmed 
Shah Durani gave the name of Durani to his tribe and named him-
self Dur-i-Duran (pearl of the pearls) (3), The Durani tribe was 
divided into two parts: Zirak and Punjpuw. Zirak is divided into 
four clans, as Populzai, Alukozai, Barakzai and Achakzai. The 
Achakzai were a branch of the Barakzai, but were separated by 
Ahmed Shah Durani to reduce the formidai;jle numJDer of that clan. 
By 1809 the Achakzais were a separate cxan and entirely unconnected 
with the Barakzais. Ahmad Shah Durani himself belonged to the 
Sadozai, a branch of the Populzai clan. 
The Punjpav/ was divided into five clans: Moorzai, Alizai, 
(1) inohamrnad Hyat PChan Afghanistan and its inhabitants, p-307, 
Lahore, 1874. 
(2) Ibid, p-308. 
(3) M, Elphinstone, kingdom of Caubul, II, p-94. 
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Isha"kzai, Khougiani and Haku. Among the f^unjpaw the Noorzai clan 
was the most numerous. In 1809 most of them were shepherds, and, 
lived in the western hills and to the south of Qandahar (1). 
The Populzai was the most eminent clan till 1818 as the 
king of the vjhole of Afghanistan belonged #toit. The grand Wazir 
was always a member of the Bamizai branch of Populzai clan. The 
great officers of the state were appointed from the Populzai 
clan (2) . 
The Baralczai clan was next to Populzai till 1818. After 
the defeat of Hahmud, the Barakzai clan became eminent among the 
Duranis. The king and governors and other important state officers 
were from the Barakzai clan of the Durani tribe. 
The length of the Durani country was 400 miles, generally 
the breadth of the country was about 140 miles. The country was 
bounded in the north by Parapamizan mountains, inhabited by 
Hazaras and on the south it hounded by Shurabak and ;<hwaja Amran's 
hills, the eastern part of the country was joined by the Ghilzai 
country (3). By 1809 the whole population of the Durani country ^ 
;vas estimated eight lakhs souls^ (4) . 
The major population of the Durani tribe was employed in 
agriculture. The most fertile land of Arghandab, Helmand and lov/er 
(1) M. Elphinstone, kingdom of Ca\ibul, II, p-98. 
(2) Ibid, p-97. 
(3) Qazi Atawullah, De pashtanu Tarikh, I, p-7, Peshawer, 1947. 
(4) M. Elphin-tone, kingdom of Caubul, II, p-99. 
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Turnak valleys v/ere in their possession. They had good posts in 
the state service. The Achakzai and Noorzai were pastoral clans 
of the Durani tribe. The Noorzais lived in the west of Qandahar 
and retired to the hills of Siahband in summer season. The 
Ishakzai clan v/as a serai-pastoral clan of the Durani tribe, they 
were agriculturists and pastoral. 
The Ghilzai was a numerous and wide spread people; their 
country extended from Jelalabad in the east to Kalat Ghilzai in 
the west. They occupied the slopes and spurs of the Safed Koh, 
Sulaiman Koh and Qui Koh (west of Ghazni) (1). 
The Ghilzai was the largest tribe of Afghanistan and was 
divided into the folloii^ ing clans: 
Hotaki, Tokhi, Sulaiman Khail, Naser, Andar, Tareki/ 
Kha^ooti, Ali Khail, Sahaks and Shirpaws. 
The Hotaki clan of the Ghilzai tribe had ruled parts of 
•Afghanistan during the 18th century. This clan was numerous 
earlier; but by 1809 they v;ere reduced to 6000 families. The 
Tokhis, Tarekis, Nasirs and Andar clans were each estimated at about 
12000 families, the Kharootis v/ere estimated at 6000, Ali Khail 
8000, Sahaks 6000, Shirpaws 6000 and Sulaiman Khail 35000 fami-
lies (2). In 1809 the whole population of the Ghilzai was estima-
ted at around one million. 
The Ghilzai clans were largely engaged in trade betv/een 
(1) H. W. Bellew, the races of Afghanistan, p-97. 
(2) ii, Eiphinstone, kingdom of Caubul, II, pp. 148-149. 
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India and Afghanistan and northern states of Central Asia. The 
principal clans employed in trade were the Niazi, Kaser, Kharooti 
and to some extent Sulaiman Khali. They also foliovjed pastoral 
pursuits breading sheep, goats and camels. The wool, ghee and 
meat v/ere their main produce (1) . Some of the Ghilzais were 
also agriculturists. The districts of Lugar, Shahjui, Shilgar, 
Mukur, Kaiat and other plains uetween Kaiat and Jeialaoad were 
cultivated uy the Ghiizais. 
The other imrortant Afghan tribes in the east were the 
Afridis/ Bajav/eris, Khataks, Hohanimadzai, Mohmunds, SafiS/ Shin-
waris, Utman Khail and Yusufzais. They were mostly employed in 
cultivating their lands. The Yusufzai was the largest clan among 
the eastern Afghans. The eastern Afgaan occupied lands in north 
east of JelalaDad, and in the valley of Kabul river oetween Jalal-
abad and the Iiiaus river. Peshawer and its surrounding hills and 
the Khyber pass were in their possession (2). 
The Baraich and Kakar tribes lived to the south east of 
Qandahar. The Baraichs vrere pastoral and nred camels and sheep. 
Their country lacked water for cultivation. The Kakers were 
mostly agriculturists. 
The Jadran, Jajis, Masud, Waziris and Mongals lived to the 
east of Ghazni and Gardez. They lived in mountains and possessed 
small fitrips of cultivated land in the valleys. They greatly 
depended upon wood obtained from the forests in their country. 
(1) H. VI. Bellew, races of Afghanistan, p-l03. 
(2) Arnold Fletcher, Afghanistan high way of conquest, pp. 289-296. 
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In northern Afghanistan the Uzbeks lived at EalKh and its 
dependencies. The whole province of Balkh was divided into 
several districts. The existing division were as follov/s: 
Meiraana, Andkhui, Shiberghan, Khulm, Huzarat/ Imam, 
Qunduz and Talikan. 
The major population of the Uzbeks lived to the north of 
the OJCas river and their main centre was Bukhara. The western 
part of the Uzbek country had good soil but v7ithout water faci-
lities. The eastern part of the ^ zbek country was fertile and 
irrigated by the tributories of the Oxus river. The Uzbeks were 
mainly cultivators and pastoral. Thay bred horses and exported 
them to other countries. They also bred sheep and camels. The 
Uzbeks lived in houses and tents. Their houses resembled those 
of the Afghan's, but their tents were quite different from the 
Afghan's. The Uzbek tent was of the kind called Khirgah. The 
Khirgah was round and covered with felts, and the roof was round 
and bent into the shape of dome (1), 
The Tajiks were Persian-speaking and were spread all over 
Afghanistan from Herat to the Khyber pass and from Qandahar to 
the Oxus river. The Tajiks of the north of Hindu Kush were divi-
ded into distinct corrmunities, they were muslims of either the 
Sunni or Shia sect. They claimed that they were the descendents 
of Alexander, the great, and his soldiers. They were known as the 
Badakhshi, the Wakhi, the Shaghni, the Roshani and etc. The 
(1) K. Elphinstone, kingdom of Caubul, II, pp. 181-193. 
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Tajiks of the north of Hindu Kush only differed from the Tajiks 
to the south in this respect that they had no such sib-divisional 
distinctions, but were simply a Tajik. Further the Tajiks had no 
trifcal divisions into Khail and Zai as had the Afghans (1). 
Among the Tajiks were soma,agricultural communities which 
were called Dihwar in the west of Afghani stan, and Dihgan in the 
eastern provinces of the country. The most of the Tajiks lived as 
tenants or servants in husbandary under the Afghans in rural 
districts. They had also their own villages and property but by 
1809 they had xc. st some of their property (2) . In the to^ «ms and 
cities they were employed in crafts and industries (3), They 
were shop keepers and clerks in tovms (4) , 
The Qazilbash were the members of the ruling class in 
Persia. Thay v/ere brought by Nadir Afshar and Ahmed Shah Durani 
to Afghanistan. They lived usuajly in tovms/ but only in Herat 
they lived in villages. They spoke persian but among themselves 
they spoke Turki, and they were violent Shias, In 1809 they v/ere 
about twelve thousand in Kabul who had been settled by Nadir 
Afshar and Ahmed Shah Durani (5), In 1836 G. T. Vigne estimated 
the nuitiber of the Qazilbashes from eighteen to twenty thousand 
souls. Of these ten thousand were armed men in king's disposal (6) 
(1) H, v:. Bellew, races of Afghanistan, pp. 110-111. 
(2) M. Elphinstone, kingdom of Caubul, I, p-406. 
(3) H. W, Bellew/ races in Afghanistan, 
(4) A. Hamilton, Afghanistan, p-264. 
(5) M, Elphin-tone, kingdom of Caubul, I, p-417. 
(6) G, T. Vigne, visit to Ghazni and Kabul, pp. 167-168. 
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The Qizalbashes of Herat followed trade; the others were soldiers. 
In Kabul and Qandahar, they were either soldiers or government 
employees. Host the secretaries/ accountants and petty officials 
were Qizilbashes (1) . 
The Aimaks lived in the western part of the Parapamisus 
mountains and had Hazaras on their east. They were divided into 
four clans: Taimanis, Hazaras, Timuris and Zuris. The Aimaq were 
a pastoral people, breeding sheep and living in camj.'s. The 
greater part of them was under Herat by 1809 (2) . The Hindicies 
coiisisted of men of different races and tribes, and were found 
in various parts of Afghanistan. Most numerous among these were 
the Jats who were not found only in Daman, Banu and Peshawer, but 
also among the Balochis by whom they v/ere called Jakdal. Another 
class of the Hindkies v/ere called Awans. They lived on the banks 
of the Indus. They traced their original to Ali and their earlier 
seat was reputedly around Ghazni. 
Aln^ost all the Hindkies spoke dialects of their own which 
resembled either the Punjabi or Pashtu. 
The Hindkies commonly occupied a subordinate position. 
They were treated worse than the Tajiks, The Jats were scattered 
all over the eastern Afghanistan as Tajiks in west of the coun-
try (3). They were mainly peasants and tenants and cultivated 
(1) Ki. Elphinstone, kingdom of Caubul, I, p-41S. 
(2) Ibid, II, p-206. 
(3) Ibid, I, p-413. 
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land. A fe^ ;^ of them v;ere porters and the parachis who were of 
the Hindki race, were engaced in trade (1). 
The Degans spread all over the eastern land north eastern 
parts of Afghanistan. They were husbandmen and cultivated the 
land as tenants and peasants (2). 
The Fakirs lived in the eastern parts of Afghanistan, 
mainly in the '/usufzai country. The Fakirs were mainly composed 
of the Degans, Hindkies and the original inhabitants whose land 
was conquered. 
Most of the Fakirs worked in husbandry, and many looked 
after herds of buffaloes on the mountains. The Fakirs had no 
land of their own. Every Fakir was subject to the person on 
whose land he resided. The Fakirs were obliged to work for their 
master like the villeins in Europe (3). 
The Fakirs and other siobordinate tribes v/ere, however, 
normally free to pursue any trade. They were therefore different 
from the serfs of Europe. They sometimes rented the land for 
their own benefit. Their master demanded, some fixed dues and 
a share of their labour. The Fakirs could transfer from one land 
to another (4), 
(1) Mohammad Hyat Khan, history of Afghanistan, p-311. 
(2) M. Elphinstone, kingdom of Caiibul, I, p-416-
(3) Ibid, II, p-28. 
(4) Ibid, II,. p-29. 
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VI-AGRARIMi SY3TE^l 
1. Land r i g h t s : 
In Afghanistan there were five classes of cultivators. 
First the proprietors v/ho cultivc,ted their ov/n land. The second, 
tenants, who hired it for rent in money or for a fixed proportion 
of the produce. The third were the Buzgars (1) v/ho had no bullocks 
and seed and etc. and just v/orked on the land. The fourth class 
of cultivators v/ere hired labourers and fifth v.'-ere villeins who 
cultivated their lord's land v/ithcut wacfes. 
The land of the proprietors was raore v/idely held in Afgha-
nistan tiian in many other countries. There were small proprietors 
in great number v;ho cultivated their ovm land v;ith the help of 
their families, and sometimes through hired labourers and Buzgars. 
The land v;as distributed among the tribes, and each tribe distri-
buted its share among clans and fairiilies. The land was inherited 
by the sons who divided it equally according to Mohammaden Law. 
Proprietors v;ho could not extract sufficient yields from their 
strips, left their land either to their brothers or sold it to 
their neiglibours. If the ':ing's service and other agricultural 
and coramercial persuits made some people rich, they purchased 
lands. Some of the tribesmen brought virgin land under cultivation. 
This being their private property. Some of the people got direct 
grants from the ruler. 
The land v;as private property, the ovmer of the land could 
lease and sell to any v;ho v;ished. In the first decade of the 19th 
(1) The Buzgars were the same as the Mutayers of France. 
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century the value of land stated by Strachey "was from nine to 
twelve years purchase". 
The nunibar of t'^ n^ants v;as limited in Afghanistan. The 
commonest term for a lease v;as one or two years, the longest per-
iod was five. The rents varied all over the country; in the 
Suriani country 1/10 of the produce, in the plain of Bajour from 
1/3 to 1/2 and in the country round Kabul 2/3 (1). 
In the country of Qandahar vjhen Ahmad Shah Durani came to 
power (1747) a fresh distribution of land took place. The entire 
area subject to distribution amounted to 12000 ploughs, of which 
4000 were restored to the original holders, the Ghilzai, which had 
been resumed by Nadir Shah, and the remaining 8000 ploughs ^ ;^ere 
given av/ay as follov;s: 
1. Achaksais of Dosang and Mushain 700 ploughs 
2. Alizais of zamindav;er 800 " 
3. rurzais of Dehras, Kaddini, Garmsil, 
Khanjakak and Khushlci I-7akhad 1500 " 
4. Maku and Kawgani 500 " 
5. Barakzai of Maruf and Qandahar 1500 " 
6. Alizai of Arghandab 1500 " 
7. Populzai of Nash, Ghorak, Arghasan 
and Daman 1500 " 
The Ahmad Shahi share was called Tawilli. Each plough v;as 
considered to equal land in which three ass-loads (iCharwar) of 
seeds of v/heat were sown, being about thirty maunds (2) . 
(1) l-i, Elphinstone, kingdov, of Caubul, II, p-
(2) Major H. B. Lumsden, mission to Qandahar, p-29. 
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The governraent shcire of the jjroduce in Qandahar was a half; 
the remainder blonged to the owner of the land, or Daftari (I) . 
If the owner of the land employed others to cultivate it for him, 
and the seed and bullocks were furnished by the ovnner, the culti-
vator* s share was 1/5, the remaining being claimed to the owner. 
The cultivator v;ho had no bulioci's and seed of his ov/n and worked 
v/ith his bare hands was knovm Bazgar. The share of the Bazgars was 
not fixed in the whole of the coi'.ntn/. In some places the Bazgars ^  
got 1/2 and in other 1/10 of the produce. But generally the Baz-
gar' s share v/as around 1/5 of the produce (2) . If the cultivator 
furnished the bullocks and seed one half of the produce was claimed 
by him and the rest by the proprietor of the land (3) . But in this 
case, the government's share also being half, the proprietor could 
seem to have dra\"m no benefit at all. 
In the country of KohJ stan a land lord v/ho farmed out his 
estate paid 1/3 of the total produce to the cultivator for sov/ing, 
rearing and reaping. The state took 1/3 and tVie remaining 1/3 was 
claimed by the proprietor of the land. If the proprietor furnished 
bullocks, seed v/ater and other materials which were required , the 
labourer (Buzgar) received only 1/6 of the produce. In the Kohistan 
region daily labourers were not hired e>:cept on such days as when 
a pair of oxen was employed in the land (4). 
The tribe of the Yusufzais v;as' divided into two great bran-
ches, Yusuf and Isunder. The first branch acquired Swat, Punjcora 
(1) The Daftries v/ere taose wno recorded the land in their name, 
(2) M. Elphinjitone, jcingdom of Cauloul, II, p-
(3) Major H. B. Lumsden, mission to Qandahar, p-29. 
(4) Alex.ander Bumes, mission to Kabul, p-155. 
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and Bunir, and the latter the plain north of the Kabul river, with 
the valley o£ Ghumla. Sach of these clans divided its land among 
its I<3^ ails at a general meeting of the clan, and t'nis arrangement 
was repeated throughout all the subordinate divisions. 
Each of the IQiails received its lands in perpetuity but a 
different arrangenient was adopted within itself. The land of each 
division v/as £illoted for a certain num}:. r of years, and was changed 
at the end of that period. Thus the class equally utilized the 
fertility of the land. 3ach independent division of the Khan-
zoozyes accordingly retained the lands assigned to it at the origi-
nal distribution, but the subdivisions interchtingod their lands. 
The land of the Mailcpikhail v/as divided into tvra parts, equal in 
eytent but not equally fertile. The Uluses v/ere also divided into 
tv;o v/nich Icept the land for ten years. The cerernoney of exchanging 
the Ic^ nd too., place on the border of the divisions of the land 
and v;as witnessed by a vast nunt'Or of people (1) . 
The change of lands vjas accomplished without lauch trouble, 
each clan oi; one half of the Ulus was paired v;ith a clan of the 
other and the two t .us paired crossed over into each other's 
land (2) . 
This custoin v;as called VJaish (sriarj.ng) . It prevailed 
universally ei.iong the Yusufr.ai and l:oh;triUnadzais. The period for 
V7:;ic;i the lands were retained varied froin clan to clap. In Bunir 
(1) li. Elpi-iinstonG, kingdom of Caubul, II, p-15. 
(2) Ibid, p-16. 
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the VIeish was condiictod every year. 
The vjhole tribe of Yusufzai cast lots every tv;enty 
years. 
Ai.iong the Gundepurs in Daman the lend -ras divided into six 
shares/ corresponding to the numbers of clans in the tribe. All 
the clans drew lots for the order in v/h: ch they v;ere to choose 
their shares (1) . 
I3e3id.es the cultivators there were other tradesmen who 
were attached to a narticul.: r clan or subdivision of the clan. 
The black smith, carpenters and barbers together with the djrumraers 
v/ere attached to particular divisions. They had a share of land 
and v/orked gratis for the division. The tradesmen and others who 
v/are attached to the division follov/ed it v;hen it changed its 
residence and land. In some parts of Afghanistan the barber who 
cut hair and circumcised the children, played drum and performed 
other duties. Their share 0f the produce v/as one bunch from each 
heap of V7heat and one maund of wheat per head. The iron smith and 
carpenter seirved in their ov/n fields, for the villagers, got a 
share in the crops. The amount of x-/heat and oth sr necessity of 
life v/ere given to him according to his la>^ .our and need (2) . 
.The land whether it v/as granted by the jcing in lieu of 
military service or as a rev;ard to the noole, v/as the private pro-
perty of the owner. The grantee had the right of selling, leasing 
and cultivating it. The Qalandar IQiail got the l£ind from the king, 
„ , f^.w t.iiiCi^^S.^^ 
(1) ii. Slphinstone, kincdom of Caubul, II,- p-17. " j^  
(2) Ibid, p-29. -f. '^^ -' *^' 
\ JjtS • 
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but it did not affect tlieir rights either in practice or in form. 
The owner could do v/ith h.is lend v;hatev:3r he liked and at his 
death it v/as divided among his children (1) . 
The king could not resume the cjrants of his predecessors. 
In civil v/ars the grants \.'ere very rarely resumed on the ground 
of treason, but even this v/as not often done (2) . 
2. Land revenue: 
The whole revenue of the kingdom of I'abul in the first 
decade of the 19th century v/as estirac.ted at about tViree crores of 
rupees. Out of this amount a crore was remitted to different 
princes who had been only half subdued. The real revenue '.:as about 
two crores. Out of these tv;o crores about half v/as assigned in 
tuyuls for members of the royal family and others in jagir v/hich vf 
v/as granted mostly on condition of military service, as v/ell as to 
mullas, sayeds and den-zishes in crants. 
The remaining sum (Rs, 1 crore) v/as received by the king 
till 1S09 when Elphinstone estimated at about 90 lacs (3). 
The land revenue v:as the princitjal source of the king's 
income. It v/as assessed on the produce according to fixed propor-
tions v/iich varied v/ith the nature of the land in different pro-
vinces. But some of the Afghan tribes were not subject to this 
mode of assessment. They paid a fi;red amount annually (4) . 
(1) i-i. Elphinstone, Icincdom of Caubul, II, p-153, 
(2) Ibid, p-153, 
(3) Ibid, p-258. 
(4) Ibid, p-259. 
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The Ahmad Shahi share (also called Tav/illi) required three 
lChan-;ars of seed or about thirty maunds per plough. The revenue 
on each v/as formerly fixed at the aniovmt of seed; or in other words 
for every maund of grain SOV/H/ government received a rnaund as 
revenue. Besides that, ton Qandahari rupees in lieu of grass and 
stubble called iCabuh, ' was collected from the land ov/ner. These 
rates continued to be in force till L/andahari Sirdars took posse-
ssion of the province of Qaiidahar. They revised Ahmad Shah's 
Tavilli system. In the districts of Kushlcinakhud Sangisar, Khun-
jakak, Panga and Arghandab v;hich contained 3300 ploughs, the old 
system was continued on account of the power of the tribes holding 
these districts. The remainder of the country was taxed according 
to the watir consumed, each village l^ eing counted as equal to 
many Karizas. Fifty rupees v/as charged per Xariz. The number of 
the national Karises varied in each village, so that some culti-
vators \%'ere charged double of v/hat their neighi^our paid. VJater was 
not generally supplied from the Karizes as the name shov;s, but 
from the canals brought from Arghandab. In most willages the 
average supply of v;ater per plough v/as supposed to flov; through an 
aperture an inch square, v/hich was sufficient and watered all the 
fields once in seven days. VJater from the Karizes v;as distributed 
at -che same rate; but the ov/ner of the Xariz supplied water to 
fields not his ov/n, v/hen he exacted half of the produce of the areas 
so irrigated, and paid half the government demand (1). 
In 1836 Amir Dost Mohammad Khan abolished the old system of 
collection. He took one third of the produce of all lands under 
(1) Major H. B. Lumsden, mission to Qandahar, pp. 28-29. 
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cultivation in the province of Kabul and its de]Dendencies (1) . 
In the fourth decade of the 19th century, in the village of Deh 
Afghanan in the suburb of the city v/hich contained reputedly the 
best land in Kabul and its revenue vras as much as 40 rupees per 
Jarib (2) • 
By the fourth decade of the 19th Gentur%,'- one third of the 
produce taken by Kamran in the province of Herat (3). 
l-iurad Beg of Qunduz demanded one third of the produce in 
kind (4) . 
In the fourth decade of the first half of the 19th century 
the revenue of the province of Kabul (from Hindu Kush in the north 
to Mukur in the south and betv/een iChyber pass and Barnian) was 
estimated at a rather low figure. Charles Masson who v/as for 
about twelve years (182 6-1S38) in Afghanistan calculated at about 
fourteen lakhs per annum (5) . Hov/ever, in 1836-1838, A. Bumes 
estimated the revenue of Kabul at about twenty four lakhs in each 
year (6) . 
In 1836 G. T. Vigne v/ho visited Kabul and stayed at Kabul 
as a guest of Kawab Abdul Jebar Khan, A;air Dost Mohammad Khan's 
brother gave an estimate of about tv/enty three lakhs of rupees (7) , 
(1) G» T. Vigne, visit to Ghazni, Katml and Afghanistan, p-376, 
(2) Alexander Bumes, a personal narrative of a journey, p-156. 
(3) G. Forrest, selections from travels and journal of Bombay 
Secretariat, p-l08. 
(4) Alexander Bumes, travels. III, p-279. 
(5) G. Forrest, selections from travels and journal, p-215. 
(6) Alexander Bumes, a personal narrative of a journey, p-115. 
(7) G. T. Vigne, visit to Ghazni, Kabul and Afghanistan, p-373. 
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Mohan L a i I'ashiTiiri who a l s o v i s i t e d Kaijul i n 18303 d e r i v e d 
h i s i n f o r m a t i o n on r e v e n u e from t h e r e c o r d s of t h e c h i e f c o l l e c t o r s 
of Arnir D o s t I-iohainraad Khan, namely , M i r z a Saved Husa in and Divan 
H i t h a , on t h e one hand and Divan B i r b a l and Daya Ram on t h e o t h e r . 
The tvra d i f f e r e d from e a c h o t h e r i n e s t i m a t i n g t h e t o t a l sum. The 
d i f f e r e n c e was a b o u t 7 7 , 9 6 7 r u p e e s . T h i s v/as t h e amount v/hich v/as 
p o c k e t e d by t h e A m i r ' s m i n i s t e r and I-iirza Saved H u s a i n . The 
fol lo\ \? ing l i s t shov;s t h e i rcome of Kabul S t a t e a c c o r d i n g t o Divan 
I-; i r b a l * s i n f o r m a t i o n : 
Name of t h e p l a c e s t h e Asad o r j u s t 
r e v e n u e c o l l e c t e d from amount of 
t h e r e v e n u e 
1. Duties from Custom 
Mouse 
2. Viaj ah Shah Ganj 
Arahandi etc. 
3 . IJ i 1 ok- i - Koh i s tan 
4. Istalif 
5. Khalsa Govt. Land 
6. Razeh Kohistan and 
Bulaghanin 
7. Ghorband 
8. Tajakyah Haidan 
207 ,054 
109 ,054 
and 2 
a]:)b as i 
389 ,914 
& s h a h i s 
2 4 , 8 3 4 
1 abb as i 
159 ,179 
1 8 , 8 3 1 
2 3 ,480 
2 1 , 8 2 5 
B i d a t o r un-
j u s t amount 
of t h e 
r e v e n u e 
92,340 
11,920 
and 1 
sanar 
23,635 
1 shahi 
1,52 5 
6 shahis 
2,805 
2,732 
921 
5 shahis 
Total sum 
in Kabuli 
rupees 
4 
299,920 
120,975 
413,545 
1 abbasi 
2 5,360 
159,179 
21,636 
2 6 , 2 1 2 
2 2 , 7 4 6 
9 . G h a r k h 2 3 , 3 0 6 1,000 24 ,306 
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1 0 . G h i l z a i 
1 1 . Behsud C^ B ami an 
1 2 . Ghazni 
1 3 . Tc-fahKhara t , 3h inv ;a r i 
e t c . 
1 4 . ZurjTiat, Garde2 and 
K h o n / a r 
1 5 . I l a z a r a Turkrnnand 
P a r s a 
1 6 . Khurm and Khos t 
1 7 . J a l a l a b a d and 
Lghman T a j i k i y a 
1 8 . D r a k a t M u t a f a r i q a 
Hawai 
TOTAL 
2 3 4 
2 2 2 , 5 9 5 7 , 6 3 1 230 ,226 
1 s a n a r 1 s h a h i 3 s h a h i s 
69 ,964 • • 69 ,964 
3 9 7 , 9 7 1 3 7 , 4 5 1 435 ,423 
7 s h a h i s 3 s h a h i s 
1 8 , 3 2 1 740 1 9 , 0 6 1 
64 ,240 920 65 ,190 
fc- 2 abb as i & 8 s h a h i s 
6, 599 
9 5 , 0 0 0 
4 3 5 , 5 8 8 
5,870 
2 , 2 9 2 , 8 3 0 
29 ,940 
3 ,850 
6 s h a h i s 
216 ,902 
6 ,599 
9 5 , 0 0 0 
465 ,528 
9 ,720 
6 s h a h i s 
2 , 5 0 9 , 8 2 8 
The cus tom h o u s e d u t i e s of Amir Dos t Mohammad Khan v;as 
299 ,920 Kabul r u p e e s , V.'ajah Shah Ganj Arghand i 120 ,975 and D r a k a t 
M u t a f a r i q a Hav/ai was e s t i m a t e d a t a b o u t 9 ,720 Kabul r u p e e s . The 
p u r e l a n d r e v e n u e of t h e Kabul Government u n d e r Amir Dos t Mohammad 
Khan was e s t i m a t e d a t a b o u t 2 , 0 7 9 , 2 1 3 Kal^ul ru-oees (1) . 
I n t h e 1830s J e l a l a b a d v/as u n d e r Amir Dos t Mohammad Khan. 
The r e v e n u e of J e l a l a b a d a c c o r d i n g t o k i n g ' s book , v/as a b o u t t w e l v e 
l a k h s of r u p e e s . B u t t h i s a.aout was n o t r e a l i z e d by i t s c h i e f . 
(1) Mohan L a i , l i f e of Amir Dos t Mohammad IChan, I , p p . 231 -232 , 
London : Longman, 1 8 4 8 . 
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Mohammad Zaman Khan whose a u t h o r i t y v;as not acltnov/ledrjed even one 
kos from h i s c a p i t a l (1) . Mohamnad Zaman lOian c o l l e c t e d j u s t 
about t h r e e l akhs of rupees (2) . 
In 1831< however, t he revenue of J e l a l a b a d was es t imated a t 
aJoout seven lakhs of rupees p e r year (3) . E a r l i e r VJilliam Moor-
c r a f t v/ho v i s i t e d J e l a l a b a d a t ajbout 1824 e s t ima ted the revenue of 
J e l a l a b a d and i t s dependencies a t about 652,000 rupees . According 
t o him, the revenue r a i s e d from t h e follov/ing p l a c e s : 
A-Southern Div i s ion 
1. Dhaka and Gi rd i Rs . 2,000 
2 . l iazar Kaw Rs . 10,000 
3 . Bish Bulak Rs . 10,000 
4 . Koth Rs . 40,000 
5. Hisarak Rs . 50,000 
6. Chaparyar Rs . 30,000 
7 . iChagiani Rs . 60,000 
8 . Gunduraak Rs . 3,000 
9 . Ishpan Rs . 2,000 
10. Chakar 
1 1 . Kisarak of Kur i<han Rs . 8,000 
12. Tovm of J e l a l a b a d Rs . 3,000 
To ta l Rs.221,000 
(1) G. F o r r e s t , s e l e c t i o n from t r a v e l s and j o u r n a l , p -116 . 
(2) Char le s Masson, t r a v e l s , I , p -176 . 
(3) Alexander Burnes , t r a v e l s , I I , p - l 0 5 . 
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B-ITorthern D i v i s i o n . 
1. Lalpur 
2. Goshta and Khazai 
3. Kama 
4 . Kunar c o n t a i n i n g s i x 
l a r g e v a l l e y s 
5 . Shiweiikikt ik 
6 . Aeraj'ji and Sakhet 
7 . Laghman 
8 . Bala Bagh 
9 . Surkhand 
Rs. 3,000 
Rs. 8,000 
Rs. 60,000 
Rs. 100,000 
Rs. 30/000 
Rs. 15,000 
Rs. 150,000 
Rs. 15,000 
Rs. 60,000 
Total Rs.431,000 
The total revenue of the province was calculated at about 
652,000 irupees (1) . 
The small prir^cipality of Ghazni \-.'as under Amir Mohammad 
ICnan, brother of Amir Dost Mohammad Khan. The revenue of Ghazni 
was tv/o lakhs of rupees according to the king's book. The chief 
of Ghazni collected only 50,000 rupees when the state was not 
fully settled (2) . 
The WarSeks who lived between Maidan and Ghazni paid 
Rs.90,000 in revenue to the Government. They numbered about 
12,000 families (3) . 
(1) Vlilliam Moorcraft and George Trebeck, travels, II, p-358. 
(2) G. Forrest, selection from, travels and journal, p-114, 
(3) Ibid, p-29. 
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The revenue of Maidan v/as about 18,000 irupees. Out of that 
10,000 V7as paid in cash and 8,000 in kind (1) . 
The pastoral tribes of Afghanistan paid revenue for crazing 
their herds and floclcs in pastures. The Sulaiman JChail v/ho v/ere 
inhai-ited in the south of Ghazni paid yearly one camel, for every 
forty men, to Amir Dost Mohamnriad Khan, They had one million 
sheep <2). 
The Luhanis who stayed at summer in Ghazni paid 6000 rupees 
annually to Amir Dost Mohammad Khan. Each Khail paid about fifty 
rupees to the state (3) . 
At the beginning of the first decade of the 19th century 
the revenue of Herat v;as estim.rted at about 1,000,000 of rupees. 
This amount did not suffice for the expenses of the province and 
a fixed sum> was rerndttod from Kabul (4) . 
In 1830, the revenue of Herat and its vicinity under Kamran 
v/as estimated at about 20,288 Herati tumans or 405,760 n.ipees. 
This v/as collected by assessments on eight biluks, on the gardens 
and on the city land (5) . 
By the third decade of the 19t^ i century the revenue of the 
province v-as about 12,00,000 or 13,00,000 of rupees. This amount 
v/as considered by Masson to be a ver^ '' moderate sum (6) . 
(1) William Moorcraft and George Trebeck, travels, II, p-382. 
(2) G. T. Vigne, visit to Ghazni, Kabul and Afghanistan, pp. 105-106, 
(3) Maj . H. B. Lumsden, m.ission 60 Qandahar, p-92. 
(4) M. Elphinstone, kingdom of Caxibul, II, p-2l7. 
(5) Arthur Conolly, travels, II, p-8. 
(6) George Forrest, selection from travels and journal, p-109. 
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By the end of the third decade of the 19th century the 
Qandahari sirdars v;ho ruled^ Qandahar collected a revenue of 12,00,000 
of rupees. At that period Furdil Khan ruled over Qandahar (1). 
The revenue of Qandahar in 1832 vrhen Kohandil Khan, the 
third brother of the Qandahari Sirdars ruled over the province, was 
estimated at about 800,000 of rupees (2). 
In 1829 the Eelochis v;ho v.-ere nominally und^r Oandahari 
Sirdars paid a sum of 4000 rupees as revenue and furnished some 
troops (3) . Under the Sadozai king of Afghanistan the Beloch paid 
a revenue of 300,000 rupees to the Kabul Government (4). 
The province of Sind under the Government of Sadozais paid 
a revenue of 1,500,000 rupees to the Central Government. The 
district of Multan paid 250,000, Shikarpur 300,000, Dera Ghazi Khan 
500,000 and Lei and Dera Ismail Khan 300,000 rupees. During the 
troubled period the Sindis did not pay the exact amount. Shah 
Shuja v/as able to obtain only 800#,0O0 lal-chs from the v/hole 
province (5) . 
The gross reveniie of the province of Kashmir under the 
Sadozai Government was estimated at about 4,626,300 rupees. The 
revenue of the province v:as farmed to the governor at 2,200,000 
rupees from which an amount of 700,000 rupees was deducted for the 
pay of troops. The net amount \;'hich reached to the royal treasury 
(1) Charles Masson, travels, I, pp. 287-288. 
(2) Alexander Bumes, travels. III, pp. 267-268. 
(3) George Forrest, selection from travels and journal, p-111 
(4) M. Elphinstone, kingdom of Caubul, I, p-224. 
(5) Ibid, II, pp. 229-234. 
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was estimated at about 1,500,000 rupees (1). 
By the end of the third decade of 19th century the gross 
revenue of the city of Peshawer and its land was estimated at 
about 1,000,000 rupees. One lalih rupees had .oeen added by the 
acquisition of Kohat and Hangu. At t'lis time the Sirdars v;ore 
under Fianjit Singh (2) . 
The land revenue \;as collected by the headman of each 
village, and paid in some cases through the head of his tribe, and 
in others directly to the Hakim or his agent. The Hakim generally 
farmed the revenue of his province from the government, and let out 
that of the districts under him. The expenses of management, the 
assignments that had been given on the province and othar charges 
v;ere dedvicted. The balance was either sent to the treasury or more 
frequently used to meet claims of the troops and others who obtai-
ned drafts upon the governor's treasury from the central govern-
ment. 
The smaller provinces under military sirdars were 
not farmed {3) . 
By the end of the first half of the 19th century, the 
kingdom was divided into provinces each superintended by a repre-
sentative of the sovereign v;ho collected the revenue and remitted 
to the capital (4) . 
(1) M. Elphinstone, kingdom of Caubul, II, pp. 238-239. 
(2) Charles Masson, travels, I, pp. 131-132. 
(3) M. Elphinstone, kingdom of Caubul, II, p-2 59. 
(4) Karl Fiarx and Engles, on colonial! zra, p-143. 
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In the province of Qandahar under Sovereignty of Amir Dost 
Mohammad Klian, and under the governorship of his son, Ghulara 
Haider Khan, most of the villages v;ere farmed annually to contrac-
tors. They were assisted by the soldiers and tool-: all tliey could 
get in kind from the cultivators; Some villages v;ere given away 
in lieu of pay to Sirdars and chiefs. The cultivators who paid 
one half of thejr produce to the government, did not even then 
remain safe. The hungry soldiers, and follov/ers of chiefs were 
let loose on the villages and gathered for themselves what they 
could pick up (1) , 
(1) Haj, H. B. Lumsden, mission to Qandahar, p-30. 
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VII-CRAFTS AMD MANUFACTURES 
1. T e x t i l e s : 
In the first half of the 19th century the textile indus-
tries in Afghanistan were not developed. The Afghans considered 
all the crafts, the duty of the lower classes of people and the 
tribal system did not permit the people of the tribes to undertake 
any craft. Those who undertook cotton textiles industries were 
known as Julas (weavers), and were considered to belong to a low 
section of society. They were not regarded as tribesmen. 
The weavers of rugs were known as Kanibafs. They were also 
considered inferior, but in this trade tribal people particularly 
women of the tribe, were employed. The tribes only did so to meet 
their household needs? but Julas and Kanibaf followed the craft for 
their livelihood. 
The woollen textile industry was highly developed. The 
Hazara mountaineers of central Afghanistan derived their subsis-
tence from their flocks. They prepared a coarse warm cloth from 
their wool, which was known Barak (1). They manufactured a good 
quality of rugs and carpets. They exported their rugs to the plains 
and towns. These were commonly known Hazargi Gilam (rug). The 
woollen manufacturers of Hazaras were in great demand outside the 
country. A Persian agent resided throughout the year in Dehzangi 
and purchased the excellent quality of Barak and other woollen 
articles, and sent it to his country (2), 
(1) G. T. Vigne, visit to Ghazni, Kabul and Afghanistan, pp. 169-170, 
(2) Alexander Burnes, mission to Kabul, p-132. 
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The Ghilzais were generally rich in flocks but had not 
manufactures, except coarse carpets and felts,stocking and other 
rough articles for domestic use, prepared from wool and camel hair. 
The pastoral tribes of the Ghilzais made their tents from goats 
hair which was a sort of black coarse Galim (rugs). The rope for 
carriages were made by them either from the hair of goats or from 
the coarse wool (1) . 
The pastoral tribes all over the country made Naraads or felts 
from the wool. The Naraads were used for a heavy coat which was 
called Kusai (a sort of big coat) and was used mostly by shepherds. 
The shepherd used it as an overcoat during the day and used it for 
bed at night. Namad was also used in mosques as masnadi and the 
felt was, therefore, known masnadi namad. Those who could afford 
they spread it as a rug in their rooms which was warm in winter 
season 
In making masnadi namad, the wool was thoroughly carded and 
cleaned. The wool was spread on a level and clegn surface, then it 
was pressed by hands and feet. The Namad was made by women. Usua-
lly a number of women joined together to make a big piece of Namad. 
Each masnadi namad was sold for seven to fifteen rupees on 
the spot (3). Balazin (or saddle cloths) were made from wool and 
was a small piece of namad without figured patterns of any sort. 
(1) Mohammad Hayat Khan, Afghanistan and its inhabitants, p-308. 
(2) Charles Masson, journey to Baluchistan, Afghanistan and Punjab, 
II, p-206. 
(3) Major H. B. Lumsden, mission to Qandahar, p-lOO. 
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The Balazin was made of fine wool or coarse Kurk (1) and fetched 
six or seven rupees at the manufactory. The warm and fine under 
clothing was made from the Kurk and used by people of high rank due 
to its high price. Each piece of Kurk cloth, which was made on the 
same pattern of namad, was sold at about seven to twenty rupees (2). 
The carpets were the most important article made of wool. 
The Birgand and Herat carpets were famous in India where these were 
known as Persian carpets. The carpets which were made in northern 
Afghanistan were much bettfer than any part of Afghanistan. The 
Hazaras were also employed in carpet manufacture but the quality of 
their products was inferior. The worksmen who were employed in 
carpet industries were usually women all over Afghanistan. Carpets 
woven in looms by six or eight persons. The wool was always dyed 
before being spun into thread. In this way the colour of the car-
pets was durable (3). The carpet was purchased from the manufact-
urers at ten Herati rupees (each rupee equal to four of the East 
India Company's annas) per square yard and was sold in India at ten 
Company's rupees. The small masnadi carpets sold at Herat at seven 
to fifteen Herati rupees (4). The carpets of Herat were famed for 
softness and for the brilliance and permanency of their colours. 
They were made of all size and at any price from thousand to ten 
thousand rupees (5) , 
(1) Kurk was produced from goats by combing them once a year, 
with fine iron combs. The Kurk is fine wool and produces in 
the long hair of a goat near skin. 
(2) Major H. B. Lumsden, mission to Qandahar, p-lol. 
(3) Ibid, p-lOO. 
(4) Mohammad Hayat Khan, Afghanistan and its inhabitants, p-16. 
(5) Arthor Conolly, travels to the north of India and Afghanistan, 
II, p-11. 
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The Achikazais of Qandahar with the wool of their sheep and 
the hair of their camels and goats manufactured a variety of arti-
cles such as rugs, Kusais or great-goats, and numerous articles of 
clothing made from camel's hair. The wool was spun by women with 
their hands by the help of a small piece of wood. They made rugs 
and blankets and sold it in towns, and purchased other commodities 
with the money which they earned (1). The blankets of Tashqurghan 
which were made of Chitral's wool, were fine quality and were 
exposed for sale. The travellers and other merchants purchased 
blankets for their own use or took them to Kabul for sale which were 
in great demand there due to sever cold {2), The woollen industry 
in Afghanistan was more developed than other textile industries. 
The market both inside the country and outside was large. The 
Afghan wool was exported to Persia and Hindustan and a large quan-
tity of it was consumed in the cold places of the country. 
The production of cotton in Afghanistan was limited to the 
subtropical parts of the country. The cotton yield of the country 
was not high, A large amount of cotton had to be imported every 
year to Afghanistan, Cotton weaving was pursued in most of the towns 
but on a very small scale. Only the town of Istalip produced a 
large quantity of cotton. A great portion of the population of that 
city consisted of cotton weavers. They produced coarse cloth and 
longis (Turbans) which were exported to Turkistan and other parts 
of Afghanistan (3). The cotton clothes and cotton pod were also 
(1) .G. W. Forrest, selection from journal and travels, p-138. 
(2) Moorcraft, travels, II, p-451. 
(3) Charles Masson, travels. III, p-122. 
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exposed for sale in Tashqurghan but the industry was not satisfac-
torily developed (l). 
The silk was produced all over the Afghan territory, owing 
to the existence of mulberry trees which fed the worms. On the 
banks of the Oxus and in the towns of northern Afghanistan, silk 
was produced. It was exported to Multan and other places. In 
Yang Arekh, which had one thousand houses, the inhabitants were 
chiefly supported by the raw silk industry. The silk there was of 
two kinds - white and yellow, and was exported to Kabul and 
Peshawer (2) . 
Raw silk was procured in Herat and in its vicinity and used 
in home manufacturies. A good number of people were employed in 
silk weaving and they produced small handkerchiefs and other silken 
cloths (3) . 
The breeding of silk worm did not differ materially from 
that practised in Europe. The silk was boiled befora it was wound. 
The worms were brought forth by artificial heat, and generally by 
being tied under the armpits and on exposure to the sun, the insects 
were killed. By the end of May the worms died and the fresh eggs 
remained unhatched till the next spring (4). 
(1) Moorcraft and Trebeck, travels, II, p-450. 
(2) Ib id , p-416. 
(3) G. W. Forres t , se lec t ion from the t r ave l s and journa ls , p-124, 
(4) Alexander Bumes, t r a v e l s . I I I , p-258. 
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2. Mines, minerals and metallargy: 
The mountains of Afghanistan contained a large ranges of 
minerals, from metals to precious stones. The district of Bamian 
was famous for its mines. In the Kohibaba range rich iron ore 
existed. The province of Peshawar and its districts had nemerous 
iron mines. Iron ore existed in Bajour (north of Peshawer) and 
in the salt range near Kohat (1). The mountains of Shah Nasr, on 
the bank of Kokcha river had iron ore and a small range was almost 
wholly composed of iron ore, which protruded through the surface 
of the valley. The mines were crossed by roads and its existence 
must have been known for a very long period. By 1838 the surface 
showed that the mines were worked out. ShaEts had been dug which 
were six feet wide and eight feet deep. The Badakhshis smelt iron 
and they exported it to Turkistan on their north and to the tribes 
on their southern frontiers. The Badakhshis had neither sufficient 
skill nor money to work out their mines advantageously. The un-
settled state of the government and the difficiency of wood for 
fuel was another disadvantage to mine iron successfully (2) . 
In different parts of the mountains around Kabul iron ore 
Was found in abundance. The iron ore also existed in the north 
west of Qandahar in the district of Khakriz, about ten Farsakhs 
( miles) from Qandahar. The ore was not utilized in the country. 
(1) Alexander Bumes, travels. III, p-259, 
(2) Captain John Wood, journey to the source of Odus, pp. 167-168, 
London, Murray Abemarr Street, 1872. 
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the reason being the scarcity of fuel (1). Abul Fazl says that 
the iron ore was melted in the district of Khakriz in the reign 
of Akbar (2) , By the first half of the 19th century none of the 
travellers who visited Qandahar any longer referred to iron mines 
in its vicinity. 
Iron was casted at Fyzabad, iron pots and pans were manu-
factured and were supplied to the markets of Hisar and Bukhara, 
The iron lamps which were artistically made, indicated the skill 
of iron smiths of Fyzabad (3) . 
The iron manufacturies of Kohat were famous for their fine 
quality. The inhabitants of Kohat manufactured rifle barrels in 
a large quantity and produced other fire arms (4). The melted 
iron ore with the coal which existed in their country (5). 
The Vaziris made knives, shields and match locks. Their 
own country afforded materials for these arms. They had abundant 
iron ore which they worked into arms, and exported to the plains (6) 
Kanegram near Peshawer was celebrated for the manufacture 
of sword blades and gun barrels (7). The large town of Urgun in 
the south east of Ghazni which was mainly inhabited by Degans 
(1) G. T. Vigne, visit to Ghazni, Kabul and Afghanistan, p-208. 
(2) A i n - i - A k b a r i . 
(3) M. E lph ins tone , kingdom of Caubul, I I , p -382 . 
(4) Char l e s Masson, t r a v e l s , I , p - 1 1 3 . 
(5) Ibid, pp. 114-115. 
(6) M. Elphinstone, kingdom of Caubul, II, p-80, 
(7) G. T. Vigne, visit to Ghazni, Kabul and Afghanistan, p-180. 
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(Tajik) and Fu2rmulis, was full iron manufacturies (1) . 
The veins of good coal had been discovered near Khusal-
garh/ a village on the western bank of Indus. The neighbouring 
districts of Banu and Tak were rich in iron and other ores. 
By late 1830S/ the people were utilizing coal as a fuel to melt 
iron ores and therefore the iron industries were very much deve-
loped in all districts between Peshawer and Indus (2). 
Copper ore of excellent quality was found in the hills to 
the east of Jelalabad. Copper ore was abundant in that region. 
Till 1828 this useful metal was not exploited^ and the government 
thought it was sulphur, not copper ore, due to its yellow 
appearance (3) . 
In the district of Fajour near Peshawer and the adjoining 
hills there were traces of copper ore (4). In the Salt range, 
within the district of Kohat, the copper was extracted from the 
copper ore which existed in these ranges (5). There were a large 
quantity of copper ores in defile close to Bamian (6). 
Copper industries existed in all the towns of Afghanistan. 
Persians were in particular employed in copper industries. There 
were a row of shops of copper smith in each town of the country; 
(1) G. T. Vigne, visit to Ghazni, Kabul and Afghanistan, p-180. 
(2) Captain John Wood, journey to the source of the river Oxus, 
p-91. 
(3) G. W. Forrest, selection from journal and travels, p-159. 
(4) M. Elphinstone, kingdom of Caubul, I, p-195. 
(5) A. Burnes, travels. III, p-259. 
(6) Ibid, p-207. 
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and in each shop there were from four to six workers, with the 
owner of the shop as the master. They made new copper vessels 
which were exposed for sale. There were copper smiths who tra-
velled to the villages, tinning and repairing the vessels of the 
rural population. 
There were ten or twelve mines of lead in a defile close to 
Bamian which were worked by the fourth decade of the 19th century(l) . 
There were rich lead mines in the vicinity of Herat. By 1830 the 
Herat lead mines were not worked (2)^ but Kamran worked the lead 
mines of the vicinity of Herat subsequently in '30s (3). 
The Naphtha or petroleum v/as found and obtained in the 
district of Kohat. The oil v/as used in the neighbouring villages 
as fuel (4). Near the Khatak, country in the mountains both the 
sulphur mines and naphtha springs were situated. The springs were 
five in number and had been discovered at the bottom of the moun-
tains. They were small and not very productive and yielded five 
gallons of naphtha oil a day. The colour of the naphtha was dark 
green and its smell was highly sulphurous (5). 
The sulphur of the Khatak region which extended to twelve 
miles/ was obtained by putting a quantity of the ore into an earthen 
vessel, upon the top of which three other vessels were litted one 
above another. The two central pots had apertures at top and bottom 
(1) A. Burnes, travels. III, p-208. 
(2) Conolly, travels, II, p-11. 
(3) G. W. Forrest, selection from the travels and journal, p-9. 
(4) A. Burnes, travels. III, p-2 59. 
(5) C. J. Wood/ journey to the source of Oxus, p-91. 
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the upper one closed at the top. A fire was applied to the lower 
wessel and continued for twenty four hours, at the expiration of 
which time the earth parted with its sulphur and the pure mineral 
was found adhering to the upper and intermediate vessels (1) . There 
were an extensive deposits of sulphur between the Bajour and Hindu-
Kush (2). There were also sulphur mines in the provinces of Balkh 
and Seistan, but none of them were exploited (3). 
Rock salt was found in the districts of Balkh and Seistan. 
At Tashqurghan near Mazarsharif fossil salt was exposed for sale, 
being produced in the district (4). Salt was also made from spr-
ings and ponds in Khurasan. The rivers and streams which Moorcraft 
and Trebeck crossed had salty water. In the province of Qandahar 
the river of Turnak contained salt. The inhabitants who lived on 
the banks of Tamak river in the south of Qandahar made great ear-
then pots and boiled the water. As the water of the pots evaporated 
salt cristals remained in the pots. The process was continued until 
the pot was filled with salt. The pot was broken after two three 
days and the salt remained moulded in the shape of the pot. Some-
times/ the water of the river was also led to three or four small 
pools which were connected with each other. The water of the last 
pool was salty while mud remained in the first and second pools. 
The salt was produced in pool was inferior to that which was pro-
duced in earthen pots by fire. 
(1) C. J. Wood, journey to the source of Oxus/ p-
(2) A. Burnes, travels. III, p-208. 
(3) M. Elphinstone, kingdom of Caubul, I, p-194. 
(4) Moorcraft and Trebeck, travels, II, p-450. 
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Salt petre was made every where from the soil (1). The 
quality of soil which produced salt petre was known as Shangal 
among the pastorals and ruralg Pakhtuns. It was called Shura in 
Persian. The pastoral people used Shura instead of salt. They 
extracted salt petre by running water into the sun, and then 
letting the water evaporate as salt petre was dissolved in it (2) . 
Gold and silver were scarce in Afghanistan. Silver was 
found in small quantity in the Kafirs' country (3). Gold ore 
existed in the vicinity of Bamian (4), It was universally belie-
ved that the Kafirs country had gold. The rivers which flowed 
through the Kafirs country brought down gold particles with them. 
There were several gold washers on the rivers of Peshat and Kamah. 
There wre other rivers which had gold particles. On the Kamah 
river, before it enters the Safi hills, there was a spot preserving 
the name of Zarshui (washing gpld sand) (5) . In Bihar Rob|,at also 
on the bank of Kabul river near Jelalabad gold washing was carried 
out (6) . 
The rivers which had their source in the Kindu Kush and 
flowed to south andE north, carried particles of gold with them. 
A good number of people were employed in washing sand for gold and 
even the fishermen on Kabul and Indus rivers washed sand for gold. 
(1) M. Elphinstone, kingdom of Caubul ,I,p-195. 
(2) 
(3) M. Elphinstone, kingdom of Ca\ibul,I, p-194. 
(4) Alexander Bumes, travels. III, p-207. 
(5) Charles Masson, travels, II, 213. 
(6) Ibid, p-274. 
The operation was performed with much profit (1) . 
The operation of washing gold sand for gold was carried on 
in wooden trays. In the Oxus and its tributaries it was usual to 
spread out sheep skins in the bed of the river; and the water which 
passed over them, left behind the pure particles of gold. The 
skins were then dried in the sun, and the precious metal was coll-
ected from them (2). 
Precious stones were found all over the country, Badakhshan 
was famous for its ruby and Lapis Lazuli mines. The ruby mines 
were situated on the banks of the Oxus river in the Shagnan moun-
tain at the place called Ghran (caves). They were in low hills, 
and it was said that the shafts and galleries passed under the 
river Oxus (3) . In Herat near Gauzherab garden, upon the hills was 
a ruby mine, which had been formerly worked (4) . 
The mines of Lapis Lauzuli was in the valley of the Kockcha 
which was two hundred yards wide. The mountains were very high on 
both the sides. The enterance to the mines was in the face of the 
mountain and about fifteen hundred feet above sea level. The moun-
tains had been tapped for the Lapis Lauzuli at various places. 
There were big galleries which were about ten feet square (5) . 
(1) Alexander Burnes, travels, II, p-69. 
(2) Alexander Burnes, narrative of journey, p-2 78. 
(3) Alexander Burnes, travels. III, p-177. 
(4) G. W. Forrest, selections from journal and travels, pp. 9-l0. 
(5) C. J. Wood, journey to the source of Oxus, p-171. 
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The method of extracting the Lapis Lauzuli was sufficiently 
simple. A fire was lit over the block of Lapis Lauzuli, and when 
the stone became sufficiently heated, cold water was dashed upon, 
the rock being thus fractured (1). 
There were three kinds of Lajward or Lapis Lauzuli; Neeli 
(indigo colour), the Asmani (light blue), and the Suvsi (green). 
Their value lay in their colour (2). 
The search for Lapis Lauzuli was only carried out during the 
winter season. The inhabitants could then be conscripted for 
labour in mines (3) . 
Ten Farsakhs to the north of Qandahar in the ranges of Shah 
Maqsud hills> there existed yellow stones with which chaplets were 
made and were in great request among the Afghans and other muslims. 
Stones of other colours were also found but it was not so fine as 
the first one. The stone was known as Sang-i-Shahmaqsudi and were 
in great demand in Persia (4). On the top of a pass, on Asmaie, 
between Chardeh and the plain of Kabul a small quantity of green 
stones were obtained which resembled to the jode of China. The 
ornaments were made from this stone. Jode was sometimes brought 
from Yargand (5) . 
(1) Alexander Burnes, travels, III# p-178. 
(2) C. J. Wood, journey to the source of Oxus, p-171. 
(3) Ibid, p-171. 
(4) G. W. Forrest, selection from travels and journal, p-13. 
(5) G. T. Vigne, visit to Ghazni, Kabul and Afghanistan, p-209. 
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3. Miscellaneous crafts: 
The grain was ground by water mills, wind mills and hand 
mills all over Afghanistan. The water mill was used all over the 
country. The wheel was horizontal, and feathers were disposed 
obliquely, so as to resemble the wheel of Smake-Jack. It was with-
in the mill, and immediately below the mill stone, which turns on 
the same spindle with the wheel. The water was introduced into the 
mill by a trough, so as to fall on the wheel. The wheel itself was 
not more than four feet in diameter (1) . Water mills were found 
all over western and central Afghanistan and those regions wherever 
water was available. 
The wind mill was generally used in western Afghanistan 
particularly in the province of Herat which had continuous wind for 
three months. The ruins of old wind mills were visible in the 
east of Kabul, but by the first half of the 19th century this 
kind of mills were unknown in this locality. 
The wind mills were constructed in open air outside the 
villages on the bastion of forts which were open on all sides (2), 
The sails were enclosed v/ithin the building, in which there was 
an opening to admit the wind. They were square of oblong in shape, 
placed upright, and moved on a vertical axis. When in motion, 
each in succession was brought to the opening so as to receive the 
wind which pressed against each, as the water did against the float 
board of a water mill The mill stone was immediately below the 
(1) M. Elphinstone, kingdom of Caubul, I, p-402. 
(2) Arthor Conolly, travels, I, p-326. 
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sails, which moved it without the intervention of machinery (1) • 
The hand mills were used by those who lived in tents, and 
also in the rudest parts of the country. The hand mill consisted 
simply of two flate round stones, the upper one resting on a pivot 
fixed in the lower. It was turned by a wooden peg which was 
fastened in it for a handle (2) . 
Leather industries were developed in all towns of Afghanistan, 
There were shoe makers in Qandahar and they exported their products 
to Seistan. They had their own seperate Bazar. In Kabul the shops 
of shoe makers and hardware retailers were also arranged with 
singular neatness. Every trade had its own Bazar within the city(3) 
In Tashqurghan tanned leather, raw hides and brow leather boats 
with iron shod heels were exposed for sale (4) . 
Boat building industries were also existed on the bank of 
the Oxus river. There was thick jungle of white poplar trees. 
The wood was used for boats. The boats were made of the entire 
trunk of the poplar tree. The planks were simply squared and 
fastened together by clamps of iron. The oars were two cooked 
pieces of timber, not in the least timmed whilst a third served 
the purpose of rudder (5) . 
(1) M. Elphinstone, kingdom of Caubul, I, p-40l. 
(2) Ibid, p-402. 
(3) Alexander Burnes, t r a v e l s , I I , p-125. 
(4) G. Moorcraft and Trebeck, t r a v e l s , I I , p-450. 
(5) Ib id , p-499. 
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In the Mumand country most of the people were employed 
in agriculture and feeding their flocks. They remained unemployed 
in winter season from their actual work. They, therefore, made 
mats and sandals from the small palm trees in their houses (1). 
Grapes were in abundance all over Afghanistan. Wine was 
produced in the city of Kabul and other towns. The Kafirs of 
Kafiristan manufactured the best quality of wine. In Kabul the 
Armenians were employed in wine industries. When Amir Dost 
Mohammad Khan prohibited the use and manufacturing of wine, most 
of the Armenians left Kabul (2). 
The wine of Qandahar was considered superior to that of 
Herat and Kabul. The reason for superiority of Qandahai^'s wine 
lay in the variety of good grap^es grown in that province (3) . 
The national beverage of the Uzbeks was Kimiz, an intoxi-
cating liquor, prepared from mare's milk. The milk was put in 
the afternoon into a skin, and was allowed to remain there till 
within two or three hours of day break, when it was beaten and 
rolled about till morning at least; but the longer it was done the 
better. The Kimiz was not sold. Only those could have it who had 
mares and so made it themselves. Another intoxicating liquor was 
called bozeh. It was permented liquor made from different grains 
particularly millet (4), 
(1) M. Elphinstone, kingdom of Caubul, II, p-42. 
(2) Alexander Burnes, travels, II, pp. 127-128. 
(3) G. W. Forrest, selection from the travels and journals, p-124. 
(4) M. Elphinstone, kingdom of Caubul, II, p-192. 
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VIII-TRANSPORT 
1, Means of transport: 
Afghanistan is a mountainour coi.ntry, only a small part 
of the country consisting of valleys and plains. 
The Hindu Kush ranges divide it into northern and southern 
parts. Their height and snow blocked the traffic between Kabul 
and northern fertile plains for six months. The hills and low 
mountains betwen Ghazni and Kabul was also a barrier. In winter 
these hills were also not passable for four months due to heavy 
snow fall. 
The capital was surrounded by mountains and hills. It was 
difficult to draw wheels from Kabul to other parts in absence of 
level roads. 
The south western part of the country which consisted of 
Ghazni, Qandahar, Herat was plain. Wheels and carts could be 
drawn, but was not encouraged and even a single wheel was not 
employed for transportation (1). 
In the first half of the 19th century only animals were 
employed in transportation. These were camel, horse and mule. 
The traders hired camels and horses, and carried their 
goods on their Qiiimals. The traders and other travellers moved 
collectively from one country to another, the collective body was 
(1) George Forrest, selection from travels and journals, pp. 23-24, 
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known Caravan or Qafila. The strength of the caravan was different 
from one to another; if the route was safe the number of the 
caravan followers was not very large. If the route was unsafe, 
the caravan would consist of thousands of men and animals. The 
route from Balkh to Bukhara was safe. In 1833, Humes travelled 
with a small caravan consisting of twenty camels (1). 
The route between Sind and Ghazni was not as safe. In 1836, 
G. T. Vigne travelled from Sind to Kabul with a Luhani caravan of 
more than thousands of camels and men (2) . 
The most important person in a caravan or Qafila was Qafila-
bashi who was an official of the caravan department. The Qafila-
bashi supplied transport to the travellers. He was responsible 
for the payment of all dues by the travellers, as well as for the 
conduct of the caravan followers. He rendered an account of 
every transaction to the Government (3). The whole caravan was 
under the direction of the Qafilabashi. He regulated the daily 
marches of the caravan and arranged matters with the authorities 
at several places where the duty was collected. He received his 
commission from those who hired the animals and a donation from 
the travellers and others who benefitted from him (4) . 
There were a few poor persons who had no share in the 
caravan, except wage, followed the beasts. The caravan attendants 
had goods and animals, armed with matchlocks and swords. When 
(1) Alexander Humes, travels, II, p-2lO. 
(2) G. T. Vigne, visit to Ghazni, Kabul and Afghanistan, p-75. 
(3) Angus Hamilton, Afghanistan, p-282. 
(4) George Forrest, selection from travels and journal, p-133« 
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caravan was in rest at night/ the guards loudly challenged through-
out the whole night and fired their matchlocks (1) . 
The trade route betv/een India and Afghanistan which passed 
through the Waziri country was very dangerous. On this route an 
organised band of robbers attached the caravans many time. In 
1833 on the route between Ghazni and Sind in the Waziri country 
a Luhani caravan was attacked by nine hundred robbers. It was only 
after two days fighting that the Luhanis recovered their camels and 
goods (2). Sometimes a small portion of the caravan was attcHed 
by a few robbers. G. T. Vigne, an English traveller in 1836 
travelled with last and biggest caravan from Derabund to Afghanistan, 
In the Waziri country between Sind and Ghazni, the robbers attacHed 
the caravan in two places. In the first incident the Luhanis 
from the caravan were killed and in the second incident two persons 
of the caravan were wounded with a loss of five camels (3) , 
The caravans between Afghanistan and India preferred the 
Gumal route through the Waziri country. Usually three caravans 
crossed the Guraal route in the autumn from Ghazni to Sind, and 
returned in spring (4) . 
In the other parts of the country there was no fixed date 
for the departure of the caravans. The transportation in other 
parts of the country was only stopped in winter owing to the 
(1) G, T. Vigne, visit to Ghazni, Kabul and Afghanistan, p-84. 
(2) Ibid, p-83. 
(3) Ibid, pp. 7-9-80 
(4) Ibid, pp. 67-70. 
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suitable for wheels (1). 
From Ghazni the route ran through Mukur, about 60 miles 
from Ghazni and 185 miles away from Qandahar, passed through plain 
country. The only river which the passengers and caravan met was 
the Tumek river. The Tumek river was fordable even in spring 
when the snow melted. For the rest of the hear it contained small 
quantity of water. Wheeled traffic could pass easily between 
Ghazni and Qandahar (2). Water was available along the route, 
Tumek being the main source of water between Mukur and Qandahar. 
For the rest of the route between Kabul and Mukur water from 
Karizes was available. A caravan travelled between Qandahar and 
Kabul in fifteen days. A horse man performed the ^ ouney in eight 
days and a courier in six days (3) . 
From Qandahar the route crossed the Helmand at Girishk, a 
small town, the distance traversed being through level country. 
Water was available except between Khakchupan and Girishk. Wheeled 
traffic could be drawn between the tbfiP t\Swns. There was no bridge 
over the Helmand. Only one small boat ferried one from one bank 
to another. Due to political disturbances, by 1838 the ferry boat 
was destroyed and the river with its thousand yard breadth and 7 
feet depth in the month of June was crossed by animals (4). 
(1) George Forrest, selection from travels and journal, p-w28-29 
(2) Ibid, p-29. 
(3) Ibid, p-29. 
(4) Ibid, p-29. 
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After passing Girishk the route ran to Herat. The distance 
between Qandahar and Herat was estimated 381*5 miles. The journey 
between Qandahar and Herat was performed by a horseman from nine to 
ten days. Caravans laden with mules usually spend from 16 to 18 
days/ and with camels twenty five days (1). The route between 
Qandahar and Herat was level and passable for every sort of wheel 
and carriages. Generally after ten and fifteen miles water was 
available. The Kashurd river about 30 yards broad was fordable. 
The Fararud containing much water, was divided into five streams 
in the ford and was therefore fordable in the month of May for' 
every kind of wheeled carriages (2). 
The road from Kabul to Jelalabad via Buthkhak was open and 
not difficult. From Buthkhak there were three important routes; 
Khurd Kabul, Sukhta Chinar and Lathaband, all of these routes met 
at Sia Baba. 
By the route of Sukhta Chinar it took three days and the 
road was generally good. Wheeled carriages could not pass the 
defiles and the passes of this route. The Khurd Kabul route took 
four days for camels, and was not passable for wheels. The Lutha 
Band route was not passable for camels, but horses could pass it (3) 
All the routes leading to Jelalabad were hard and difficult, 
the passes, defiles and rocky road prohibiting wheeled carts. The 
river of Surkhrud which on the way to Jelalabad was passed by a 
(1) George Forrest, selection from travels and journal, p^lo 
(2) Ibid, P--26. 
(3) G. T. Vigne, visit to Ghazni, Kabul and Afghanistan, pp.229-230, 
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bridge built by Mughal Emperor Shah Jehan (1). Six miles near the 
town of Jelalabad the route ran through rice fields and muddy plains. 
For camels and wheels, it was difficult to pass this distance (2). 
The distance between Jelalabad and Kabul via Teezi and 
Hisarak route was one hundred twenty five miles (3). 
There were five different routes from Jelalabad to Peshawer. 
The Kabul river offered a good passage for three or four months 
when the surface of the water was high and rocks were no danger (4) . 
The land routes between Jelalabad and Persia passed through Khyber, 
Abkonnur and Krappa passes. The Khyber pass was level and directly 
led to Peshawer, but was dangerous due to the depradations of the 
Afridi and Shinv;ari tribes. Only beggars and troops could pass 
easily through the Khyber pass. The merchants and travellers were 
in great difficulties in passing through the pass. The Khyber pass 
was twenty five miles long. In some instances when some arrangement 
was made with the tribeS/ the caravan paid a duty of two rupees for 
each mounted and one rupee for each dismounted member (5) . The 
inhabitants of the Khyber pass got daily allowances from the govern-
ment on condition of answering for the safety of the pass. But 
they never saved the passengers and merchants (6), The Krappa 
pass, which led from Jelalabad to Peshawer to the north of Khyber 
pass was in the Mumund country. This pass stony, so the merchants, 
(1) G. T. Vigne, visit to Ghazni, Kabul and Afghanistan, p-230. 
(2) George Forrest, selection from travels and journal, p-29. 
(3) Ibid, p-30. 
(4) Alexander Burnes, travels, II, p-97. 
(5) George Forrest, selection from travels and journal, p-165. 
(6) M. Elphinstone, kingdom of Caubul, II, pp. 43-44. 
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and the travellers preferred fee Khyber pass (1). 
The northern route branched off the Qandahar route a few 
miles to the west of Kabul. The route led in a narrow valley to 
the pass of Huni. The pass was guarded by three forts. The Huni 
pass was 11,000 feet high above the sea level. The route beyond 
Huni passed in Hazara country. The Hajigak pass was situated on 
the route to Central Asia. After crossing the Hajigak pass, the 
next pass was that of Kaloo which was 13,000 feet high (2), The 
route then ran through Bamian and then through the valleys of 
Kohibaba, which was covered by snow. The Akrabat pass was to the 
north of Syghan; and in 1832 it formed the boundary between the 
Uzbeks and Amir Dost Mohammad Khan. The route was not safe in the 
Hazara country. The Dehzangi Hazaras plundered caravans and other 
travellers. From Syghan the next pass was that of Dandan Shikan, 
the valley leading to the pass being very narrow. The last pass 
of the Parapamisus ranges was the Karakutal which was ninety five 
miles from Kabul (3) . 
The route via Khoorrum and Sarabagh led to Aibak, passing 
through rocks and difficult defiles, from 2000 to 3000 feet above 
the sea level. Near Aibak, the defile was so narrow that it was 
called the 'Dar-i-2indan', Tashqurghan was a small town on the 
route towards north. This place was an important trade centre. 
Goods of Central Asiaf and India passed through this town. By 1832 
(1) M. Elphinstone, kingdom of Caubul, II, pp. 40-41, 
(2) Alexander Burnes, travels, II, pp. 151-167. 
(3) Ibid, pp. 170-173. 
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the town was under Murad Beg of Qunduz and the transit duty was 
collected from the merchants at this place. Mazar was thirty miles 
far from Tashkurghan, and Bulkh was near Mazar, which by 1832 was 
under the Government of Bukhara (1)_. The Oxus river which formed 
the boundary line between Afghanistan and Central Asia was situated 
30 miles to the north of Balkh. Khwaja Salow village was the end 
of the northern route, commanding the ford over the Oxus (2) . 
The distance between Kabul and the northern border was 
estimated at about 2 60 miles. The distance between Kabul and Oxus 
river was performed in thirteen days. In the month of June in the 
valley of Hindu Kush the greatest silence was preserved in crossing 
the ranges and no one spoke aloud or fired a gun lest the rever-
beration caused an avalanche (3). 
The sourthern route leading to Hindustan passed by Ghazni, 
The route after Ghazni took the south eastern direction This route 
passed in Andar and Sulaiman Khail country and ran through a defile 
which was known as Seri Koh and was 7000 feet above the sea level. 
To the eastern side of the later defile there was Urgun town, a 
few miles beyond was Qila Babrak Khan, From this place the cara-
vans which came from India took the western direction to Qandahar. 
After Qila Babrak Khan the route ran along the bank of the Guraal 
river. The river passed through Waziri country. The road crossed 
the Gumal river more than fifty times (4) . 
(1) Alexander Burnes, travels, II, pp. 199, 211, 212. 
(2) Ibid, p-213. 
(3) Ibid, III, pp. 201-202. 
(4) G. T. Vigne, visit to Ghazni, Kabul and Afghanistan, p-69. 
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The merchants and travellers were not safe in the Waziri 
country. The inhabitants of the country usually attacked the 
merchants and travellers, sometimes, even in a group of nine 
hundred persons (1) . 
After the Waziri country, the route crossed the Sulaiman 
mountains. When the Sulaiman range was crossed, the route left the 
banks of Gumal river and after a few mile reached the small town of 
Deraband which was the last station of the caravans. From this 
town the merchants spread all over India and took different routes 
to large cities. After returning, they again collected and formed 
caravans to travel to Ghazni (2), 
There were other routes from Hindustan which led to Afgha-
nistan. The route between Shikarpur and Qandahar passed through 
the Bolan pass and the Achakzai country. This route was not safe; 
the Achakzai usually plundered the travellers and others who passed 
the route (3) . 
Another route led from Dera Ghazi Khan across the Suki 
Sarwar pass, by Buri to Qandahar. This route was rarely used by 
merchants. By the 1830s the king of Kabul brought the mangoes from 
the Sind through this route. The fruit arrived from Sind to Qan-
dahar within eight or nine days (4) , 
(1) G. T. Vigne, visit to Ghazni, Kabul and Afghanistan, p-83. 
(2) Ibid, p-68 
(3) Alexander Burnes, a personal narrative of a journey, p-79. 
(4) Ibid, pp. 79-80. 
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IX-COMMERCE 
1. Inland trade: 
The commerce of Afghanistan had undergone alteration, from 
political causes, since 1809, when this country was visited by a 
British Mission led by Elphinstone. In the first decade of the 
19th century the political condition of the country was not stable 
and there were continuous wars between the sons of Timurshah. In 
that decade the throne of the kingdom was shared among Shahzaman, 
Mahmud and Shah Shuja. In spite of this, the trade, consumption of 
foreign goods and the circulation of money was upon a much larger 
scale under the Sadozai ruling Kings only in Kabul, than under the 
Barakzai chiefs also ruling over Qandahar, Peshawer and Herat (1) . 
The conflict between the two rival clans of Sadozai and 
Barakzai effected the external and internal trade of the country. 
The tribes became independent and they charged transit duties on 
goods which passed in their country. The merchants who brought 
goods from India to Kabul via Bulan pass and Qandahar paid transit 
duties in Chaman, Qandahar, Qilat Ghilzai, Ghazni, Arghandi and 
Kabul. The chiefs of the tribes who were near the roads compelled 
the mere hants to pay duties. The chief of Tazi, a few miles away 
from Qilat Ghilzai demanded custom duty from the traders. The 
roads were not safe as armed bands of thieves attacked the caravans. 
When Amir Dost Mohammad Khaft the King of Kabul, established 
his government in Kabul, the roads became saf-fer (1) . The merchants 
(1) Mohan Lai had heard from Mulla Rahim Shah, Ghulara Qadir and 
Gopaldas Shikarpuri, Merchants of the first rank, I, p-2 31. 
(2) G. T. Vigne, travels to Ghazni, Kabul and Afghanista, p-372. 
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could travel easily without protection from one frontier to another 
frontier of his kingdom. He levied only 2ig% custom duty in his 
territory (1) . He also provided accommodation facilities to the 
travellers. There were about sixteen caravan serais in the city of 
Kabul, The Sarai Zardad Khan, Kuna Jabar Khan, New Jabar Khan, 
Sarai Akbar Khan and Sarai Mohammad Kumi were the most important (2) . 
In the provinces of Qandahar and Herat the merchants were 
not so safe as they were at Kabul. The ruler of Qandahar charged 
the traders very heavy duty. The traders from Kabul to Persia did 
not travel via Qandahar. They crossed Hindu Kush and travelled via 
Turkistan to Persia. The shawl trade from Kashmir to Persia had been 
driven into other routes by the exactions of the chiefs of Qandahar, 
These goods were sent by way of Bombay and Bushire or by the cir-
cuitous route of Kabul, Bukhara and Caspian (3) . 
The political instability of the country discouraged the 
internal trade of the country. Tyranny and trade could not exist 
together (4) , In the province of Herat in 1837 Wazir Yar Mohammad 
Khan robbed and maltreated the merchants and traders who in many 
cases died under the tortures inflicted to wing from them the 
treasure it was believed they possessed (5) . 
The internal trade of the country was on a small scale. The 
agricultural and industrial production of provinces was exchanged 
among each other. The Hazaras of central Afghanistan produced 
(1) Alexander Bumes, travels. III, p-262. 
(2) Mohammad Hayat Khan, Afghanistan and its inhabitant, p-16. 
(3) Alexander Bumes, travels. III, p-334. 
(4) G. W. Forrest, selection from travels and journal, p-36, 
(5) G. A. Henty, a story of the first Afghan war to Herat & Kabul, 
pp. 83-84, London: Black & Son Ltd. 
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Barak (cloth of camel's wool) and rugs. They exported it to the 
plain areas of the country and big towns. The Hazaras were in 
great need of salt, tobacco, thread, needles and other commodities 
imported to Kabul and other towns. They also brought rice to their 
country which was not cultivated in the Hazara country, 
Qandahar exported its dried and fresh fruits to other pro-
vinces. The shoe industry was very much developed in Qandahar. 
Many camels loads slippers were exported to Seistan and Herat (1) . 
Chariakar exported the coarse products of the looms of the 
Kohistan and considerable quantities of iron, both in pig and 
beaten into horse shoes, to the neighbouring districts of Hindu 
Kush (2) . 
In the district of Bamian slaves formed an important article 
of commerce. Mohammad Ali Beg made incursians upon his neighbours 
Uzbeks and Hazaras^ and carried off their population for sale (3), 
Wool and sheep were the chief commodities of export at Bamian and 
surrounding areas. 
The province of Qunduz had a large number of sheep. The 
sheep was exported to other provinces of Afghanistan. The horses 
were another item of export in the province of Qunduz. They were 
exported to Kabul and Qandahar. Broad cloth was imported from 
(1) Arthur Conolly, travels, II, p-11, 
(2) Charles Masson, travels. III, p-125. 
(3) W. Moorcraft and G. Trebeck, travels, II, p-395. 
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Kabul into Tashqurghan and Qunduz (1). 
In the principal towns of Murad Beg's domain, the market 
was held twice a week. Gaudily painted, cradle toys, bird cages, 
skins of animals, and stripped cotton cloth, were articles formed 
the stock in trade of most of the dealers (2) . 
The internal trade route between Peshawer and Kabul was 
unsafe. The Khyber pass between Peshawer and Kabul was inhabited 
by tribal people and they robbed merchants. A coarse kind of 
cotton lungi was manufactured at Peshawer and was exported to the 
whole of Afghanistan (3). 
In the district of Kaja produced a large quantity of pomeg-
ranate. They sent it abroad and Kabul. The rind was also an 
article of considerable export, as it was used at Kabul in the 
preparation of leather. The clothes were dyed in a superior 
manner by adding this article (4) . 
The Muraands in the province of Peshawer exported their mats 
to Peshawer and other large villages. They imported, salt, cotton 
cloth, coarse silk and some other articles from Peshawer (5) . 
The Khataks near Peshav;er exported a great deal of rock salt 
dug from the salt range (6). Money was scarce among the Shiranis, 
(1) W. Moorcraft and G. Trebeck, travels, II, p-395. 
(2) C, G. Wood, a journey to the source of the river Oxus, p-112. 
(3) Alexander Burnes, travels. III, p-335. 
(4) Alexander Burnes, mission to Kabul, p-135. 
(5) M. Elphinstone, kingdom of Caubul, II, p-42. 
(6) Ibid„ p-42. 
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their trade being carried on mostly by barter (1). 
The Yustifzais exported grain to Peshawer and imported some 
of the fine manufactures, but these in ordinary use wer made at 
home (2). 
2. Trade with India: 
The passes and valleys between India and Afghanistan pro-
vided commercial relations between the two countries. The important 
passes were Khyber, connected Kabul and Punjab via ^peshawer and the 
Bolan pass between Qandahar and Sind. The Gumal pass was another 
route between Ghazni and Dera Ismail Khan, mainly used by Lohani 
and Afghans merchants. 
The Lohanis/ Nasirs and other pastoral tribes migrated every 
year to India and took merchandize from one country to the other (3) 
The tribe of S^laiman Khail once a year, in the winter season, sent 
a Qafila to Derabund and Dera Ismail Khan. The camels were chie-
fly laden with madder-roots; and with the proceeds of this they 
purchased a sufficient quantity of the coarse cloths of the Punjab, 
for the whole of their tribe (4). 
The Hindus of Shikarpur and other Afghan merchants exchanged 
goods between India and Afghanistan. Gupaldas was a Shikarpuri 
merchant and Mulla Rahim Shah and Ghulam Qadir were merchants 
of the first rank engaged in this commerce. 
(1) M. Elphinstone, kingdom of Caubul, II, p-75. 
(2) I b i d , p -30 . 
(3) Alexander Burnes , t r a v e l s . I I I , p -332 . 
(4) G. T. Vigne, v i s i t t o Ghazni, Kabul and Afgi ianistan, p - l 0 7 . 
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The Luhani rrerchants took Indian goods to Kat^ ul and Bukhara 
and in return they exported horses, the madder of Ghazni and 
Qandahar, as well as a great quantity of fruits, both fresh and 
dried (l) . 
In 1830 under the rule of Kamran, Herat exported assofoetida 
and saffron to Sind and to east of Indus. Carpets made at Herat 
were of very fine quality, and were exported to India it being 
known as Persian carpet (2) . 
The horses of Sarakhs in Irak, Maimana in Turkistan, Qill-
anou and Herat were exported to India via Qandahar (3). 
Apples^ quinces and grapes were packed in cotton and as 
they are easily damaged^ the profit was not certain and the exports 
were limited. Pomegranates, pistachio, nuts almonds, dried apri-
cots, figs, raisins were exrorted to India without loss and at 
much profit. In India the Afghan fruits were in great demand (4) . 
The woollen manufactures of Hazaras were of a coarse 
quality (Berak) made from camel and goat hair and were known as 
Dehzengi Berak, Kurki Berak and Shuturi Berak. The felts, blankets, 
legging and gloves both woollen and silke, wollen and cotton cloths, 
silk shotted silk (Kanawaiz) , caps, erribriodery) and chokhas (long 
gowns) and copper vessels were exported from th:^  western provinces 
of Afghanistan to India (5). 
(1) Alexander Burnes, travels. III, p-333. 
(2) Arthur Conolly, travels, II, p--228. 
(3) Maj . H. B. Lurasden, mission to Qandahar, p-108. 
(4) Arthur Conolly, travels, II, p-228. 
(5) Mohammad Hayat Khan, Afghanistan and its inhabitants, p-16. 
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In the mid 19th century the value of wool which was brought 
from Afghanistan to Karachi was estimated at about 3,150,000 rupees, 
Horses to the value of 920,000, silk of Rs.180,000, fruits of 
Rs. 150,000, madder of Rs.120,000 and assafoetida of Rs.20,000 
were annually exported to India (1). 
The following list which extracted from Maj, H, B. Lumsden 
book published in 1857 shows the articles with their prices, 
exported from Qandahar and Kabul to India, 
Export of Qandahar to India 
S.Ko. Name of the article Price 
From To 
10.1 0 0 
Ditto 40.0 0 0 
Ditto 35.0 0 0 
Ditto 30.0 0 0 
Ditto 1.0 0 0 
Ditto 1.8 0 0 
Ditto 90.0 16 0 
1. Almond per Qandahari maund 
2. Mashed and Herat Silk (Chatta) 
3. (Twella) 
4. (Tuni) 
5. Anab 
6. Zerisk (a berry from Herat) 
7. Safran from Birgand 
And dried f ru i t s of a l l s o r t s in large q i i an t i t i e s . 
Exports of Kabul 
a 
1. Pstin each 25.0 3 0 
2. Sinabands Ditto lO.O 6 O 
3. Eattu Ditto 30.0 15 O 
4. Rice (Per Qandahari maund) 1.0 O 12 
5. Walnuts Ditto 0.8 0 0 
6. Kabul molases Ditto 1.0 0 0 
(1) Mohammad Hayat Khan, Afghanistan & its inhabitants, p-18. 
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Besides the above, lungins, barak, jurab were also exported 
to India (1) . 
The district of Anardara in the province of Herat produced 
the finest pomegranate of the world. And these pomegranates and 
assafoetida were exported to India (2). 
The Hindus were the wealthiest merchants in the city of 
Qandahar. They carried on a very profitable trade with Bombay via 
Shikarpur and Karachi. They imported silks, calicoes muslins, 
chintzes, merinoes, woollen and broad cloth, leather, iron, copper, 
knives, scissors, needles, thread and paper from England and indigo, 
spices, sugar, medicines and salt from India (3). 
Indigo, cotton and sugar were the chief imports of Kabul. 
Other goods consisted of white clothes of all kinds, calicoes, and 
muslins, also chintez of European manufacture, shawls, brocades, 
Dacca muslins, Puhjab turban and spices etc. The yearly consump-
tion of these goods was a lOOO camel laods in Kabul. The natives 
of Kabul remarked that the exports of India were grass, and her 
returns g o M (4) . 
The Indian goods, mainly chintzes, quilts, turbans, madder 
and indigo were imported into Tashqurghan and exposed for sale 
there (5) . 
(1) Maj. H. B. Lumsden, mission to Qandahar, pp. 106-107. 
(2) 
(3) Angus Hamilton, Afghanistan, p-198. 
(4) Alexander Bumes, travels. III, p-333. 
(5) W. Moorcraft and G. Trebeck, travels, II, p-451. 
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All kinds of textile consisting of cotton, silk and wool and 
metal manufactures Including silver were imported to Afghanistan 
from India (1), The imports of Afghanistan were worth Rs.120,6000 
of which cotton, woollen and silken clothes made up Rs.510,000/ 
coarse cloth from Punjab Rs.140,000, refined and raw sugar 72,000, 
indigo from Multan and Hindustan Rs. 175,000.. The remainder were 
made up by shawls, leather, thread, spices, drug and chemicals. 
The following articles were imported into Afghanistan from 
India in the mid 19th century: 
S .No. Imports from Bombay Per Prices 
From To 
1. Long cloth Piece 7 8 6 8 
2. Ditto uncleached 11 4 8 3 0 
3. Mada Pollams (white) II 9 0 6 0 
4. Alwan (Shawl stuffs) red II 10 0 8 0 
5. Ditto (orange) • 11 9 0 5 0 
6. Ditto (green) II 9 0 5 0 
7. Khasa II 3 0 2 0 
8. Joconet (grey) It 3 0 1 8 
9, Ditto (white) II 3 8 2 8 
10. Dunity (white) II 4 0 3 0 
11. Ditto (rose) II 9 0 7 12 
12. Flowered muslins II 3 8 1 8 
13. Coloured muslins II 3 8 1 9 
14. Net Yard 1 0 0 7 
15. Drill (white) Piece 10 0 0 7 
(1) Mohammad Hayat Khan, Afghanistan and its inhabitants, p-17. 
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1 6 . Flowered m u s l i n s (golde m) P i e c e 10 0 0 7 
1 7 . V e l v e t (blaclc) Yard 0 12 8 0 
1 8 . V e l v e t ( r ed ) II 1 12 1 0 
1 9 . Majut i m p o r t e d II 7 8 5 O 
2 0 . Broad c l o t h II 7 8 5 0 
2 1 . C h i n t z S c a r l e t ( r ed ) P i e c e 12 0 8 8 
2 2 . D i t t o (b l ack ) II 8 0 6 2 
2 3 . C a i n t z S c a r l e t & r o s e d c o l o u r e d II 5 0 3 0 
2 4 . D i t t o 1 [whi te ) II 8 0 5 0 
2 5 . C h i n t z b l a c k and o t h e r c o l o u r s II 5 8 5 0 
2 6 . D i t t o S h a k a r Kauz (a c o l o u r ) II 9 0 6 0 
2 7 . Khasa S c a r l e t II 5 0 3 8 
2 8 . Shawls II 6 0 4 8 
2 9 . Merino Yard 2 0 0 12 
3 0 . Molases S e e r 0 8 0 0 
3 1 . S u g a r 3h s e e r 3 0 2 8 
3 2 . B l a c k p e p p e r II 2 0 0 0 
3 3 . S a l Ammoniac ti 2 0 0 0 
3 4 . Green & B l a c k t e a II 20 0 12 0 
3 5 . C l o v e s II 2 8 0 0 
3 6 . T u r m e r i c II 2 0 0 0 
3 7 . Dry g i n g e r II 2 0 0 0 
3 8 . P r e s e r v e d g i n g e r J a r 4 8 3 0 
3 9 . Orpiment ( y e l l ow) 3*2 s e e r 2 0 0 0 
40, D i t t o ( b l a c k) II 2 0 0 0 
4 1 . Cinnraon H 4 0 0 0 
1 or; 
4 2 . Card muus ( s m a l l ) 
4 3 . D i t t o ( l a r g e ) 
4 4 . Thread 
4 5 . C o c o a n u t s 
4 6 . S a t i n 
4 7 . F l a n n e l 
4 8 . R u s s i a n S a t i n 
4 9 . Cambric 
3^ 2 s e e r 3 0 0 0 
II 3 8 0 0 
Bund le 6 0 0 0 
3^ 5 s e e r 3 0 0 0 
Yard 2 8 0 0 
It 1 0 0 0 
II 1 8 0 0 
P i e c e 5 0 3 0 
Pen, knives two b laded 1-8/ one b lade l-O, l a r g e s a i l o r s 
kn ives 0 -4 , q u a n t i t i e s of p o t t e r y , ware of a l l d e s c r i p t i o n were 
impor ted , as a l s o needle and t h r e a d . 
I I - Imports from Amri t sa r 
1 . Pashraina shawls accord ing t o q u a l i t y 
2 . Molasses 
3 . Turmeric 
Per Qandahari 2 4 0 0 
maund 
1 8 0 0 
Punjabi shoes, pen holder, lungis, cloth, Kashmiri shawls, 
Pattu Kashmiri, zinc, safran Kashmiri, 16 rupees a Qandahari maund. 
Ill - Imports from Multan 
1. Rough cloth 
2. Coloured sheet for 
women 
3. Chintz, Nasrkhani 
4. Ditto, Lai ginic 
5. Alacha 
Per loo yard 9 0 0 0 
Per 20 yard 17 O 0 0 
Per 20 p i ece s 20 0 
or 160 yards 
O O 
" 8 0 0 0 
Pe r 4 yards 1 0 0 0 
6, 
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Buffaloe 's h ides , cured Per 20 yards 60 O 0 0 
7. Goats " 17 O 0 O 
8. Shoes according to quality 0 0 0 0 
The above goods were imported mainly from Bonibay, Multan 
and Amritsar (1) . 
3. Trade with Central Asia: 
Afghanistan had to its north Central Asia and beyond that 
Russia, to its east Hindustan. The merchandise of both the coun-
tries, India and Central Asia passed through Afghanistan, Kabul 
was the great entreport for the trade between east and north. In 
the western part of the country Qandahar possessed the same impor-
tance as that of Kabul. The merchandise of Persia and India chan-
ged hands at Qandahar. 
The imports of Bukhara from India via Kabul was the same 
as those of Kabul. About 2000 camels loads of these goods reached 
Kabul, one half of the quantity being passed on to Turkistan (2) . 
The wool of Turkistan was sent across the mountains via 
Kabul to Punjab, where it was manufactured into a coarse kind of 
shawl. It was sold from six and a half to eight tilas per maund 
of Bukhara which was equal to 256 lbs. English (3). 
The Luhani merchants brought seven hundred maunds of raw 
silk every year from Bukhara to Multan via Kabul (4). 
(1) Maj . H. B. Lumsden, mission to Qandahar, p-106. 
(2) Alexander Burnes, travels. III, p-344. 
(3) Ibid, p-353. 
(4) G. T. Vigne, visit to Ghazni, Kabul and Afghanistan, p-22. 
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Kabul exported woollen cloth, turban, chinta, refined 
sugar, gur, spices, black pepper and religious books to Bukhara. 
The turquoise (Feroza) was exported from Badakhshan to Bukhara (1), 
Slaves and cattle were exported from Afghanistan to Bukhara and 
were exposed for sale in Bukhara's bazars. The slave market in 
Bukhara was notorious (2). 
The trade between Yarkand and Afghanistan was of almost the 
same importance as that with Bukhara. Afghanistan exported wool 
sheep, slaves to that country and imported tea, satin and porce-
lain (3). The Lapis Lazuli of Badakhshan was sent to China, but 
by 1832 the demand had decreased (4) . 
The imports of Afghanistan from Central Asia and Yarkand 
was in a very large quantity. Horses, copper, nibies, silk, tea, 
porcelain and silken clothes were imported from Bukhara and Russia, 
A large quantities of gold and silver were available. Camels 
were loaded with gold and silver, and taken to Kabul (5). 
The following goods were imported from Bukhara to Afghan-
istan in the mid 19th century: 
S.No. Name of the Article Rate Price  
F rom To 
1. Russian gold lace Per tola 2 0 0 0 
2. Bukhara Silk Per Qandahari 35 o 0 0 
maund 
(1) Fazil Khan, Safarnama Moorcraft (MS), p-llO. 
(2) Alexander Burnes, travels. III, p-279. 
(3) W. Moorcraft & G. Trebeck, travels, pp. 451, 479, 480. 
(4) Alexander Bumes, travels. III, p-178. 
(5) Fazil Khan, Safarnama Moorcraft (MS), p-llO, Maulana Azad 
Library, A. M. U., Aligarh, 
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Per Qandahari 25 0 0 0 
maund 
Ditto 25 0 0 0 
Ditto 33 8 0 0 
Ditto 2 8 0 0 
Per yard 4 0 0 0 
Ditto 1 0 0 0 
Ditto 3 0 2 0 
Per each 20 0 0 0 
Ditto 25 0 0 0 
Ditto 40 0 0 0 
Ditto 600 0 0 0 
Ditto 50 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
3 . Lobani 
4 . Kokani 
5 . Gardanzi 
6. Bukhara Tamujabin 
7 . Gold Lace ( i m i t a t i o n ) 
8 . Gulabdan (a s i l k c lo th ) 
9 . Kana wez 
10. P o s t i n (fox skin) 
1 1 . P o s t i n ( r a t skin) 
12. Sanjaf (pos t in ) 
13 . Sinaband & p o s t i n samuri 
14. Choghas (a lghani) 
15. Russian boxes of all 
sorts and prices 
4. Trade with Persia 
In westeJm Afghanistan Qandahar was the principal trade 
centre and it exchanged goods between Persia and India. The 
eastern provinces of Persia as Meshed were partly supplied from 
Qandahar. A boat might reach the coast of Mukran in ten days from 
Bombay, and Qandahar was but eighteen days' easy marches from the 
sea (1) . 
The trade between Qandahar and Persia vj.a Herat was con-
ducted by the Persians. They exported wool, felts, postins and 
skins to their own country from Afghanistan. There was a Persian 
Trade Agency at Dehzengi in the Hazara country which stayed through-
(1) Alexander Burnes, travels. III, p-359. 
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out the year in that country and purchased woollen Barak and even 
money was given to the weavers in advance. The Persian agency 
exported woollen Barak to Persia. 
Silken Qloths woven at Herat were known as Patta Abrishmi 
and were exported to Persia (1) . 
The raw and manufactured silk, copper, guns, daggers, swords, 
precious stones, brocade, gold and silver braiding, horses and 
carpets were imported to Afghanistan from Persia. 
The following articels were imported to Afghanistan from 
Meshad: 
S.No. Name of the Article Price 
1. Naishapur ferozes 
at all prices 
(turqoises) 1 
0 0 0 0 
2. Opium (gunabad) Per Qanda-
hari maund 
35 0 o 0 
3. Ditto (Yezd) Ditto 45 0 0 0 
4. Kanawaz Per yard 1. 8 0 0 
5. Silk lungis each 9 0 0 0 
6. Ditto (Yezd) Ditto 5 0 0 0 
7. Razais from Yezd Ditto 3 0 0 0 
8. Silk handkerchief (bl. ack) Ditto 4 0 0 0 
9. Bulghar skins Ditto 15 0 0 0 
10. Bala-zins Ditto 20 0 0 0 
11. Black boats Per pair 8 0 7 0 
(1) Fazil Khan, Safarnama Moorcraft (MS), p-llo. 
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1 2 . Abrak (Randar) 
1 3 . Abrak (Meshadi) 
1 4 . Abrak (Kirmani) 
1 5 . P i t t u 
Each 280 0 
D i t t o 50 O 
D i t t o 9 O 
O 0 
O O 
O O 
Ditto 12 O 0 0 ( 1 ) 
5. Customs and transit duties: 
The disturbed state of Afghanistan in the first half of 
19th century discouraged the trade of foreign countries with 
Afghanistan. The trade between Central Asia^ India and Persia 
through Afghanistan became limited. The kingdom was divided into 
four different states. Each ruler exacted custom and transit 
duties, at rates fixed by himself. The route via Qandahar was 
tended to be replaced by the route via Kabul and Central Asia to 
Persia owing to the high incidence of taxation there?. In such a 
state the total amount gained from custom and transit duties of the 
country was barely reduced. 
Amir Dost Mohammad Khan encouraged commerce in comparison 
with his brothers, the chief of Qandahar and Peshawer and in this 
he acted wisely. The chief of Kabul established some new duties on 
the exports, imports and the transit of goods in Kabul, under 
various names, commonly called "Bidat". The Amir encouraged 
commerce indeed; yet he had forcibly extorted large sums of money 
from the merchants. Whenever traders with shawls from Kashmir, 
or horses from Bukhara passed on their way through Kabul, he 
selected and seized horses and other articles gratis or sometimes 
he paid a very nominal price. The merchants brought a huge 
(1) Mah. H. B. Lumsden, mission to Qandahar, p-l06. 
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quantity of gold in Russian ducates, and Bukhara tilas, for 
Amiritsar and India. They brought these openly in a smallest 
quantity only, for fear of being seized by the Amir. They smugg-
led a large quantity secretly, however. 
The amount of duties levied at the different offices of 
customs in the provinces of Kabul according to Mirza Sami, the 
minister of Amir Dost Mohammad Khan, quoted by Mohanlal were as 
follows: 
1 . Kabul Kabul rupees 212,000 
2. Ghazni II II 80,000 
3. Bamian II II 55,000 
4. Kafshan II II 4,500 
5. Charkar •1 II 10,000 
6. Istalif II II 6,000 
7. Sarai Khwaja II II 4,000 
8. Arghandi It II 16,000 
9. Jelalabad II II 7,000 
10. Basawolar Hazaranall" " 2,500 
11. Lugar II II 6,000 
12. Gundumak II II 2,500 
13. Sardari II II 6,000 
14. Goshi Qandahar II II 2,000 
15. From the city gates 
called Chiraghi (Lamps) " 
Total income from customs Rs. 
2,000 
42 5 ,000 
(1) Mohanlal, life of Amir Dost Mohammad Khan, I, p-234. 
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Within Amir Dost Mohammad Khan's jurisdiction roads were 
safer than they had been in former days. 2^o was the duty levied 
on merchandise passing through his territory and in the later 
period of his government after the war, even including illegal 
gratifications to venel officials, the duty did not exceed 4% (1) . 
By 1837, the income from the custom duties of Kabul were 
Rs.222,000 per year. Previously it had been 82,000 rxipees (2) . 
By 1832 the custom house of Kabul furnished the Amir with a net 
revenue of two lacs of rupees per annum and the duty was levied 
2*2% (3) . 
The transit duties in Murad Beg's territory (Qunduz and its 
dependencies) were paid at Tashqurghan, situated on the route of 
Central Ksia. The usual duty levied at Tashqurghan was 1/40th or 
2^A ad valorem. But in 1824 when W. Moorcraft sold his horse-
load of chintz at about sixty tilas, two tilas were deducted as 
• custom duty, thus being l/30th of the whole amount which was 
illegal (4). 
The goods of the merchants were estimated at the term of 
money and custom duty was exacted. The officials estimated the 
whole price at very high figures. Their aim was to take from the 
merchants as much as possible. In 1824 the custom house officials 
valued Moorcraft's goods at about 800,000 of rupees, and its custom 
(1) G. P. Tate, kingdom of Afghanistan, p-153. 
(2) Alexander Bumes, a personal narrative of a journey to 
Kabul, p-378. 
(3) Alexander Bumes, travels. III, p-262. 
(4) W. Moorcraft & G. Trebeck, travels, II, p-430. 
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duty at about 20,000 rupees. Moorcraft's estimate of his goods 
was 150,000 rupees and he agreed to pay l/40th of this amounts as 
custom duty. The custom officers finally charged him 7000 rupees 
of which 3750 rupees levied as custom duty and the rest distributed 
among custom officers as bribery (1) . 
In the district of Balkh 1/20 on tilas were levied on non-
muslims as custom duty according to Islamic law (2) . 
By 1830 in the province of Herat, under the rule of Kamran 
2^^ was levied upon every thing whether money or goods as custom 
duty. On every thing sold in the city this tax v/as imposed. 
People had even to pay the police for protecting them at night. 
From trade state collected 20,288 Herati tomans (3). 
In the province of Qandahar, Qandahari Sirdars ruled till 
the end of the first half of the 19th century. They exacted 
illegal and excessive custom duties ranging from 5 to 10 per cent 
ad valorem. On wheat, barley, atta and rice, two annas per donkey 
load or four annas per camel load was charged. One and a half 
annas custom duty was charged per Qandahari maund of ghee. Wood 
and fruit were taxed at one anna per load, and 1/6 of all oil 
brought to the city of Qandahar was taken by the government. In 
the city new skull caps were taxed at two pice each, the kidney 
fat of every sheep and goats slaughtered was the government share 
and was sent to the royal soap manufactory. Each shop paid a tax 
of Ih Qandahari rupee per mensem, Sayed, Mullas and a few others 
were exempted M ) . 
(1) W. Moorcraft and G. Trebeck, travels, II, p-433. 
(2) Alexander Bumes, travels, II, p-202. 
(3) Arthur Conolly, travels, II, p-lO. 
(4) Maj . H. B. Lurasden, mission to Qandahar, t)-lo7. 
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The dyers paid 1500 East India Company's rupees per annum. 
Tanners paid 4000 rupees. Cap and postin makers paid 600 rupees, 
butchers 700, silk weavers 3,500 rupees and gram dealers paid 
1250 rupees to the government. At the cattle market 2500 gaming 
house 2 500 and Abkari 300 rupees paid to the state per year. The 
Bakers had to present the governor with 30 Qandahari maund of 
bread, fifteen maund on each Eed (1) . 
All merchants and strangers arrived at the city of Qandahar 
were not allowed to circulate any foreign money. They were obl-
iged to get it reminted and stamped and paid a tax of 5%. If the 
money was not shown it was confiscated on being detected. All the 
merchants were obliged to get each article marked by the govern-
ment agent, and paid a fixed rate of tax. If it was found without 
mark, the state confiscated it (2). 
In the district of Buldak near Chaman, Abdullah Khan 
Achakzai levied duties on merchants who travelled from Qandahar 
to Shikarpur. The Hindus paid five rupees per ass and Musalman 
two irupees on one ass (3) . 
At the town of Girishk 5% transit duty was imposed on all 
merchants. Every laden animal was taxed at the rate of two 
sequines, vagabands practised every kind of fraud to impose upon 
(1) Maj. H. B, Lumsden, mission to Qandahar, p-l07. 
(2) G. Forrest, selection from travels and journal, p-15. 
(3) Ibid, p-136. 
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the merchants and even confiscated a part of their wares (1). 
The merchants from India to Kabul, paid a duty of 5% at 
Multan. The Nawab of Dera Ismail Khan levied six annas per 
maund (2) , Both the places were independent (3) . 
At the crossing of the river of Kabul between Peshawer 
and Kabul the Momands demanded half a mpee of every Mohammadan 
and one rupee from a Hindu (4). 
The tribes between Peshawer and Kabul levied customs on 
goods which passed through their country. The produce sometimes 
went to the tribes, but oftener to the chief (5) . 
(1) G. Forrest, selection from travels and journal, p-.12. 
(2) G. T. Vigne, visit to Ghazni, Kabul and Afghanistan, p-32. 
(3) Alexander Burnes, travels, II, p-98. 
(4) Ibid, p-98. 
(5) M. Elphinstone, kingdom of Caubul, II, p-30. 
X-MONETARY SYSTEM 
1. The currencies and their values: 
The money in circulation in Afghanistan was not of one 
kind. In the first half of the 19th century the country was 
divided into four parts, and as a result there were varieties of 
money minted in the country. Besides, external currencies, coins 
were minted at Kabul, Qandahar and Herat. The money of each was 
not identical in value. No gold coin was struck by any of the 
rulers. Such gold coins as were in circulation in the country 
were imported. The ducat of Russia, the tilla of Bukhara and the 
toman of Persia, which were all gold coins circulated at their 
value in metal. To the north of•Hindu Kush even the coins of 
Mughal emperors were in circulation (1) . 
The currency issued by the various principalities in 
Afghanistan were identical in name, that is, the basic coin was 
the silver rupee; but their actual values differed from each 
other. In Kabul, units of the currency v/ere as follows: 
10 dinars = 1 copper pence 
5 copper pences = 1 shahi 
4 shahis = 1 abbasi 
2*2 abb as is = 1 rupee kham 
600 dinars or 12 sha-
his or 3 abbasis = 1 rupee silver 
20 rupees kham = 1 toman. 
(1) Alexander Bumes, travels, II, p-208. 
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The kham rupee was worth two shahis less than the silver 
rupee.* The silver rupee value was tvjelve shahis and the kharn 
rupee was ten shahis (1). 
In the province of Qandahar, the currency units were as 
follows: 
6 pices of Qandahar = 1 shahi Qandahari 
4 shahis = 1 miskal 
2 miskals = 1 abbasi 
3 abbasis = 1 rupee Qandahar. 
By the end of the first half of the 19th century, the ruler 
recalled the whole copper coinage of the province at every two or 
three months. He regulated the value of the shahi and he usually 
broughtthe shahi down to half price for a'few days. After collec-
tion, the coins were stamped and re-issued at their full value. 
All the coins that remained in the market out of the old supply 
(unstamped) were called ghaz (2). 
\y\ The province of Herat, Gindek was apprc5tftimately half of 
Herati rupee or even less than that. A silver Gindek of Herat 
was one third of a Qandahari silver rupee and one sixth of a 
Kabuli rupee. 
The ratio of exchange value of the various coins in 
Afghanistan fluctuated constantly in terms of the English East 
India Company currency. 
(1) i) Mohanlal, life of Amir Dost Mohammad Khan, I, p-172. 
ii) Angus Hamilton, Afghanistan, pp. 282-283. 
(2) Major H. B. Lurasden, mission to Qandahar, p-lo5. 
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On 9th October 1839 when Afghanis tan was under B r i t i s h r u l e , 
t h e r a t e s of exchange between v a r i o u s Afghan c u r r e n c i e s and Eas t 
I n d i a Company cur rency were as fo l l ows : 
(1) 102-0-2 Qandahar rupees were equal t o 100 Kabul! rupees 
(2) 113-2-6 Kabuli " " " " 100 Rajashahi rupees 
(3) 104-10-4 Rajashahi " " " " 100 Company's " 
(4) 119-13-0 Qandahari " " " " 100 Company's " 
(5) 117-12-10 Kabuli " " " " 100 Company's " ( 1 ) . 
On 27th September 1841 from 113 t o 115 Kabuli rupees were 
equal t o 100 Eas t I n d i a Company's rupees (2) . 
By the end of t h e 1830s 100,000 Hera t i rupees were equal to 
33/333^5 of the Eas t I n d i a Company's rupees (3) . 
In 1857, 120 Kabuli rxipees were equal t o lOO Eas t I n d i a 
Company's r u p e e s . A Qandahari rupee was ha l f of t he Eas t I n d i a 
Company's rupee (4) . By the end of the f i r s t h a l f of the 19th 
cen tu ry , the r a t i o between Kabuli and Qandahari rupee was one 
s i x t e n t h . A Qandahari rupee was one t e n t h more than a h a l f of a 
Kabuli irupee. A H e r a t i rupee was one t h i r d of the Eas t I n d i a 
Company's rupee ; t h e r e f o r e one Qandahari rupee was equal t o one 
and a h a l f H e r a t i r u p e e s ; and f i f t e e n Hera tee rupees were equal t o 
s i x Kabuli r u p e e s . 
(1) Ind ian Nat iona l Arch ives , Fore ign P o l i t i c a l Department/ 
9th O c t . , 1839, F i l e ' No. 2 5 . 
(2) INA, Foreign P o l i t i c a l Department, 27th S e p t . , 1841, No. 124. 
(3) G, F o r r e s t , s e l e c t i o n from t r a v e l s and j o u r n a l , p - 8 6 . 
(4) Maj . H. B . Lumsden, miss ion t o Qandahar, p - l 0 5 . 
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The Eas t I n d i a Company rupee was o n e - t e n t h of Engl ish 
pound ( 1 ) . One t i l l a of Bukhara was equal t o s i x Eas t I nd i a 
Company's rupees (2) . 
2 . P r i c e s : 
During the first half of the 19th century Afghanistan had 
sufficient produce to feed itself in normal times. Sheep and 
other cattle, mutton and ghee, were enough for internal consump-
tion of the country. In the 1830s provisions in India were eight 
times as cheap as there were in England. In Kabul they were per-
haps four times as cheap, with the exception of fruit. Five seers 
or forty pounds of grapes could be purchased for a rupee in 
Kabul (3) . 
In the first decade of the 19th century a shahi (1/12 of a 
rupee) purchased five pounds of wheat, and in the country side half 
as much again. In Peshawer 76 lbs. of wheat flour were sold for 
a rupee (4) . 
In 1832 in the province of Peshawer 65 lbs. of wheat cost 
a rupee, a slight fall from the 1809 price. 96 lbs. of barley 
were sold for a rupee, a sheep for two rupees, and a bullock cost 
from Rs. 12 to Rs.l4, The bara rice which was the best quality 
and was exported to Persia, Tartary and neighbouring countries sold 
at 8 lbs. to the rupee (5) . 
(1) M. Elphinstone, kingdom of Caubul, II, p-2 58. 
(2) Maj . H. B, Lumsden, mission to Qandahar, p-108. 
(3) G. T. Vigne, visit to Ghazni, Kabul and Afghanistan, p-2lOi 
(4) M. Elphinstone/ kingdom of Caiibul, I, p-391. 
(5) Alexander Bumes, travels. III, pp. 256-257. 
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The best white wool of Hazaratjat, Qandahar and Herat 
cost twelve annas per Qandahari rnaund if the contract was made 
earlier and advance was given, but rupees 1-4-0 for the same at 
shearing time and rupees 1-8-0 on credit per Qandahari maund (1) 
(1) Mohammad Hayat Khan, Afghanistan and its inhabitant, p-18. 
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XI-ADMINISTRATION 
1. Organisation of the ruling class: 
Afghan monarchy had been established by Ahmad Shah Durani. 
The developments of the third decade of the 19th century trans-
ferred sovereign power from Sadozai family to the Mohammad zai 
whose rulers, however, forbore from laying claims to the title of 
Shah, contenting themselved with the title of Amir. 
The ruler had the privilege of coining, and his name was 
inscribed over the coins. He had the right of war and peace, and 
could make treaties of his own authority. All appointments were in 
his gift, but in many cases his choice was confined to particular 
/ 
families and the chieifs of tribes. Some offices of the state, and 
many even of the King's household, were also hereditary. The king 
in theory enjoyed the entire control of the revenue, both in coll-
ection and expenditure (1) . 
A part of the administration of Justice was left to the 
tribes, the other branches belonged to the sovereign, who appointed 
all the qgzis (or judges). In cases where the crime was committed 
against the state, the king was the sole judge. Timur Shah put 
the grand wazir. Shah Wall Khan Bamizai to death; and Shah Mahmud 
executed Mir Alam Khan, the head of the Nurzai clan (2) . 
The general administration of the government was conducted 
by the king with the assistance of the Grand Wazir (Wazir Azam), 
(1) M. Elphinstone, kingdom of Caubul, II, pp. 245-246. 
(2) Ibid, p-246. 
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The Grand Wazir had the direction of the .revenue, and the manage-
ment of the political affairs of the government at home and abroad. 
He had also control over other departments. 
The post of the Grand Wazir was reserved for a member of 
the Bamizai clan, and from the family of Shah Wali Khan (Ahmad 
Shah Durani's Grand Wazir); but Shahzaman departed from this rule 
and appointed Rahmatullah Khan Sadozai. It was objected to by 
the people and they considered it as a departure from all usage. 
Mahmud gave this office to Fateh Khan, a member of Barakzai 
clan (1) . 
These changes were not popular and the tendency was to 
confine the office in the hands of the hereditary claimants. 
Next to the Wazir in the general administration the princi-
pal post holders were Munshi Bashi or Chief Secretary who managed 
all the king's correspondence and Harkara Bashi who was at the 
head of intelligence department and who had the command of all the 
mounted and foot messangers. It was the Munshi Bashi's duty to 
superintend all punishments. The Zubt Begi seized all property 
ordered to be confiscated (2) • 
The offices of the court were many. The Mir Akhur or 
master of the horse, whose employment was hereditary in the head 
family of Ishaqzai. The office of Ishikaghausi was hereditary in 
the Populzai clan of the Duranis. The Ishikaghausi word is of 
(1) G. P. Tate, kingdom of Afghanistan, p-125. 
(2) M. Elphinstone, kingdom of Caiibul, II, p-2 52. 
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Turkish origin which means door keeper, but the duty was that of 
master of ceremonies (1) . 
The post of Arzbegi was hereditary in the family of Akram 
Khan. The duty was to repeat in an audible voice to the king any 
thing that was said by his siibjects who were admitted to his 
presence. The Jarchi Bashi and Jarchis were p\iblic criers attached 
to the Arzbegi. 
The Chous Bashi presented persons for paying their respects 
to the king, dismissed the court, and communicated the king's 
orders on such occasions (2). 
The offices of Sandugdar Bashi (keeper of the jewels) Hukim 
Bashi (chief of Physician) and the heads of the different depart-
ments of the household were not very important, though some them 
were filled by people of conseq^lence (3) . 
The whole kingdom was divided into twenty seven provinces 
exclusive of Baluchistan, the chief of which was subject only in 
name. 
The eighteen provinces which were most important were each 
governed by a Hakim, who collected the revenue and commanded the 
militia; and a Sirdar who commanded the regular troops and whose 
duty was to preserve peace and to enforce the authority of the 
Hakim and Qazi. When the Hakira was a Durani, he usually held the 
(1) M. Elphinstone, kingdom of Caubul, II, p-252. 
(2) Ibid, p-253. 
(3) Ibid, p-254. 
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office of the Sirdar as well (1) , 
Under the Hakim and Sirdar, the revenue and police were 
administered by the heads of tribes, and under them by the heads 
of the subdivisions of their tribes. 
Among the tribes that were powerful, every thing was done 
through their heads; where they were weak the Hakim and Sirdar 
sent their orders direct to the heads of subdivisions. In 1809, 
the eighteen provinces where Hakims resided were Herat, Farah, 
Qandahar, Ghazni, Kabul, Bamian, Ghorband, Jelalabad, Lughman, 
Peshawer, Dera Ismail Khan, Dera Ghazi Khan, Shikarpur, Sewi, 
Sind, Kashmir, Chuch Hazara, Lya and Multan (2). In all places 
the Hakims were removable. 
The other nine provinces were generally composed of count-
ries belonged to Afghan tribes. There was a Durani governor 
appointed to each who was called Sirdar. He did not reside in his 
province; but once in a year went himself or sent a deputy to co-
llect the revenue. At other times the regulations of the country 
was left to the heads of tribes. The Sirdar, in most cases, reco-
mmended the member of the head of family whom he thought fittest 
for the Chiefship of each tribe under him (3). 
The provinces in which the Sirdar did not reside were as 
follows: 
The Ghilzais, the Safis, Bungush, including the Jajis and 
(1) M, Elphinstone, kingdom of Caubul, II, p-2 55. 
(2) Ibid, p-256. 
(3) Ibid, pp. 256-257. 
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Turis; Daman including Murawat upto Banu; Chakansur and Kishki 
Gundumi on the border of Seistan; Ghorat (the Hazaras); Siahband 
(the Eimaks) 7 Siobzwar; Anardarah and Pushtkuh. 
The Sirdars were removable, but it was usual to keep their 
offices in particular families (1). 
Each of the great clans of the Duranis was governed by a 
Sirdar, chosen by the king out of the head family. The sxib-
divisions were under the Khans appointed from amongst the head 
families by the Sirdars; and Maliks (chief) and Mushirs (headmen) 
of the still smaller divisions were, in most case, elected from 
the people, svibject to the Sirdar's approval; but a few were 
appointed by the Sirdar, with some regard to the wishes of the 
people (2) , 
Civil disputes among the Duranis were either settled by 
the elders of the village, and the frd3nds of the parties, by the 
arbitration of Mullas, or by the decision of the nearest Qazi. 
When the Sirdar, or any other chief, was absent from the tribe/ his 
duties were performed by a Naib, or deputy of his own appointing, 
generally a brother or son. 
The general peace among the Durani country was secured by 
the king's government, and the duties of the Sirdar and Khans were 
confined to settle the disputes among the individuals. When these 
could not be made up by the mediation of the elders they were 
(1) M. Elphinstone, kingdom of Caubul, II, p-257. 
(2) Ibid, p-105. 
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brought before the Jirga (council of elders) by the Maliks and 
its decision was accepted by both the parties (1). 
The tribes of Daman consisted of the Wazirs, Sheranis 
Zamuris, Dowlutkhail and Gundepur, the Miankhail, Baburs and 
Sturianis and Esakhail^ Murawats and Khysores, were under little 
control from the government. They elected their own temporary 
magistrates, had sufficient power to preserve the peace. This 
magistracy was indeed the feature in the tribes of Daman which 
most distinguished them from the other Afghans. It was also in 
use among the Ghilzais of Kattawaz and the Nasers which were their 
neighbours (2) . 
These magistrates were in some tribes elected by the Maliks, 
in other by the heads of families. They were chosen for their 
personal qualities, the number of their relations, and their 
general weight in the tribe, and were empowered to maintain order. 
They were selected from each Khail in fixed proportions, which had 
been at first designed to make up the number of forty (These 
officers were called Chelwastis); and they were under the autho-
rity of one chief; called the Mir of the Chelwashtis, who was elec-
ted in the same manner as the rest. The duty of the Mir of Chel-
washti was to enforce the orders of the Khan, and to settle dis-
putes by his own authority, and punish discorders even in the 
person of the Khan himself. The whole tribe was always ready to 
support him. It was an office of much power and considerable profit 
(1) M, Elphinstone, kingdom of Caiibul, II, p-lo4. 
(2) Ibid, p-60. 
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as all the fines levied by the Chelwashtis were divided amongst 
themselves. The power of the Mir of Chelwashti was not absolute 
over the other Chelwashtis. His office was generally annual, but 
sometimes he was only elected to preside over a march, as to 
command in a war, and his term ended thereafter (1). 
This magistracy did not exist in tribes where the Khan was 
powerful enough to keep peace in his tribe. 
The Gundapur clan had hereditary Khans and Mallks, but their 
power was slight and the tribe led a lawless life. One half of 
the Miankhail tribe moved to Khurasan (half of each Khail), the 
Maliks did not move, but sent members of their families to command 
the moving divisions of the Khails. 
The chief of the Sheranis was called the Neka (grand father) 
He had very great authority in his tribe, which was under the 
immediate guidance of God. He received a lamb annually from every 
man in the tribe who had sheep, and calf, from those who had many 
catties. No force was employed to realize this tax, they thought 
a misfortune would fall on them if they did not pay. 
The Sheranis had also Chelwashtis but they were appointed 
by the Neka and were under his orders (2) . 
The Duranis and Chilzais had their hereditary chiefs who 
successively founded great kingdoms. Among the Duranis the heads 
(1) M. Elphinstone, kingdom of Caubul, II, p-61 
(2) Ibid, pp. 76-77. 
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of clans also fonned the nobility, who enjoyed the great offices of 
the court, the state and the ainny. They had the double character 
of patriachal chiefs, and of wealthy and powerful noblemen deri-
ving their command and influence from the king's authority (1) . 
The Ghilzai Khans were also powerful; they had no posts 
and authority in the Durani government. The Ghilzai Khans were 
able often to lead their tribe in rebellion against the govern-
ment (2) . 
The affairs of the Tajik villages were managed by a Kadkhuda, 
elected by the people with some regard to hereditary position of 
the candidate, and subject to the king's approval. The Kudkhuda 
had no power but what he derived from the king. He was chiefly 
concerned with collection of the revenue and calling out the mili-
tia. He had weight enough to determine disputes, but all impor-
tant matters were referred to the governors of the province (3). 
2. The Ulema and administration: 
The letw offices were filled by the Ulema. Besides that the 
Ulema had their own organistation. The Mullabashi communicated 
between the Mullas and the king. The Mullabashi was incharge of 
the Majlis Ulema and he also selected the Mullas to the Majlis 
Ulema. 
Peshnamaz or the king's Imam led prayers at the king's court. 
The Imam Parikab accompanied the king in his journeys or other 
(1) M. Elphinstone, kingdom of Caubul, II, p-86. 
(2) G. P. Tate, kingdom of Afghanistan, p-119. 
(3) Mohammad Hayat Khan, Afghanistan and its inhabitants, p-20. 
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occasions, when his ordinary Imam was absent (1). 
The Shaikh-ul-Islam was incharge of pensions paid in money 
to the Mullas. He received the amount from the Hakims and paid 
it to the Mullas. 
The Imam of the king's mosque led prayers there on Fridays, 
and on the two great festivals called the Eeds« The Mulla Khatib 
led prayers at the Eedgah outside the city. The Mudris Mulla of 
the king's mosque was selected for his learning and instructed 
students at the royal mosque. 
Till 1803 there was a great office of Mir V7aiz or head 
preacher but later on it was discontinued due to the rebellion of 
Saved Ahmad Mir Waiz in Kabul against Shah Mahmud. 
Besides the above mentioned offices there were Imams of 
the mosques in the towns and villages. The Imams of the towns 
collected fees on marriages, burials, and some other ceremonies 
and they also got i^cftts from their congregation. In the country 
the Imam had grants of land from the head man of the village or 
from the people and he was theoretically entitled to get one tenth 
(tithes) of the produce, but he seldom obtained the amount. The 
Mullas who were mentioned earlier had salaries from the king and 
those who had no office got pensions from the state (2) . There 
was at least one mosque in every Durani village which had an Imam. 
(1) M. Elphinstone, kingdom of Caubul, II, p-278. 
(2) Ibid, pp. 277-278. 
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The Imam performed the prayer. He received a loth portion of the 
grain produce and beside that he earned by teaching children of 
the villages (1) . 
The Muhtasib was a Mulla. He used to go around twice or 
thrice in the rural areas and inspected conduct of the people 
according to Islamic law. The Muhtasibs in town levied a small 
tax on shops and in the country side they levied annual fees (2) . 
In Herat/ on Fridays, the Mullas forcibly took the people to 
congregation and some times they beat them (3). 
The Mullas exercised great popular influence and sometimes 
they provoked the religious sentiment of the people even against 
the king. When Mir Waiz, the chief preacher of Kabul rebelled 
against Mahmud, the whole Sunni population of the city of Kabul 
followed him. 
In the second decade of the 19th century a fanatic Mulla 
from Kohistan proclaimed himself Mehdi (who is expected to appear 
at the end of the world) and collected twenty thousand men and 
marched towards Kabul. They were defeated by Wazir Fateh Khan. 
He again got followers for the second time but was defeated again 
by the Wazir (4) . 
(1) M. Elphinstone, kingdom of Caubul, II, p-108. 
(2) Ibid, p-264. 
(3) Arthur Conolly, travels, I, p-327. 
(4) G. T. Vigne, a visit to Ghazni, Kabul and Afghanistan, 
pp. 223-224. 
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The king was in great need of the Mullas support. If the 
Mullas were not happy with the king they could proclaim hipo a 
heretic. When Amir Dost Mohammad Khan, the king of Kabul came to 
power (1826), he entirely abondoned the use of wine. The king 
imposed penalties upon those who drank wine and the wine vessels 
were broken wherever they were found. His aim was to satisfy the 
Mullas and religious classes of the people (1). 
Amir Dost Mohammad Khan had several Mullas in his train, 
who directed him in matters connected with the faith. He also 
used them for his state affairs. He convened a religious meeting 
in which he was proclaimed the Amir of Kabul. The Amir's pro-
claimation of Jehad (religious war) against the Sikhs was approved 
by a Futwa by the theologians. When the treasury of Amir Dost 
Mohammad Khan was empty. Khan Mulla Khan, the chief theologian 
declared that if the wealth of the infidels was taken and distri-
buted among wariors, this was not contrary to Islam. Amir Dost 
Mohammad Khan took three lakhs of rupees from Shikarpuri Hindus. 
"RU. p-<W-c^ >Ou c\- \^CA.W\^^ vv\o>AK.^  jLiAteA o*-^  sp-n^-^J^c^ "to M.iAsV'v.w^ s . 
Sabz Ali, a Muslim trader, was asked to pay thirty thousand rupees. 
He refused. He was tortured and branded till he died (2) . Much 
injustice for the sake of procuring money was committed by Amir 
Dost Mohammad Khan. Property was sometimes seized, lists were made 
out of those who were able to spare a little money. His excuse for 
(1) G. T. Vigne, a visit to Ghazni, Kabul and Afghanistan, 
pp. 369-370. 
(2) Mohanlal, life of Amir Dost Mohammad Khan, I, p-171. 
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this was that he had an empty treasury (1). The king put people 
in jail for obtaining money. He imprisoned the wife of Khair-
uddin Khan, a merchant of Kabul. She was released when she paid 
thirteen thousand rupees to the king (2). 
Justice was administered in cities by the Qazi, the Muftis, 
the Amin Mehakama and the Dargha Adalat. In civil suits the Qazi 
received complaints and issued a summon through an officer of his 
own to the defendent. The case was tried according to the Shariat, 
modified by a customary law of Pashtunwali. The Qazi's order was 
never disobeyed. The Amin Mehakama received charge of the depo-
sits. The Darugha was supervisor over the whole, and his duty 
was to see that aJLl proceedings were conformable to the Miislim 
Law (3) . 
There were Qazis in all considerable towns, and they had 
deputies all over the country. When a crime was not acknowledged 
by the accused, it was referred to the Qazi, but acknowledged 
crimes were decided by the Jirga (4). 
The Qazis were appointed by the king at the recommendation 
of the Imam of the household on the basis of their religious 
learning. 
A few of the Qazis had salaries from the treasury. There 
(1) G. T. Vigne, visit to Ghazni, Kabul and Afghanistan, p-373. 
(2) Mohanlal, life of Amir Dest Mohammad Khan, I, p-209. 
(3) M. Elphinstone, kingdom of Caubul, II, p-264. 
(4) Ibid, pp. 160-161. 
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were also some places where a small tax wqs imposed on each family 
to maintain the Qazis. They also levied fees on marriages, on 
fixing their seals to the deeds etc. 
The Muftis took a fee on every opinion which they gave. 
Civil disputes among the Duranis were either decided by the 
elders of the villages or by the arbitration of the Mullas. 
Among the Wardak and Kalandar Khail, Mullas had the same judicial 
power (1) . 
Among the Sheranis the Neka (the chief) was the only 
regular judge who decided cases. The Neka heard the parties, 
performed a prayer and then decided the case. His orders were 
always obeyed, from the dread of supernatural punishments (2) . 
The practice of cutting the hands of the criminals and 
n 
blidmg them was common. The murderers who could not clear them-
selves of the charges were put to death (3). 
3. Revenue assignments and military charges: 
The whole revenue of the Kabul government in settled times 
around 1809 was estimated at three crores of rupees, and one crore 
was expected from the princes that were only party subdued. The 
real revenue was estimated at around two crores of rupees. From 
the amount half of it was assigned in tuyuls (4), for royal fami-
lies and others as Jagirs. There latter were granted on condition 
tX) M. Elphinstone, kingdom of Caubul, II, pp. 160-161 
(2) Ibid, pp-76. 
(3) G. T. Vigne, visit to Ghazni, Kabul and Afghanistan, p-375. 
(4) The Tuyuls were free tano lands, granted to the chiefs and others 
by the king on condition of military service. These were not 
transferable, but the king had power to confiscate them. 
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of military services. The tuyul holder furnished a contingent for 
the king whenever it was needed. The expenses of the army were 
small in comparison to its strength (1). When the soldiers were 
recruited from the districts round Kabul and Peshawer, an arrnage-
ment was made with the chiefs for supplying men and receiving pay-
ments by assignments of land, in return. 
The Durani tribe was obliged to furnish nearly twelve 
thousand men, as the condition on which they ^old their tuyuls as 
rent free lands. In addition to tuyuls those who were on actual 
service received three months pay in the year. This amount of 
three months was £ lo/-. They were called out by the king's order 
issued to the chief of each clan, and the chief notified to the 
Khans under him. They assembled in the place which was appointed 
for that purpose (2). 
The king was the hereditary cheif of the Durani tribe# he 
was also their military commander. The lands which were under 
the Duranis was a grant of the king on the bases of their military 
tenure. 
The Persian monarch Nadir Afshar when he conquered the 
country, restored to the Duranis, their own lands and a portion 
of the Ghilzai lands, on the condition that they should furnish a 
Iflorseman for every plough. The Afghan monarch continued the same 
tenure and insisted on supply of horses as extorted by the Persian 
(1) M. Elphinstone, kingdom of Saubul, II, pp. 258-260. 
(2) Ibid, p-266. 
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4. The army: 
In the first decade of the 19th century the army consisted 
of the Duranis, Ghulam-i-Shah's and Kara Nukar. There was also 
a sort of militia called the Eilijari, which was called out on 
ordinary occasions. The volunteers were collected in actual war 
by the name of Dawatalab. 
The Duranis furnished twelve thousand men to the govern-
ment. They were called out by the king's order, issued to the 
chief of each clan. The men were assembled in several subdivi-
sions and were brought to the place of registration. 
The men of each clan formed a separate corps, called Dusteh, 
subdivided and commanded according to the civil arrangement of the 
clan. The greater part of the Duranis attended the king during 
military operations; and the king's authority was based on his 
tribe (Durani), The military contingents were chiefly furnished 
by the Duranis (1) . 
The Gulam Khana, or corps of Ghulam Shah comprised thirteen 
thousand men. It was first formed by Ahmad Shah Durani from 
different foreigners. Most of the Ghulam Shahs were Persians, 
The Tajiks were also recruited from Kabul and its surrounding areas, 
The Qazilbash, who formed about a third of the Ghulam 
Khaneh were the best of the whole. They were not actually 
(1) Marx and Engels, on colonialism, p-144, Moscow, 1974, 
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'slaves' but permanent soldiers. They were more faithful to 
the king than the Afghans in civil wars. The Ghulams suffered 
more hardships than any troops in the army and they were in 
perpetual service (1) . 
The Ghulams were divided into Dustehs commanded by the 
officers known Kooler Afghasees. These officers were commonly 
dependents of the king's, and frequently his Peshkhedmats 
(personal attendants). The number of Destehs were generally from 
eight to ten; their strength varied (2). 
The permanent troops excluding Ghulams were the Shahenchis 
who were mounted on camels which carried large swivels. They 
consisted of seven to eight hundred men (3). 
The Karra Nukar were furnished in time of war by the 
owners of land, at a rate which was fixed in former times. The 
expense of this service was given by a remission of revenue. A 
man was given to the state on each plough, but it was not certain 
if this rule was only implemented in respect of tribes who lived 
near Kabul, The more powerful tribes supplied a smaller propor-
tion and some did not supply at all. The Tajiks furnished a 
greater proportion than the Afghans. The number of Karra Nukaf 
was less than the Duranis and Ghulam (4). 
(1) M. Elphinstone, kingdom of Caxibul, 11^ p-267. 
(2) Ibid, II, p-268. 
(3) Ibid. 
(4) Ibid, p-269. 
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The Karra Nukar were formed into Destehs, and commanded 
by the Duranii Sirdars, who had the government of their tribes. 
Besides the Sirdar, each division had a subordinate chief of its 
own tribe. When they were ordered, the Maliks called upon the 
owners of land to furnish their proportion, and they had the 
choice to serve or pay for a siobstitute which was called Awazi. 
The sum to be paid for a substitute depended on the expected 
duration of the service, and generally was from five to seven 
tomans (£ 10 to £ 14) ( ) . 
The Durani chiefs often took the money instead of a horse-
man and therefore the real strength of the Karra Nukar was less 
than its theoretical size. The king also followed the same 
practice. The Karra Nukars when they went on seirvice were obliged 
to remain with the army till they were I^AVAAOIIM dismissed (1) . 
The Eilejari were a militia raised on extraordinary occa-
sions. Theoretically the militia was one tenth of the whole 
population, but that number was never raised. The persons who 
served in the Eilegari belonged to the poorest classes. They 
received a sum calculated to support them during the period of 
their seirvice. It did not exceed five rupees (2) . This money was 
(1) M. Elphinstone, kingdom of Cavibul, II, p-269. 
(2) In the sixth decade of the 19th century Engles wrote that the 
military adventurers (Eilejari) who enlisted into the service 
in hopes of pay or plunder. Engels in On Colonialism, p-144. 
Faiz Mohammad Hazara in his SiraJTjl Twarikh writes that 
the Eilejari had no salary. 
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paid by the head o£ each village and the expense was collected 
from all the inhabitants of the village. The owners of the land 
who paid revenues were not obliged to contribute to the Eilejari (1) . 
From the smallness of their pay it was difficult to get 
volunteers for this service. Eilijaris were collected from the 
town and those who lived on the road sides. The Eilejaris were 
not kept long or carried to places far away from their own country. 
Sometimes the Eilejaris were employed in public services. Timur 
Shah (1773-1793) once assembled the Eilejaris and cleaned a canal 
near the city of Kabul (2). 
The Eilejaris were almost all infantry. They received no 
pay till the third month of their service and beyond that period, 
if they stayed in the field they were eligible to receive pay (3). 
Dawatalab were only raised for particular expeditions. 
They received five tomans {£ lo) per compaign and they were happy 
if the army remained longer on expedition, in the hope of plunder (4) 
The Oloose army consisted of the general rur of people and 
only those tribes were expected to join the king's forces whom they 
were near the scene of action. This sort of army was not under any 
regulation and really good service was not expected from them. 
(1) M, Elphinstone, kingdom of Caubul, II, p-270. 
(2) Ibid. 
(3) Ibid. 
(4) Ibid, 
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The Oloose troops had no pay at all (1) . 
The chief officers of the army were called Sirdars. 
Their number was limited. VJhen Shah Shuja was the king of 
Afghanistan there were only three Sirdars. This rank of the 
Sirdar was permanent and was quite different from the Sirdars 
of the provinces. There was sometimes the post of officer which 
was known Sirdar-i-Sirdaran. He was the chief of all the Sirdars 
and he could command all the armies. Shah Mahmud gave the office 
of Sirdar-i-Sirdaran to Fateh Khan Barakzai. 
The military post of Shahinchi Bashi or Commander of the 
camel artillery, was a considerable office. The Shahinchi Bashi 
must have been a Barakzai (2). 
The head of the clan commanded the troops which were 
furnished by his tribe. The subordinate officers of the head of 
the clan were Maliks and Mushirs (3) of the Khails who commanded 
the subdivisions of the clan. 
Prior to the reign of Amir Dost Mohammad Khan the defen-
sive power of Afghanistan was represented by an association of 
tribes whose chieftains helped the ruler on his military 
compaigns (t) . 
(1) M. Elphinstone/ kingdom of Caubul, II, p-2 72. 
(2) Ibid. 
(3) Mushir was the elder of a Khail which was a part of the inhabi-
tants of the village. The Malik was the chief of the whole 
village and was subordinate to the head or Khan of the clan. 
(4) Angus Hamilton, Afghanistan, p-308. 
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Amir Dost Mohammad Khan brought new changes in the Afghan 
army and his army was far better than his predecessors, the Sado-
zais. He employed Abdul Samad Khan Tabrizi (who was a servant of 
Fateh Ali Shaha Qanajar and went to India, and from India to the 
court of Ranjit Singh and from there to Kabul). The latter created 
an army of modern infantry in Afghanistan (1). Mr. Campbell, a 
Briton, and Dr. Harlan, an American, were also employed in the 
array of Amir Dost Mohammad Khan. 
Dost Mohammad Khan's military force was greater than any 
three other Afghan armies (Qandahar, Herat and Qunduz). 
His cavalry amounted to 12,000 and was comioosed of two 
different brigades, the one called "Khud Aspah" or riders of their 
own horses, and the other was "Amalah Sarkari", mounting the govern-
ment bourse, numbering thi;ee thousand. These were placed under 
the petty Khawanins in various numbers from two to two hundred 
horses, and then attached to, and commhded by, some one of his own 
sons. Mohammad Akbar Khan usually led 2000, Mohammad Afzal Khan 
600 and Ghulam Haider Khan lOOO and so on. The other sons and 
the Nawabs (his brothers) and the rest of the relations of the 
Amir, had few followers. The Amir had also 2500 Jazarchis or in-
fantry bearing large muskets (2). 
(1). Faiz Mohammad, Siraj-ul-Tawarikh, I, p-113. 
(2) (i) Mohanlal, life of Amir Dost Mohammad Khan, I, p-24o. 
(il) Alexander Burnes, mission to Kabul, p-371. 
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In 1836 Amir Dost Mohammad Khan was in possession of 
sixty guns which were serviceable (1). 
The Duranis' arms were swords, daggers, battle-axes and 
short match locks. Some of them used fire locks. They also 
carried long horse pistols and a few of them carried spares. 
The Duranis were generally mounted on their own horses. 
The Ghilzais used the same arms as the Duranis but they 
had in addition small shield (2). The arms of the Kohistanis 
were a carabine with a fire lock, a pistol and a sharp dagger. 
Some had pikes and a few of them used bows and shields (3), 
The muskets of the Afghans army threw balls to a longer 
distance than those of England, This portion of the Amir's army 
was about fifteen thousand (15,000) men (4). 
Amir Dost Mohammad Khan spent twenty one lakhs rtipees on 
his army out of his total revenue of twenty four lakhs (5). 
The pay of the troops v/as not properly distributed either 
among the cavalry or the commanders. The increase of pay and 
rank both depended entirely upon the influence and patronage of 
friends. Soldiers were paid yearly in cash, grain, grass/ sheep. 
(1) G. T. Vigne, visit to Ghazni, Kabul and Afghanistan, p-250. 
(2) M. Elphinstone, kingdom of Caubul, II, p-2 74. 
(3) Mohanlal, life of Amir Dost Mohammad Khan, I, p-240. 
(4) Ibid. 
(5) G. P. Tate, kingdom of Afghanistan, p-153. 
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blankets and butter, which after obtaining an order from the 
pay master, they got from the local collectors and the headman 
of the village in the country. The general pay of a horse man 
was twelve tomans or hundred and twenty Kabul Kham rupees 
( = £ 10) a year. This amount fed and clothed the soldier 
along with his family. The foot soldier had no more than 84 
rupees or £ 8 a year; but a greater number of the soldiers 
were engaged for only £ 6 per annum (1). 
By 1832 Qandahar which was under Qandahari Sirdars had 
9000 horses and six pieces of artillary. The ruler of Qandahar 
was, however, able to increase his cavalry beyond this figure. 
By the fourth and fifth decades of the 19th century 
Qandahar had a force of 18,000 soldiers of which 12,000 were 
mounted and 6000 were foot soldiers (2), 
By the end of the first half of the 19th century the pay 
of a foot soldier in Qandahar was five rupees per month, with 
two months in each year deducted for clothing. The distribu-
tion of the remainder was very irregular, and a considerable 
portion of it was paid in grain, or what amounted to the same 
thing a certain amount of revenue was remitted to their fami-
lies at home on this account. The soldiers were poor and they 
were not able to purchase the common necessaries of life. They 
therefore financed themselves by plunders and highway robbery. 
The officers also indulged in robbery; and they shared the 
(1) Mohanlal, life of Amir Dost Mohammad Khan, I, p-240, 
(2) Angus Hamilton, Afghanistan, p-308. 
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plunders (1) . 
The military force of Kamran was estimated at 15,000 
horses of good quality. Wazir Yar Mohammad Khan and his family 
mustered 1,500 and the dependents of Kamran about 200 more. 
6000 soldiers were furnished by the Duranis and other Afghans, 
3,000 foot soldiers which were known Dawatalab were furnished 
by the Afghans (2) . 
The people were obliged to furnish a horseman for every 
plough as that of Kabul government. In 1837 Kamran converted 
the levy into foot and fixed two person for each plough. But 
due to the great dissatisfaction it aroused, it was removed 
after two years (J) . 
The arms of Herat were of good quality, particularly the 
pistols and carbines. The artillery of Kamran consisted of 
from twelve to fifteen pieces of guns (4). 
By 1832 Murad Beg of Qunduz who ruled northern Afgha-
nistan mustered about 20,000 horses and six pieces of artillary, 
one of which was a thirty six pound. He had no infantry. The 
horses which were used for military purposes were of a grain 
and retained the commanders and a portion of the army in 
constant attendance. Murad Beg led a life of great activity, 
(1) Major H. B. Lumsden, mission to Qandahar, p-12 
(2) G. W. Forrest, selection from travels and journal, p-35. 
(3) Ibid. 
(4) Ibid, p-109. 
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and took to the field in person, and he sent horses to the north 
of Oxus for Chapawul (1). 
Before the British invasion of Afghanistan (1838) the 
country was divided into four principalities. Kabul was ruled 
by Dost Mohammad Khap, Qandahar by Mehrdal Khan, Herat by 
Kamran and Qunduz by Murad Beg. From our above survey we can 
see that the strength of the Afghan forces was probably more 
than 90,000 soldiers - half of them cavalry and the rest was 
infantry or foot soldier. 
(1) Alexander Burnes, travels. III, pp. 277-278. 
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XII-COtJDITION OF THE PEOPLE 
1 . P e a s a n t r y : 
The peasantry in Afghanistan was divided into various 
strata. There were^ first those who had their own land and 
cultivated themselves, sometimes hired daily labourers but 
only in ploughing and reaping season. The second section the 
peasants were known Bazgars. They had no land of their own 
or other means of production. They were simply labourers and 
in lieu of labour rendered, took their share out of the produce 
at the end of each crop. Their share in crops varied from 
place to place, but they generally got 1/5 or 1/6 of the 
produce. 
The fagirs x^ h^o were found in the Yusufzai country had no 
land of their ov/n. They were subject to the persons on whose 
land they resided. The latter were called the Khawind (masters) 
of the fagir. Theu were employed in husbandry beide other 
trades (1) . 
The fagirs were obliged to work for him gratis, like 
villeins in Europe. The master could beat or even kill his 
fagir without being guestioned, for it. On the other hand the 
fagir was sure of protection from his master against oppression 
by others. The fagir was at liberty to work as labourer for 
his own profit. He migh rent land as Bazgar. The master took 
a share of his labour beside fixed dues which a fagir was 
(1) M. Elphinstone/ kingdom of Caubul, II, p-28. 
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obliged to pay. A faqir had also the right to change his 
roaster (1) . 
The Royats (raiyat) in Daman who had no land of their 
own and they were under subordination of the person on whose 
estate they lived. The Royats in Daman had the same position 
as the faqir under Yusufzais. The only difference between the 
Royats and the faqirs was that the Royats could not change their 
masters- *f^  thout their master's permission. The Royat's new 
master usually paid an amount as present to the former master. 
The Royats in Daman belonged to Jats and Beloch (2). 
The peasants of Kharotis worked on their own land. 
Their land was divided among the heirs according to Islamic 
law. The property thus often got divided into small strips not 
sufficient to support a man. In such cases/ some resigned their 
lands to brothers or co-heirs (3) . 
A large proportion of the Durani peasants lived in tents. 
They usually lived on their land or very near the part of the 
grounds where the cultivation of the season was carried on (4) . 
By the middle of the 19th century the peasants of Qandahar 
paid a fixed proportion of the revenrie, but did not remain 
immune from further exaction. After the necessary payment of 
(1) M. Elphinstone, kingdom of Caubul, II, p-28. 
(2) Ibid, p-71. 
(3) Ibid, p-160. 
(4) Ibid, p-109. 
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the revenue the soldiers and follov/ers of the chief collected 
from the peasants whatever more they could get. Whenever the 
crops were good the Yabus (horses) of the Sirdars v;ere pastured 
on them till they became fat. The villages became empty and 
vineyards were ruined (1)• 
2. Rural labourers: 
Labourers in husbandary were principally employed and 
paid by the Bazgars. They were paid by the season, which 
lasted for nine months/ beginning from the spring. They were 
fed and in many places clothed, during all this period by 
their employers and they received besides a quantity of grain 
and a sum of money which varied from two and a half maunds 
khani and one rupee to ten maunds and two rupees. The payment 
in money was at about thirty rupees besides food and clothing. 
In towns the common pay of the labourer was lOO dinar (4^ 2 pence) 
a day with food. In Qandahar it amounted to three Shahis and 
twelve dinars, which was between six and half pence to seven 
pence. 
At Kabul with a Shahi one could purchase five pounds of 
wheat flour. The daily wages of labourer was fifteen pounds 
of wheat flour including food (2). 
The Qalandar Khail lived in Katwaz, about thr:5ty miles 
to the south of Ghazni. They were almost all husbandme'^ The 
(1) Major H. B. Lumsden, mission to Qandahar, p-30. 
(2) M. Elphinstone, kingdom of Caubul, I, p-391. 
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agricultural workers were generally hired from pastoral herds, 
who passed th^ s ")ring and summer in Katawaz- (1) . 
In the district of Kohistan to the north of Kabul, it was 
not usual to hire daily labourers. V-Ihen a pair of oxen were 
employed in plough two men v/ere required to help the cultiva-
tors. The wages were half a khami rupee or 3/8 of East India 
Company rupee per day (2) , 
The labourers of the Ghilzais who were employed in reaping 
the wheat in the district of Ishpan, were paid one shear in 
every twenty (3) . 
3. Land lords: 
The landlords who held a large portion of the land were 
known as Khans. They were usually herediatry but in some cases 
for the son of the Khan who was not deemed fit, the tribesmen 
accepted another man as their Khan. In some places the tribes-
men paid much attention to wealth and populatiryt than birth 
in accepting a Khan. In some tribes the Khan was appointed 
by the king. The king, too, in appointing the Khan took into 
consideration the wealth and populatiryt of the Khan. 
In the province of Qandahar the castle of the Khan was 
surrounded by a village. The castles of the Khans in Qandahar 
were not as strong as compared to those of the Ghilzais* bet-
ween Qilat and Ghazni and of the other tribes. Their castles 
(1) M. Elphinston, kingdom of Caubul, IJ, p-153. 
(2) Alexander Bumes, mission to Kabul, pp. 155-156. 
(3) William Moorcraft and George Trebeck, travels, II, p-370. 
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were surrounded by a wall of indifferent strength and generally 
intended more for privacy than defence. Sometimes they had 
towers at the corners of their castles. The great lords some-
times had swivels on the wall, and had a small garrison, besides 
t'^ e relation and immediate retinue of the Khan, who in ger#al 
were the only residents of the castle. The castles were biiilt 
in a square shape, the inside of which was lined vdth buildings. 
On one side was the great hall and other apartments of the Khan; 
on the others were lodging for his relations, his servants and 
dependents, store houses for his grain and stables for his 
horses. The open space in the centre was usually a mere bare 
courtyard; but in some places it had a small garden. 
At one of the gates of every castle was a Mehmankhana or 
guest house, where travellers were fed and lodged (1). 
The Khans of the pastoral clan of the Nasirs governed 
thier tribesmen on their march from one country to another. 
VJhen the people were scattered into camps, they were governed 
by their own Mushirs (chiefs), The importance of the Khan was 
shovm by the refusal of Naseer Khan, the Khan of the Nasirs 
clan to accompany them to Khurasan. He wanted to stay at Daman 
and assist another chief against Waziris. The tribesmen were 
not prepared to travel without their Khan. The Khan, therefore, 
abondoned his design and accompanied his tribe to Khurasan (2) . 
(1) M. Elphinstone, kingdom of Caubul, II, p-llo. 
(2) Ibid, p-180. 
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Among the eastern Chilzais with special reference to 
Sulaiman Khail, the power of the chief was not considerable 
to keep the clan together, and they v/ere broken to little 
community which were independent in all internal transactions. 
The chief had power over the whole of his clan in all matters 
connected v/ith the furnishing of troops to the king, or the 
payment of royal revenue (1) . 
Tho chief of the Sunnutteeas, a division of clan of 
Kakers exercised great authority over his clan. He did not 
derive regular reven\ie from his clansmen, but got valuable 
presents from the villagers. He depended on these perqi.iisites 
togeth:^ r^ with the produce of his ov/n land. 
The Khan of the Qalandar Khail of Katawaz collected the 
king's dues, but he did not interfere in anything else. The 
royal government controlled the relations between him and his 
clansmen by means of revenue collection. The authority of the 
Khans was entirely confined to external affairs and they never 
interfered in the disputes among the people. Public affairs 
were managed by the ^aliks with the consulation of the Khans. 
In serious cases, the Maliks assembled the elders and took 
their advice (2) . 
The Uzbek Khan who was knovm as Auksu, appointed by the 
king at the recommendation of the richest.person of the village 
(1) M. Elphinstone, kingdom of Caubul, II, p-152. 
(2) Ibid, p-153. 
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His power was inconsideralDle, being simply an agent employed 
by the villagers. He administered justice and collected the 
revenue ^ 1). 
The Turcolaunis were under the government of a chief, 
called Bauz, who had great power over his tribe. The kafirs 
paid him tribute, the Hindkees paid him a tax, and Rudbarees 
rented their land from his for a fifth of its prodmce. It gave 
him about 100,000 rupees out of which he kept five hundred 
soldiers who were furnished to the royal army. The chief (Bauz) 
administered justice in his tribe, v/ith pov^ er to banish, beat 
or blind (2) . 
4. Artisans: 
In the province of Qandahar and other Pashtu speaking 
districts, each village had their own artisan. The ironsmith 
sometimes also worked as a carpenter and repaired doors and 
other wooden articels. The ironsmith made iron tools which 
were used in agriculture. He did not charge those who got 
repaired or made their tools. The artisan had a claim to a 
fixed amount of grain on each land-holding family, besides ghee, 
some money in cash and straw for his animal. 
In some villages there were independent carpenters and 
one or two weavers. The villages which were nearer to city the 
(1) M. Elphinstone, kingdom of Caubul, II, p-18 6, 
(2) Ibid, p-37. 
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number of the artisans were also limited (1) . 
In the district of Katawaz near Ghazni, the artisans 
who worked the wood and iron, travelled from one village to 
another. The ironsmith and carpenter had a horse or an ass 
and carried his tools with that animal to villages. He had 
no share in the crops as those artisans who v/ere hereditary-
artisans of the villages. He charged in cash or in grain on 
the spot; such people were usually itinerant, visiting and ser-
ving villages that had no artisans of their own (2). 
In towns there were many shops for each trade which 
were situated in one row. The ironsmith, copper smith, shoe-
maKers and silk weavers had a separate row of shops. In the 
city of Qandaha^, there were a large number of arisans of each 
trade. During 1830s the silk weavers at Qandfeihar paid 3,500 
rupees tax to the government which v/as a very large amount and 
was more than the capitation tax (3). The city of Qandahar had 
3700 permanent shops; out of this number, 201 shops v/ere occupied 
by silk dealers. The potter numbering about 135, skilled persons 
served the needs of the city and the districts of Qandahar. 
The cotton textile workers in the village of Istalif were 
in large number. They exported their produce to the north of 
Hindu Kush and Bukhara. They were economically prosperous. In 
the reign of Mahmud, they revolted against the government. 
Their leader led a march to the capital, at the head of 20,000 
(1) M. Elphinstone, kingdom of Cavibul, II, p-lo8. 
(2) Ibid, p-153. 
(3) Maj. H. B. Lumsden, mission to Qandahar, p-lo7. 
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men. After a great res i s tance they we're defeated by Wazlr 
Fateh Khan (1) . 
In northern Afghanistan, the v/orkmen in wood, l ea ther , 
and metal of the d i s t r i c t Tashqurghan v;ere reputedly very 
i d i f f e r e n t . They demanded high v/ages ranging from half to 
three quar ters of a rupee per day. Most of them had lands 
of t h e i r ov/n, and vjere in some degree independent of t h e i r 
worl-c as a r t i sans (2) . 
5. SIaves: 
The slaves formed the lov/est section of society in 
Afghanistan. They were emplyed in difficult and trouble-
some v7ork. The male slaves were called Ghulam and were em-
ployed in agriculture and out door labour. The female slaves 
were known as Kaniz, and employed indoor. The female slave 
girls were also kept as bond-mistresses. Those who had wealth 
kept many slave girls beside their wives. The kings and their 
nobles kept slaves in their harams. 
The slaves in Afghanistan were either those who were of 
slave parents or had been captured inwars, or v/ere sold as 
slaves by poor parents. The kafirs who lived in the north 
of Jelalabad v/ere captured by the Muslims and sold as slaves. 
Most of the slaves in the kingdom of Kabul were from that 
region (3) 
(1) G. T. Vigne, visit to Ghazni, Kabul and Afghanistan, p-224. 
(2) W. Moorcraft and George Trebeck, travels, II, p-452. 
(3) G. T. Vigne, visit to Ghazni, Kabul and Afghanistan, p-2 37, 
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In the province of Herat Wazir ^ar Mohammad Khan seized 
men and women and sold them into slavery under the smallest 
pretext, often without any attempt whatever to jiastify the 
action (1) . The VJazir and the ruler Kamran also sold into 
slavery those who v/ere captured in war. In 1837 v/hen the 
Persian beseiged Herat, the Afghans captured some Persians. 
They bartered them as slaves in exchange for horses to the 
Turkomans (2) . 
The ruler of Qunduz, Murad Beg seized some Hazaras of 
Bamian. He distributed them among the nobles or sold them into 
slavery. Murad Beg also obtained slaves from Chitral. The 
chief of Chitral who was under Murad Beg, paid tribute in the 
form of humnan beings (3). The chief of Siyghan who was Tajik 
and v/as under the ruler of Qunduz, captured his subjects consis-
ting of men, women and children and sent them to Murad Beg 
as slaves. In 1830 he seized all the inhabitants of one of 
his villaqe and despatched tLiem as slaves to Qunduz. He was 
rev/arded by three additional villages for his ser^/ice (4) . The 
slaves of Qunduz and north of Hindu Kush were sent to the market 
of Bukhara for sale. Qasimjan who was a saint in the district 
of Taliqan and father-in-law of Murad Beg dealt in slaves and 
sent the slaves to the market of Yarkand (5) . 
(1) G. A. Henty, travels, p-30. 
(2) I b i d , p -48 ' . 
(3) A l e x a n d e r H u m e s , t r a v e l s . I I I , p - 2 7 8 . 
(4) I b i d , p p . 1 6 7 - 1 6 8 . 
(5) VJ. Moorcraft and George Trebeck, travels, II, p-479. 
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In the province of Qandahar the Sayeds of Peshin dealt 
in slaves. By the end of the first half of the 19th century 
from 400 to 500 slaves were brought annually to Qandahar. Some 
of the slaves were purchased in Siestan, but most of them were 
kidnapped and a few were purchased from the Turkumans and 
imported through Seistan. 
The Hazara chiefs frequently furnished a large quota in 
lieu of arrears of revenue. The Hazara and African slaves were 
most prized in Qandahar. The reason was that Hazara slaves, 
starving in their own districts, preferred enslavement and did 
not try to escape from their owner (1). 
The prices of slaves fluctuated according to the price 
of food. In 1858, when there was a famine in Qandahar, two 
women and a boy were sold at 120 rupees (2). The slaves were 
sold according to their beauty and age. G. T. Vigne (in 1836) 
who met a slave boy in Kabul was told that he was sold 
according to his height. He v;as five spans, and the rate 
for each 5pan was twenty rupees. His total price v/as thus 
loo rupees (3) . 
About 1825 the price of a slave in northern Afghanistan 
ranged from two hundred to five hundred rupees (4). 
(1) Maj . H. B. Lumsden, mission to Qandahar, p-108. 
(2) Ibid, p-108. 
(3) G. T. Vigne, visit to Ghazni, Kabul and Afghanistan, p-238. 
(4) Vlilliam Moorcraft and George Trebeck, travels, II, p-479. 
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6. Merchants: 
The merchants in Afghanistan fonned a segment of the 
upper section of society. Several Khans of inferior rank 
among the Duranis were merchants. The long civil wag" 
in the first half of the 19th century, however, affected 
the position of the merchants in Afghanistan. The roads 
of the country were not safe, and the caravans of the 
merchants were often plundered (1) . 
The merchants were usually frugal and clever people. 
They became more polished and enlightened by visit to 
foreign countries than most others. 
By the first half of the 19th century most important 
merchants in Afghanistan were Afghans and Hindus. In Kabul, 
the leading merchants were Mullah Rahimshah, Ghulam Qadir 
and Gupaldas Shikarpuri (2). In the province of Qandahar 
the greatest merchants were Hayat Khan and Ranjit Singh. 
A large proportion of the Hindu population in the country 
consisted of merchants settled in the major cities. The 
Persian merchants were also in great number in Qandahar. 
The Qazilbashes of Herat normally followed the pursuit of 
commerce. Most of them were merchants and carried merchandise 
between Persia and Herat. The Sayeds of Peshin were 
(1) M. Elphinstone, kingdom of Caubul, I, p-335. 
(2) Mohanlal, life of Amir Dost Mohammad Khan, I, p-2 34. 
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slave traders and continued their pursuit in western 
Afghanistan. The Terin clan who lived with the Sayeds in 
the district of Peshin, occupied themselves in trade bet-
ween Qandahar and upper Sind (1). 
The great merchants of the country had agents in 
big cities and neighbouring countries. They had agency 
houses from Astrakhan and Meshed to Qalcutta^ In Kabul 
there were eight agency houses v/hich belonged to the 
Hindus and other merchants (2), 
Bills of exchange v/ere given by the merchants and 
agency houses which beloged to them, on Lahore, Herat, Sind 
and other towns (3) . 
The merchants in Afghanistan who imported goodj from 
foreign countries particularly from India made a large percen-
tage of profit. The merchants in Qandahar and Kabul gained 
100% upon the prime cost. In 1828, Mubeen Shah, a merchant 
from Kabul, invested 7000 rupees in English piece goods 
in Bombay. He took the merchandise by sea to Baluchistan 
and then via Qilat, Qandahar, and Ghazni to Kabul. His net 
profit at Kabul was about 110%. When the goods were carried 
to Central Asia, the profit was much more (4). 
(1) M. Elphinstone, kingdom of Caubul, II, p-135. 
(2) Alexander Burnes, travels, II, p-144. 
(3) Major H. B. Lumsden, mission to Qandahar, p-108. 
(4) Arthur Conolly, travels, II, p-232. 
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SUMMARY MTD DISCUSSIONS 
Afghanistan in the first half of the 19th century possessed 
a politcal situation not very conducive to the development of.a 
stabilised economy. Under the later Sadozai Kings the conflict 
among the sons of Timur Shah started, and the tradition of civil 
strife was inherited by their successors, Barakzais. At the 
same time rebellions and inroads by neighbouring powers reduced the 
extent of the Afghan empire. During the conflict of the first 
half of the 19th century Afghanistan lost Peshav/er and other parts 
of the eastern Afghanistan. The country that remained nominally 
under Barakzai dominance, in reality, was divided among different 
semi-indepednent states. Amir Dost Mohammad Khan succeeded in 
consolidating his hold over the entire country only by the middle 
of the 19th century. 
VJhat is surprising is not that the economy of Afghanistan 
shov/ed certain signs of decay in such a situation, but that in 
spite of political instability it did not breakdov/n, and , in 
patches at least, displayed pjrosperity. 
The country which contains regions of cold and subtropical 
climates produced all kinds of fruits. Mediterranean fruits 
existed in Jelalabad and in Qandahar, The pomegranates of 
Qandahar was the best guality all over the v/orld. Kabul produced 
grapes and a fine quality of apples. 
Agriculture was also developed to a considerable extent. 
Wheat and barley were produced all over the country'-. Rice was the 
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main crop of subtropical regions of the Coventry. Irrigation 
through Karizes and canals was made use of all over the country, 
putting to use the rivers originating Hindu Kush ranges. The use 
of manure was knov/n. The wooden plough with iron tooth was the 
major tool of agriculturist. VTheat v;era jnainlY threshed collec-
tively by bullocks. All sort of grain and grass were cutdown by 
the sickle, v;:iich was the main instrument used for this purpose. 
Pastoralism v/as the major sector of economy (in terms of 
population employed therein) after agriculture. V'estem Afghans 
combined agriculture with pastoralism. The people stayed in 
winter on their land and in summer migrated to colder parts of the 
country. The pastoral "population of the country lived in black 
tents, called ghizdi. They usually reared sheep, goats and cam,els; 
they also kept donkeys to carry their light luggage. The number 
of sheep of the v/hole country was estimated at about 30,000,000. 
Horses were bred in northern Afghanistan and v;ere exported to 
India. The provinces of Qandahar and Seistan were famous for 
their excellent cows which produced tvrenty seers of milk a day. 
Buffaloes v;nich required moist and hot climate were naturally dear 
in the country, but were found in the v;armer regions of the 
country, such as Peshawer and Jelalabad. 
The whole country was divided into areas inhabited by 
tribes. The 'Kafirs' occupied north vrest of the Kunar valley. 
Their economy v;as very primitive: Land was ploughed by human being. 
Indeed outdoor v;ork was done mostly be women. Very little money 
was in circulation among them and their trade v/as carried on by 
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barter. 
The Hazaras were settled in central Afghanistan. They 
bred sheep, and they manufactured v/ool carpets and other woollen 
textiles. The internal adminstration of each clafi^  of the Hazara 
tribe was in the hands of its Sultan. The power of the Sultan 
was absolute in his tribe. He adminstered justice and kept law 
and order in the tribe. 
The main Afghan tribes were Durani/ Ghilzai, Afridis/ 
Bajawris, Khataks, Mohammad zais, Mohmands/ Safis, Shinwaris, 
Utraankhail and Yusufzais. The Duranis v;ere the rviling tribe and 
occupied the most fertile land of Helmand and Arghand. The 
Ghilzais v/ere more numerous among all the Pashtun and other tribes 
of the country. The other Afghan triises lived in mountainous 
regions. The Taj ik6 and Qizalbash v7ho were persian speaking 
people formed the most educated communities of. the country. They 
occupied high TJOsts in the government bureaucracy. The Uzbeks 
of northern Afghanistan possessed fertile lands and herds of sheep. 
Land was the main source of income. There were five 
classes of people who cultivated the land. First, the cultivators 
who cultivate their own land. Secondly, tenants who hired the 
land, the tliird vjere Bvizgars who worked as share-croppers. The 
fourth were hired labourers and fifth, those who worked without 
pay. Land was the private property of the owner who could sell 
and lease it even if it vras granted by the king. The king could 
not resume the grants of his predecessors; only very rarely was it 
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resumed on the grounds of treason. 
The land revenue of the country tendod to decline in the 
course of the first half of the 19th century. This was due to 
the decline in the pov/er of the government over many areas. But 
it seems to have led to an enhancement of revenue in areas where 
it could be collected. The land revenue claimed by Ahmad Shah 
Abadali was supposed to be equal to the amount of seed which v/as f 
sown. This principle was continued by his descendents. But Amir 
Dost Mohamraad Khan abolished the system in 1836. He too 1/3 , of 
the produce of all the lands under cultivation in the province 
of Kabul. By the third decade of the 19th century Kamran, the 
ruler of Herat also demanded 1/3 of the produce. The land reve-
nue was collected by the headman of each village and paid through 
the head of the tribe to the Hakim (Governor) or his agent. 
Certain crafts and manufactures flourished. The woollen 
textile industry v/as highly developed. The carpets of Herat and 
Barak of the Hazaras were in demand in foreign covmtries and other 
provinces of the country. The production of cotton was limited to 
the subtropical region of the country. Therefore cotton did not 
compete with the woollen industry. The tov/n of Istalif was the 
most important centre of the cotton goods in the country and its 
products were exported to central Asia and other parts of 
Afghanistan. 
The mountains of the country contained a large quantity of 
minerals. Iron ore existed in the vicinity of Peshawer and Bamian, 
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Precious stones were in abundance in northern Afghanistan parti-
cularly in Badakhshan. Due to scarcity of fuel, iron ore was not 
properly utilized. Iron manufacturies v;ere developed in Fyzabad 
and Kohat. Iron pots of Fyzabad were exported to Bokhara and 
other parts of central Asia. In the province of Peshawer near 
Khushalgarh good coal had been discovered by later 18 30s. In the 
district of Kohat petroleum was found and utilized for lighting 
lamps in small quantity. 
Transport of the country v/as not much developed, goods were 
transported on animals back. The mountains of the country dis-
couraged the use of carts and other wheels. The routes between 
provinces and foreign countries were not very safe. For purpose 
of security, a large nurrioer of travellers with their animals tra-
velled in caravans which were also known as Qafila. There was 
little inland navigation ov^ ing to the fast flow of rivers in the 
hills : Only the Kabul river between Peshawer and Jelalabad was 
used for transport. The most important routes of the country 
connected Kaloul with Peshawer in the east and Kabul v/ith Herat via 
Qandahar in the west and Kabul with Balkh and Bukhara in the north. 
Commerce of the country had undergone alteration due to 
political disturbances. The merchants did not enjoy adequate 
security in independent states of Afghanistan, particularly in 
Qandahar and Herat. Amir Dost Mohammad Khan, the ruler of Kabul 
gave relatively greater safety to merchants. The v/oollen manufac-
turers of the country were exported to Persia and India. All sorts 
of dried and fresh fn.iits were exported to India. Grain particu-
m 
larly rice was also an article of export of Kabul to India. In 
the mid 19th century, Afghanistan imported v;orth Rs.120/6000 goods, 
most of which consisted of textiles. The main articles of import 
from Biikhara were horses, silk textiles and gold, which were re-
exported to Persia and India. 
The duty which was levied on commercial goods v/as 2 ^ 
ad valorem as enjoined by Islamic Law. In some cases the duty 
exceeded 2^i but it never went beyond 4% in Kabul, In the 
province of Qandahar illegal duties were levied which reached 
5%. Due to excessive custom duty the merchants abondoned the 
.route via Qandahar. They preferred the longer route via central 
Asia to Persia from Kabul and India. 
The currency which v; as in circulation in different states 
of the country was not uniform. But the main coin carried the 
same name, that of n.ipee. The value of the British India rupee 
was higher than that of any rupee minted in Afghanistan. Among 
the Afghan currencies, the Kaloul mpee and then the Qandahar 
rupee enjoyed the highest values. 
According to an estimate made in the 1830's provisions 
in India were reckoned to be eight times .cheaper than in England. 
In Kabul they were perhaps four times as cheap, v;ith the excep-
tion of fruits. The ruling class in Afghanistan consisted of the 
chiefs of the Barakzai clan and the Durani tribe, v/ho dominated 
the administration and the army, and the various tribal chiefs 
and large land-ovmers. 
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The administration of the country was basad on the tribal 
system. The administration of justice was left to the tribes 
and qazis. The Mullas and religous classes also had great 
influence; sometime they provoked the people even against the 
king. 
The army of the Durani kings consisted of Ghulam Shah's 
and Kera Ilukars. The Ghulams were permanent soldiers in the 
king's service. The Kara Nukars v;ere furnished in time of war 
by the ovmers of the land. The Eiljaris were almost all in-
fantry. They received no pay till the third month of their service. 
Dawatalab were raised for particular expeditions. They received 
five tumans (£ 10) per compaign. The chief officers of the army 
were called Sirdars. Their number was limited. 
The civil population of the country'- v/as divided into 
various classes. The peasants of the country comprised the major 
part of the population. A few of them worked on their own land; 
the remaining v/era landless. The position of those who had no 
land of their ov/n was very vulnerable in some areas of the countr^^. 
Landlords held a large portion of the land and were known as 
Khans. The Khans who were favoured by the king had a great voice 
in the administration. In some areas of the country the Khans 
collected perquisites for their ov/n benifits. 
The merchants of the country v;ho usually went abroad 
formed the most knowledgeable class of society. A large number 
of the merchant v/ere Hindus. 
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The lov/est sect ion of the soc ie ty in Afghanistan v;as 
formed of s l aves . They v/ere employed in v/ork reniiiring the 
hardest labour. The slaves in Afghanistan v/as consisted of 
e i t h e r those who were sold by poor parents or had been captured 
in v/ars or v;ere bom of slave pa ren t s . The female slaves were 
employed in indoor v/ork and the male in outdoor work. 
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